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Summary 

Over the last four decades and longer, the Minerals Management Service (MMS) and later the Bureau of 
Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) have invested considerable resources in improving our 
understanding of sediment deposition, stability, mass-wasting, and other sediment-transport processes on 
the Mississippi River Delta Front (MRDF), in order to better predict seabed phenomena (such as 
submarine landslides) that impact seabed hydrocarbon exploration and production activities. However, 
the last major comprehensive seabed mapping program, on which many hazard assessments are based, 
was conducted in the late 1970s. Seabed geological and geotechnical studies since then have been largely 
focused on localized seabed mudflows caused by a single event, such as a major hurricane. As a result, 
information needed to understand seabed hazards and risks is generally outdated and/or too sparsely 
distributed in time and space to allow hazard evaluation for the entire region, >2000 km2, into the future.  

These limitations were the motivation for a study to pursue the following four objectives: 

1. Integrate existing scientific understanding and data sets for the MRDF;  

2. Identify knowledge gaps in the behavior of seabed mudflows over a range of spatial and temporal 
scales, and triggered by a range of events; 

3. Conduct a pilot study to evaluate new analytical approaches that have never (or not recently) been 
applied to the MRDF; 

4. Outline a future research program that will help bridge these data gaps, and provide the basis for a 
hazard- and risk-management framework. 

During the years 2013-2018, a team of scientists from Louisiana State University, University of New 
Orleans, San Diego State University, and the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management conducted research 
toward these objectives, with the following general results. 

Data Review and Synthesis 
An ArcGIS© geodatabase of selected existing datasets from the MRDF has been created that incorporates 
historical data from a wide range of sources, from 19th-century leadline surveys to 3D seabed elevation 
models using advanced technology ca. 2006–2017. Of these data sets, only the most recent multibeam 
sonar bathymetric data have great utility for advanced measurement of seabed properties, and these 
datasets are small in number, small in individual coverage, and cover only a small fraction of the study 
area. Two locations, one near SW Pass, and the other south of Garden Bay (Enterprise Pipeline) have 
multiple surveys at different times, and are useful for time-series study.  

An Endnote® literature database has been created incorporating >450 articles and reports spanning 1955 
to present. Analysis of this database by time and topic demonstrates that many studies were performed in 
response to seabed infrastructure damage from major hurricanes. Also, the most recent regionally and 
topically comprehensive study was conducted ca. 1977–1985, and the most recent detailed in situ 
geotechnical study was conducted ca. 1983. 

Data gaps identified in our synthesis include the following: 

1. The most recent regionally comprehensive seabed mapping program occurred in 1977–1979. 

2. Localized studies have been conducted 1981–2017, but have generally focused on one individual 
storm event or slide. 

3. No long-term in situ study has ever been conducted to quantify mode and frequency of seabed 
failures. 
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4. Since the mid 20th century, sediment delivery in the Mississippi Delta has declined precipitously, 
greatly changing the sedimentation regime that drives seabed failures. No study before our data synthesis 
takes this into account. 

5. Rates and spatial and temporal scales of failures are not well constrained and most estimates are 
based on repeated single-beam sonar surveys with high uncertainty. 

6. The presence of natural biogenic gas (primarily methane produced in the shallow seabed) has 
been widely documented and often attributed as a potential pre-conditioning factor that could facilitate 
seabed failures, but this phenomenon has never been fully investigated.  

7. Triggering mechanisms have been enumerated, but are not well understood. Only large-scale 
catastrophic failures have been documented based on impacts to infrastructure, but our work demonstrates 
that flows and failures also occur during periods of quiescence, with regard to major (≥ category 3) 
hurricane strikes. 

8. Waves are widely recognized as important triggers for mudflows, but most work on this topic to 
date has been conducted using oversimplified linear wave models. These models, as our study here 
shows, under-predict the forces applied by real ocean waves to the seabed. 

9. Advanced geochronological and geological analytical methods exist that can help provide 
detailed information on the rates and distributions of mudflows in time and space, but these methods have 
mostly been applied outside of the most dynamic regions of the MRDF, one exception being our study by 
Keller et al. (2016). 

Results from Pilot Studies 
Analysis of cores collected near Southwest Pass in the 2014 Pilot Study demonstrate that most of the 
seabed in that study area to a depth of <3 m below the seabed is characterized by vertical sediment 
deposition from the Mississippi River Plume. Evidence for mudflow reworking of sediments was found in 
one core out of 20, at a depth of 1–2.5 meters below the seabed. Collectively these results suggest that 
most deformation produced by gravity-driven flows in this location occurs at depths >3 m below the 
seabed. 

Spatiotemporal analysis of three collocated swath bathymetry sonar datasets from this same region 
(collected in 2005, 2009, and 2014) demonstrate that mudflows in gullies can continue to alter seabed 
depth and morphology even during periods when major hurricane strikes to not occur. Rates of deepening 
and shoaling are on the order of 1 m/y. However, overall plan view morphology of gullies did not change 
during this period. 

A second pilot study in 2017 consisted of paired collaborative cruises for the US Geological Survey 
(USGS) and Louisiana State University (LSU) (May 2017) and LSU, the University of New Orleans 
(UNO), San Diego State University (SDSU), Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), and MARUM (Center 
for Marine Environmental Sciences, University of Bremen, Germany) (June 2017). Those cruises 
demonstrated that the suite of sonar tools deployed by the USGS can provide excellent information on 
seabed morphology and also subbottom stratigraphy where gas does not mask signal from subbottom 
sediments. Subsurface gas is widespread but not ubiquitous. USGS sonar data were used to target 
geological and geotechnical sampling on the June 2017 cruise, from which data are now revealing details 
about seabed geological and rheological properties that influence submarine landslide occurrence. 
Mapping and coring around the wreck of the SS Virginia (sunk 1942) are revealing new information 
about rates and forcing mechanisms for possible creep-like seabed motion of mud lobes at this site, which 
is likely to be characteristic of other locations on the MRDF.    
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Future Mississippi River Delta Front Research Plan 
This report includes a proposal for the next phase of comprehensive MRDF study (see Appendix). This 
proposal includes technologies and methods for developing a modern baseline map of the MRDF seabed 
and subsurface, and addressing data gaps identified above. The first step of the proposed effort is to be a 
comprehensive mapping program (led by USGS), augmented with time-series measurements of waves, 
currents, and in situ seabed properties (conducted by the team of universities). Following initial mapping 
and field observations, a deep coring program will be undertaken to study sediment rheology and 
composition (especially gas) using special tools for keeping core samples at in situ pressures (to retain 
gas) for laboratory analysis. These field observations will be integrated with numerical modeling of 
seabed forcing and response, to better understand past seabed dynamics, and predict future hazards and 
risk. 

Synthesis and Application to Resource and Infrastructure Management 
The existing state of knowledge for seabed mudflows on the MRDF is presently inadequate to provide a 
hazard- and risk-management framework for the entire region, spanning > 2000 km2. This is because 
existing seabed maps and measurements on which many hazards are assessed are far outdated, and 
because appropriate measurements and numerical models of the forces that drive mudflows, and the 
seabed response to these failures, do not exist. This study has identified basic seabed and oceanographic 
knowledge gaps that must be bridged to develop such a hazard- and risk-management framework. This 
study also identifies scientific and engineering approaches to bridging those gaps in a future 
comprehensive study of the MRDF. 
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1. Project Introduction, Background, and Methods 

1.1 Motivation and BOEM Information Needs Addressed 
Over the last four decades and longer, the Minerals Management Service (MMS) and later the Bureau of 
Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) have invested considerable resources in improving our 
understanding of sediment deposition, stability, mass-wasting, and other transport processes on the 
Mississippi River Delta Front (MRDF), to better predict seabed phenomena (such as submarine 
landslides, for example) that impact seabed hydrocarbon exploration and production activities. Important 
understanding has developed from this research. Highlighted by the seminal work of Coleman et al. 
(1980), we now know sediment gravity flows (SGFs) are widespread across the MRDF, and are 
influenced by rapid sedimentation, seabed oversteepening, and flow activation by hurricane-generated 
waves. We learned that these processes are capable of destroying platform and pipeline structures, which 
are numerous in the areas affected by SGFs. We also know that these dynamic processes are strongly 
influenced by, and in turn influence, bathymetry and seabed morphology, which vary in space and time. 
These insights are largely derived from a series of bathymetric surveys from 1872–1874, 1940, and 1977–
1979. Since then no surveys of sufficient breadth and detail have been conducted to allow regional and 
updated hazard assessment. Up to 2013, the large number of smaller studies conducted since the last 
regional survey (1977–1979) remain largely uncoordinated. This lack of updated regional data, 
knowledge, and synthesis have hindered comprehensive and updated understanding of these seabed 
processes, products, and impacts, and have reduced the utility of some excellent hazard assessments and 
models that have been developed in the last few decades (examples including but not restricted to Hooper 
and Suhayda, 2005; Hitchcock et al., 2006; Guidroz, 2009). In parallel with these BOEM and/or MMS-
funded studies, observational and theoretical developments in seabed sedimentary processes have 
advanced worldwide, particularly in the past decade (including but not limited to wave-enhanced 
sediment-gravity flows; Macquaker et al., 2010). However, seabed dynamics of the MRDF have not been 
evaluated with respect to many of these newly developed concepts. 
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Figure 1. Study area  
Map of study area, including data from various sources used in this study compiled in the ArcGIS© geodatabase of bathymetric 
datasets and sediment core locations visible across the offshore Mississippi River Delta. The geodatabase also includes 
infrastructure data and historical charts. 

The MRDF study addressed by this report was conceived as a new study of data synthesis, integration of 
new concepts for sediment stability and dynamics, and pilot data collection to provide multiple benefits to 
BOEM for evaluating geotechnical stability of the evolving MRDF. The work has been conducted by an 
interdisciplinary team of three marine geologists (Bentley, Maloney, and Xu), combining expertise in 
delta front geology, muddy sediment behavior, sediment geochemistry, seabed coring, seismic, and 
hydrodynamic methods), and a physical oceanographer with expertise in fluvial and ocean 
hydrodynamics, and sediment dynamics (Georgiou). Data sources include published and unpublished data 
sets made available through collaboration with BOEM and other federal agencies, including surveys and 
studies conducted by various industry, academic, and government groups. We have identified knowledge 
gaps, and provide alternate perspectives for formative processes (e.g., forcing of seabed flows by annual 
winter storm waves, Obelcz et al., 2017), products, and impacts. We also developed and outlined here a 
clear path forward for a more extensive and in-depth study that could be initiated in the near future. If 
undertaken, such a new future research program will be of scale comparable to the surveys and synthesis 
of Coleman et al. 1980, but will seek to fill gaps in understanding identified in this report, and seek to 
provide a more extensive investigation of new aspects such as seabed rheology and dynamic response to 
forcing by waves and other phenomena. The present project, reported herein, is a logical first step toward 
design and execution of the larger research program. Deliverables for this present proposed work include 
reports to BOEM documenting progress and guidance for future work, published manuscripts, 
geodatabases and databases (ArcGIS© and Endnote©, respectively) that include interpreted datasets of 
seismic profiles and seabed morphology in time-series, seabed geological, geochronological, and 
geotechnical datasets, and a large collection of reports and articles from a range of sources. 
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The present study has been conducted in the context of recent research documenting shifting depositional 
patterns in the lower Mississippi River Delta (MRD), which is a fundamentally different perspective from 
studies in the era of Coleman et al. (1980), at which time the MRD was thought to be rapidly prograding 
as it had for centuries. Figure 2 demonstrates that two of the three historically important outlets of the 
Mississippi River (South Pass and Pass a Loutre) are now exceeded by three other outlets farther 
upstream, with respect to average annual sediment discharge (Fort St. Philip, Grand Pass, and Baptiste 
Collette). Sediment discharge from South Pass and Pass a Loutre is probably also impeded by use of these 
channels for dredge material disposal, by the US Army Corps of Engineers (US-ACE, 2004). Further, 
numerous studies (reviewed in Blum and Roberts, 2009, 2012; Bentley et al., 2016 [supported by this 
study]) demonstrate the important long-term declines (> 50% over the past century) of total sediment 
discharge from the Mississippi.   

 
Figure 2. Mississippi River sediment load  
Illustration of average annual suspended sediment discharge from all outlets of the lower Mississippi River during flood years 2008–
2010, demonstrating that South Pass and Pass a Loutre are no longer major outlets of the Mississippi, in terms of sediment supply. 
Adapted from Allison et al. 2012. 

Important early studies of seabed instabilities on the MRDF indicated that rapid sediment deposition at 
rates of up to several meters per month played an important role in developing weak, oversteepened 
regions that were prone to failure. All models and risk matrices published to date are predicated on an 
unchanged historic sediment discharge from the primary Mississippi River outlets. However, as a result 
of declining and shifting sediment discharges, we hypothesized in this study that extent and location of 
areas prone to seabed failure are changing. For example, based on the declining sediment supply to the 
MRD, and continued marine transport processes, at the start of this project we hypothesized that the delta 
front is entering or will soon enter a degradational phase, in which seabed erosion will dominate over 
deposition (and mudflow transport), particularly near areas with the greatest decline in sediment 
discharge, such as Pass a Loutre and South Pass. Though affirmation of this hypothesis is a major result 
of this study (project publication Maloney et al., 2018), our evaluations discussed here represent a small 
first step, and we do not know the potential impacts, or the response time of seabed changes to shifting 
sedimentation patterns. This condition would have the potential to destabilize seabed infrastructure, such 
as pipelines, as the delta front degrades.  
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In this report, we synthesize existing literature and unpublished data relevant to the subaqueous MRD. 
We critically evaluate the range of seabed morphologies evident in sonar data, and compare with 
morphological classifications and spatial scales described previously (discussed below). We critically 
evaluate the range of risk and hazard assessment tools developed to date, and explicitly incorporate 
seabed-wave effects on initiating SGFs, which have been documented, but not incorporated explicitly into 
the GIS-based risk assessment tools available (such as Hitchcock et al. 2006). We also critically evaluate 
the roles of newly developed sediment-transport theory for waves, currents, and fine sediments. This 
synthesis work has been complemented by pilot field mapping of hotspots identified in data synthesis. 
Data synthesis and results of our pilot study are then followed by guidance on a path forward for a more 
comprehensive, long-term study and/or monitoring program of the evolution, mechanics, and processes 
governing this failure-prone area. 

1.2 Study Area, Hypotheses, and Project Objectives 

1.2.1 Description of Study Area 
A substantial portion of sediments delivered to the ocean by the mouths of the Mississippi River deposit 
rapidly near the subaerial portions of the delta, forming a subaqueous apron of fine sediments around the 
subaerial delta, in water depths of 0–200 m. Regions of the MRDF may be defined based on bathymetry 
as follows, after Coleman et al. (1998): 0-10 m, interdistributary bays; 10–70 m, upper delta front; 70–
120 m, intermediate delta front; 120–200 m, lower delta front. Frequent mass-transport processes in this 
region are largely confined water depths shallower than 200 mbsl. These young sediments retain high 
water and gas content, and generally possess low strengths, making the deposits prone to failure and mass 
transport. The slope of this apron is on average very gentle, 1–30 m/km; nevertheless this low gradient is 
sufficient to allow down-slope flow of sediments under the force of gravity, when local disturbing forces 
exceed resisting forces. Seabeds that are shaped primarily by sediments transported by waves and currents 
are generally relatively smooth and undulatory. In contrast, settings like the MRDF that are shaped by 
sediment instabilities and gravity-driven processes (like slumps, slides, and flows) possess seabed 
features that are often irregular, with morphologies that can be related to formative processes as described  
in Fig. 3). In particular, key features of the MRDF created by sediment instabilities include the following, 
illustrated in Figure 3 (from Coleman et al. 1980, 1998): 

 

 
Figure 3. Mississippi River Delta Front geomorphology 
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Features of the MRDF produced by sediment instability, adapted from Coleman et al. 1980. Features most relevant to this project 
are described below. 

Collapse depressions and bottleneck slides. Water depths to ~15 m, and slopes of <9 m/km (<0.5°). These 
relatively small features, with depths of < 3 m and lengths of < 600 m are most commonly located in 
interdistributary bays (bays between major river outlets), and the adjacent upper delta front. 

Peripheral rotational slides. Water depths to ~30 m, on slopes of 3–18 m/km (0.17°–1°). These features 
are most commonly located on seaward slopes of distributary-mouth bars of major river outlets, where 
sediments deposited closest to river mouths create relatively steep gradients. 

Mudflow gullies. Water depths of 7–100 m, on slopes of 3–9 m/km (0.17°–0.5°). These elongate features 
can consist of channels up to 20 m deeper than the adjacent undisturbed seabed, and contain both soft 
remolded fluidized sediment and large rigid blocks carried by the flow. 

Mudflow lobes. Water depths to ~150 m, slopes <9 m/km (<0.5°). These features commonly form from 
the coalescence of sediments transported by mudflow gullies. Individual lobes are up to hundreds of 
meters wide, >1000 m long, and up to 20 m thick, but stacked lobes may form composite features up to 
100 m thick. The seabed immediately downslope of mudflow lobes is often disturbed by compressive 
forces of mudflows, and may contain mud volcanoes and vents that expel fluids from overpressurized 
sediments below. 

Erosional furrows. Coleman et al. (1980) documented the presence of erosional furrows in water >100 m 
deep in the southern and eastern portions of the study area. These features were shown to be 10–30 m 
wide, with vertical relief of 1–3 m. 

Coleman et al. (1998, p. 880) summarized the major factors contributing to the formation of the above 
features in water depth of 5–200 m as follows:  

1. Rapid sedimentation near river outlets results in widespread loading of the upper delta-front 
slopes.  

2. Coarse-grained sands and silts of the distributary mouth bars have higher bulk density than 
underlying prodelta clay, differentially loading the underlying clays.  

3. Fine-grained delta deposits retain high water content (i.e., are under-consolidated), contributing to 
large excess pore pressure and low strength.  

4. Rapid microbial degradation of organic material in clays leads to the formation of abundant 
methane, which accumulates as bubbles and also contributes to excess pore pressures.  

5. Ocean waves from hurricanes and other storms cause cyclic loading on the sea floor, imparting 
motion to the soft seabed, allowing dilation and compression of gas bubbles, and creating direct 
downslope shear stresses on the sea-floor sediments. 

Other potential triggers exist, such as earthquakes and critical oversteepening by rapid deposition, and are 
discussed below. 

Previous studies have clearly defined overall morphological characteristics of the seabed; determined that 
many mass transport phenomena are associated with impacts of hurricane waves; and have demonstrated 
that these sediment-transport phenomena are significant hazards to offshore infrastructure associated with 
petroleum exploration and production. The limitations to our knowledge, based on these previous studies, 
are as follows. 

• Much of this understanding is based on three regional seabed bathymetric surveys conducted 
from 40 to 141 years ago, using methods not nearly as advanced as are possible with current 
theory and technology, in a geological setting known to be very dynamic over short time periods.  

• These findings have demonstrated the occurrence of seabed movements associated with river 
discharge and storms. However, these previous observations do not provide detail on the rate of 
the relevant processes (steady compared to pulsed flows, gentle compared to catastrophic), or the 
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spatial distribution of interacting seabed and wave properties (i.e., cross-shelf changes in wave 
properties mapped against cross-delta variation in seabed rheology), in part due to the low 
temporal and spatial resolution of available regional data, and due to the lack of tools at that time 
for in-situ observation. 

• This understanding was developed largely without consideration of annual to decadal changes in 
river sediment supply and routing, whereas we now know that both the overall supply as well as 
routing of sediment has changed considerably over recent decades. 

• Detailed local studies of more recent seabed failures (i.e., since 1979) and associated 
infrastructure damage have not been integrated effectively, to provide a more regional 
perspective. This is important because many of these recent studies (i.e., Hooper 1996; Hooper 
and Suhayda 2005; Walsh et al. 2006) have been conducted using advanced technology, based on 
recent theory, and so integration could provide important new detail and insight. 

Based on the above evaluation of present knowledge and data availability, we initially proposed three 
overarching hypotheses, and a series of specific objectives that we have pursued to evaluate our 
hypotheses. 

Hypothesis 1. Based on the declining sediment supply to the MRD, and continued marine transport 
processes, we hypothesized that the delta front has entered, or will soon enter, a degradational phase, in 
which seabed erosion will dominate over deposition (and mudflow transport), particularly near areas with 
the greatest decline in sediment discharge, such as Pass a Loutre and South Pass. Further, based on new 
developments in our understanding of sediment transport under the combined effects of gravity, waves, 
and currents (such as coupled effects of storm waves and sediment-gravity flows), we suggest that 
important sedimentary processes and products identified by earlier studies may be better understood and 
thus better predicted and their effects mitigated, through our re-evaluation. This hypothesis has been 
validated to a significant extent in our recent publication Maloney et al. (2018), described in Chapter 2.3. 

Hypothesis 2. Based on Henkel (1970) evaluation of wave mechanics and Guidroz (2009) evaluation of 
wave temporal and spatial variations, with respect to Coleman et al. (1980) morphological 
characterization of seabed failures on the MRDF, we hypothesized that the horizontal scale of the 
pressure gradient under waves, which is controlled by wave length and height, might be a strong 
control on the horizontal scale of seabed failures. This is also supported by the occurrence of smaller 
failures (collapse depressions and bottleneck slides) near shore, where waves are smaller, and more 
extensive gullies and lobes in deeper water, where wave length and height are generally greater. This 
could be evaluated by GIS-based comparison of seabed failure properties with the cross-delta variation of 
wave length, height, and seabed pressure, as predicted by wave models from previous studies (e.g. 
Guidroz 2009; Georgiou and Schindler 2009). The results could improve our ability to assess spatial and 
temporal scales and distributions of seabed hazards. This hypothesis has been partially validated by the 
analysis in our recent publication, Obelcz et al. (2017), which identified seabed motions forced by annual 
storm waves that were previously thought too weak to drive seabed mass transport. Significant questions 
remain, however, which are addressed in Chapter 3.2.  

Hypothesis 3. We hypothesized that, on the MRDF, two general classes of mass transport exist: rapid, 
deep, and extensive failure under large hurricane waves, mostly driven by pressure gradients under 
waves, and thinner, steadier, and more frequent flows created by interaction of fluidized deposits 
supported by wave turbulence in the near-bed water column. This hypothesis is based on recently 
developed theory and observations relating wave resuspension to the formation of wave-enhanced 
sediment-gravity flows on gradients as low as 0.5 m/km (Wright et al. 2001; Bentley and Nittrouer 2003; 
Friedrichs and Wright 2004; Rotondo and Bentley 2003; Macquaker et al. 2010; Denommee et al. 2016 
and 2017). Although these thinner flows (thickness less than 2–3 m approximately) are not likely to be 
catastrophic in nature, they present an important mechanism for cross-shelf redistribution of sediments 
under the combined effects of waves and gravity, that might either increase or decrease local seabed 
stability, depending on local transport patterns. This theory has not been previously applied to study or 
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modeling of MRDF sediment dynamics, but this application will be one specific objective of our field and 
data synthesis activities. Evaluation of this hypothesis awaits collection of seabed hydrodynamic data.  

To evaluate the above hypotheses, and further explore sediment dynamics on the MRDF, we pursued the 
following objectives:  

Objective 1:Review of Existing Research. We have reviewed and synthesized relevant research including 
studies sponsored by BOEM and/or BSEE (MMS-USGS-BLM) since the 1970s and other relevant 
research conducted in the MRDF and analogous subaqueous delta mass-wasting research globally. Types 
of research include, but are not restricted to, geotechnical, geomorphic evolution, slide/flow mechanics, 
rheological, hydrodynamic forcings, and sediment instabilities. Alternative perspectives and new 
scientific advances (e.g., wave-enhanced sediment-gravity flows described above, and updated and more 
realistic models of wave-seabed interaction, discussed below) were also considered. 

Objective 2:Collection and Review of Unpublished Datasets. We have incorporated existing and 
previously-unpublished data to better document and understand processes and products of delta front 
evolution, to advance knowledge beyond what has been captured in the published literature, and to truly 
assess the current status of data holdings. Data include recent industry subbottom profiler, bathymetry, 
and side-scan sonar surveys, sediment core or geotechnical data, physical oceanographic parameters, 
recent storm-associated wave modeling results, available through BOEM, industry repositories, and other 
agency reports and data sets (e.g., the Federal Emergency Management Agency [FEMA], USACE, and 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration [NOAA]). 

Objective 3:Evaluation of Research, Data, and Identification of Data Gaps. We have identified major 
gaps in understanding that should be addressed by new research. As part of this, we have evaluated 
observed sediment dynamics in the context of recent research documenting shifting depocenters in the 
MRD as well as advanced concepts and models of mudflow dynamics, as influenced by waves and 
currents, rather than gravity alone. In addition to the previously discussed seabed properties and processes 
that contribute to MRDF seabed instabilities, we have undertaken initial evaluation of new questions and 
topics of seabed landslides, including but not restricted to the following: 

• What are spatial and temporal distributions of mass wasting processes and rates (e.g., flows 
compared to slides, catastrophic compared to pulsed, or quasi-steady)? 

• Does evidence exist for/against the triggering of slides and flows by earthquakes and motion 
along known faults in and near the study area?  

• Can acoustic ‘wipeout’ produced by gas in seismic profiles (i.e., zones in subbottom seismic 
profiles where sediment layering is masked by the presence of gas) be used to map gas-charged 
zones, as a proxy measurement for instability? 

• Can other advances in understanding muddy seafloor – storm wave interaction, not discussed in 
this proposal, be used for more effective risk assessment in our study area? 

• What is the role of Mississippi River high-discharge events on initial shelf deposition and 
production of unstable deposits?  

• How rapidly do mudflow gully geometry and mudflow lobes evolve? Are the interfluves stable or 
is there headward and gully wall erosion? What are the spatial timescales over which these rates 
vary? Can repeated hazard surveys of individual blocks, and newer NOAA (2009) coastal surveys 
provide relevant insights? 

Objective 4:Pilot Field Study of Seabed Hotspots, based on outcomes from objectives 1-3. We conducted 
two pilot studies of hotspots of deposition and degradation identified in objectives 1 and 2, using 
advanced seabed imaging sonars and coring ground-truth, that can form the basis for long-term and more 
extensive future change-detection surveys of the MRDF. Some of the questions posed above involve 
mapping both the distribution and age of very recent deposits (i.e., Walsh et al. 2006). For these 
questions, application of radiometric dating methods including 7Be/210Pb were used to provide insight into 
the age and deposition rates of sediment layers over seasonal, annual, and decadal timescales (e.g., 
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Bentley et al. 2002, Rotondo and Bentley 2003, and from this study, Keller et al. 2016) and Methods 
section below). This pilot field study allowed preliminary evaluation for some hypotheses above, and 
build on the historical data analysis of Hitchcock et al. (2006). 

Objective 5:Plan development for future comprehensive regional observation, monitoring, and 
modeling study. From the review above, it is apparent that the MRDF is spatially and temporally dynamic 
over a wide range of temporal and spatial scales, but data and research do not exist that allow us to fully 
understand processes and products of sediment instability on the MRDF, and the resultant hazards to 
offshore infrastructure. Accordingly, design of a plan to achieve a better understanding of this complex 
geological setting was a central component of our study, from a preliminary plan in Y1, to a more fully 
developed plan incorporated into this final project report. 

The preliminary work reported herein only provides a starting point to fully address our hypotheses 
above. However, during this initial stage of data synthesis and integration, these hypotheses will provide 
an important theoretical framework for our activities. This preliminary work suggests these hypotheses 
merit more extensive and detailed evaluation, and can be one element in a larger subsequent study, 
including field observations and modeling. Both this preliminary study and any related future work are 
likely to contribute to both basic understanding of these phenomena on other river-dominated deltas, as 
well as this important risk-related application to MRDF. 

1.3 Methods 

1.3.1 Data sources  
We have worked closely with partners including BOEM (Dr. Michael Miner), BP (Dr. Walter Guidroz, 
now at USGS), and Louisiana State University (LSU) Coastal Studies Institute (Dr. James Coleman, 
Boyd Professor Emeritus) to compile data from multiple sources, including but not restricted to examples 
below: 

• Bathymetry and seabed morphology of the MRDF from Coleman et al. (1980), digitized by 
William Lettis and Associates (Hitchcock et al., 2006), used with permission of BOEM (Fig. 1). 
This data set includes georeferenced Arc-GIS layers for: bathymetric surveys of 1874, 1940, and 
1977–1979; isopachs of sediment accumulation between bathymetric surveys; and location of 
major instability features identified in 1977–1979 sidescan. 

• Multibeam bathymetric grid from Walsh et al.(2006), survey of Southwest Pass region following 
Hurricane Katrina (Fig. 1), used with the author’s permission. 

• Previously unpublished mapped wave simulations and other model-generated results across the 
MRDF of Guidroz (2009) from major hurricanes impacting MRDF (Fig. 4). 

• Data from 178 geotechnical borings across the MRDF archived at the LSU Coastal Studies 
Institute (Dr. James Coleman, personal communication and unpublished data) (data include shear 
strength, grain size, and other parameters; core locations in Appendix L of Guidroz, 2009). 

• Key data sets were acquired through collaboration with BOEM, include digital sidescan, 
multibeam bathymetry, and subbottom profiles through areas impacted by major hurricanes since 
1979 (especially Ivan and Katrina), such as small multibeam mosaics presented in Hitchcock et 
al. (2006), collected after Katrina, a post-Katrina pipeline survey of South Pass 53 and vicinity 
collected by Enterprise Associates (2005). The Enterprise (2005) data set is one of 46 site surveys 
used by Guidroz. Dr. Guidroz was a geophysics manager at BP at the time, and had excellent data 
access through company holdings.  

These and other previously unpublished interpretations of data collected by OCS lease holders for 
compliance with BOEM’s shallow hazards and archeological resources survey requirements were 
incorporated into the spatial database and analyzed as below. The reports and associated maps from these 
block surveys, intended to identify and map many of the seafloor and sub-seafloor features that are the 
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focus of this study, were provided to LSU by BOEM for areas available within the study area. After 
acquiring many bathymetric surveys, we decided to analyze only digital multi-beam surveys, with or 
without accompanying side-scan data.  

1.3.2 Data integration  
Data from sources identified above was incorporated into geodatabases of several types, to facilitate the 
most effective comparison and visualization, depending on the type of data (e.g., core-based geotechnical 
data and lithologic logs, geospatial data sets such as bathymetry [Fig. 1], or wave simulations [Fig. 4], as 
examples). ArcGIS® is a widely available geographic information system that served as the backbone for 
our data integration. Many types of georeferenced data can be incorporated into ArcGIS® projects, and 
the software allows for versatile mathematical comparisons and transformations of different data layers, 
such as analysis of bathymetric change from one survey to another.  

 
Figure 4. Waves produced by Hurricane Camille  
Hurricane Camille, August 17, 1969 2100 Z, near time of landfall, significant wave height results from simulation conducted by 
Guidroz (2009). 
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Figure 5. Perspective view of Southwest Pass in 3D visualization software  
Perspective view of Southwest Pass generated in Fledermaus, showing land area, and the 2014 Pilot Study swath survey described 
in Obelcz et al. (2017) and Chapter 3.2. 

 
Figure 6. Example geoacoustic model using Kingdom software  
Example of Kingdom Suite project map of the Southwest Pass study area, showing depth to gas-charged sediments (represented in 
two-way travel time of sound, in milliseconds) interpreted from CHIRP data. Black lines are traces of CHIRP seismic profiles, as 
shown in Figure 10 below. Horizontal and vertical axes are in meters, UTM projection. 

A second software tool that the team has used for visualization and analysis is Fledermaus 4D, which is 
widely used for integration and study of bathymetric and seismic data, as shown in Figure 5. Fledermaus 
allows geospatial data to be rendered in 3D for “fly throughs”, and also allows evaluation and animation 
of time-series datasets, for example to evaluate seabed morphology change through time. The third 
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software system that was used for this project is Kingdom Suite. Kingdom Suite is an industry-standard 
platform for integration and study of geological, geotechnical, and seismic data sets, including core data, 
seismic cross sections, or integrated geoacoustic data, as shown in Figure 6. Kingdom is more suited to 
the integration of seismic and bathymetric data than either ArcGIS® or Fledermaus, but is also more 
complex and expensive. LSU Geology and Geophysics maintains a site license for Kingdom, which was 
used for this study. 

The ability to render, display, and evaluate these data sets in 3D plus time has greatly facilitated our 
ability to explore interrelations among forcing and destabilizing mechanisms (slope, waves, gassy 
sediments), and resultant bathymetry and morphology.  

1.3.3 Data analysis and synthesis: initial theoretical framework  
The following paragraphs present the initial theoretical framework for our analysis.  

Sediment-gravity flows (SGFs) are initiated when disturbing forces exceed forces resisting motion. For 
the case of the MRDF, numerous studies have demonstrated that important seabed characteristics 
involved in disturbing motion include seabed slope (steeper slopes are more prone to SGFs), seabed 
strength (weak soils are more prone to failure), as well as seabed history (recently disturbed and/or 
deposited sediments may be, but are not always, more prone to failure than sediments long in place) 
(Henkel, 1970; Suhayda and Prior, 1978, and many others). These factors have been incorporated into 
geotechnical models (Hooper and Suhayda, 2005; Guidroz, 2009) and GIS-based risk-assessment 
matrices tools developed by Hitchcock et al. (2006) and Guidroz (2009) to evaluate potential seabed 
instability on the MRDF. The presence of gas in sediments (produced by microbial degradation of 
sediments) is also a factor, via the ability of gas bubbles to dilate and contract under pressure changes, 
thus weakening seabed strength. The impact of gas has been discussed extensively (Coleman et al. 1974; 
Whelan et al. 1975; Guidroz 2009, and many others), but has not been incorporated as an explicit term 
into risk assessment tools of which we are aware. (Specific studies of gas impacts on SGFs in our study 
area have not been conducted since the 1980s.) These factors combined (i.e., steep slopes and weak 
sediments) can create conditions conducive to generation of SGFs, but are not often sufficient alone to 
instigate flows. Generally, additional disturbing forces are thought to be necessary or at least important, 
for the generation of deep and extensive SGFs on the MRDF. 

Ocean waves created by hurricanes are the most powerful, frequent, and widely accepted mechanism for 
providing additional disturbing force to instigate SGFs on the MRDF (Coleman et al. 1974; Hooper 1996; 
Hooper and Suhayda 2005, and many others). Ocean waves interact with the seabed in three ways to help 
induce seabed failures: (1) Change in pressure on the seabed created by a passing wave form (i.e., as first 
the trough then the crest passes a location) creates a change in pressure on the seabed under the wave, that 
is a function of water depth, wavelength, wave height, and wave period (Wright, 1995). The local change 
in pressure can cause excess pore-water pressures (including compression and dilation of gas bubbles, 
where present in the sediment), which can act to weaken seabed strength. (2) This same pressure 
difference beneath trough and crest also creates a lateral pressure gradient (Fig. 7) (Henkel 1970). The 
passing wave form, creating a laterally moving pressure field on the seabed, can also cause vertical and 
horizontal deformations of the seabed, thereby contributing to sediment softening. Key early studies 
include Forristall and Reese (1985), and Hooper (1996). Three studies resulting from this project include 
Obelcz et al. (2017) and Denommee et al. (2016 and 2017), which demonstrated that waves from routine 
annual storms (i.e., much smaller than hurricane waves) are also capable of inducing SGFs. (3) Direct 
current motion (peak bottom orbital velocity, or Ubmax [m/s]) at the seabed produced by waves also 
provides a force parallel to the seabed, quantified as a wave-generated bed-shear stress τw, that can both 
erode sediment, and impart motion to the seabed.  
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Figure 7. Henkel’s (1970) model  
Schematic diagram from Henkel (1970; redrafted by Denommee et al. 2017) illustrating the relationships among seabed pressure 
gradients (2Δp) created beneath an ocean wave of wavelength L, seabed slope angle β, and slide length 2x. 

Guidroz (2009) conducted an extensive numerical study of seabed wave impacts on the MRDF from the 
most powerful hurricanes to strike the MRDF since the onset of petroleum exploration and production 
(Betsy [1965], Camille [1969], Andrew [1992], Ivan [2004], and Katrina [2005]). This work involved 
shelf-wide computer simulations of waves created by these storms, for the full history of each hurricane, 
followed by an examination of evidence for seabed failures associated with each hurricane. An example 
of wave modeling results is shown in Figure 4.  

Guidroz (2009) demonstrated several important factors regarding the impact of hurricane waves on the 
MRDF. First, each hurricane created unique wave conditions controlled by the direction of approach, 
hurricane forward speed, hurricane size, and intensity. As a result, an infinite number of simulations 
would be required to simulate all possible outcomes for all hurricanes. Second, although seabed mapping 
observations were limited in some cases, sufficient seabed bathymetric data were available to study SGFs 
in association with each hurricane. Third, although each hurricane was unique, Guidroz observed that in 
general, extensive seabed failures only occurred where/when significant wave heights exceeded 15 m at a 
location with a time exposure of seven hours or more. Finally, simulations of seabed pressure, bed shear 
stress, and documented seabed failures suggested that both pressure variations and bed shear stress 
contributed to seabed failures. Evaluating the history of hurricanes impacting the MRDF since 1851 
demonstrates that only three hurricanes in this period (Katrina, Ivan, and Camille) met these criteria of 
intensity and relatively long duration on the MRDF. 

Guidroz’s (2009) determination of approximate threshold wave criteria required to generate SGFs on the 
MRDF provides a tool for improving existing GIS-based risk assessment tools, by allowing inclusion of 
georeferenced wave data and simulations, for comparison with georeferenced seabed characteristics. We 
can simulate worst case scenario for threshold wave conditions, assuming that at each location, waves 
meeting threshold criteria arrive from directions perpendicular to the local bathymetric slope, experience 
no energy attenuation due to interaction with the soft seabed, and no change in wave characteristics due to 
shoaling and refraction. With these conservative simplifications, the change of wavelength and wave 
height from deep water conditions can be easily predicted based on linear wave theory. These results can 
then be used to compute seabed pressure fluctuations and bed shear stresses, as below, which are first-
order controls on initiation of SGFs. Additionally, we compared these predictions using selected non-

Δp Magnitude of pressure change
γʹz Submerged weight of sediment

L Wavelength
x Half length

2θ Arc of sliding 
β Slope angle
z Water depth
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linear theories, to better constrain the impact of differential pressures on the seabed, by a simple proof-of-
concept application of a fully non-linear numerical model FLOW3D, which can better simulate the free 
surface of a wave form, to help establish variance and uncertainty in the predictions from linear wave 
theory. Comparisons of results from linear and non-linear wave theory and the generation of SGFs are 
given in Chapter 3.2, and demonstrate that linear theory under predicts forces applied by actual ocean 
waves (Obelcz et al. 2017). 

Maximum and minimum pressures on the seafloor (P) during passing of a wave trough and crest can be 
calculated using linear wave theory from prescribed wave period (seconds), water depth, and wavelength 
(Wright 1995, p. 56), which can also be calculated from water depth and wave period (Wright 1995, p. 
56). Wave height (H) can be calculated using linear wave theory from prescribed deep water wave height 
(Hd), shoaling coefficient K, and group velocity in intermediate and deep water depths (Cg and Cgd, 
respectively): 

𝐻𝐻 = 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝐾𝐾   Equation 1 

Maximum local wave height will occur where waves approach shore parallel to local bed slope, in which 
case K=1 (Kinsman 1984, p. 153–158). Henkel (1970) evaluation on the controls of ocean waves on 
seabed failures (Fig. 7) suggests that the spatial scale of seabed failure (such as the initial length of seabed 
that fails) is related to wavelength, which generally decreases as waves progress into shallower water. We 
evaluated this hypothesis in part (Obelcz et al. 2017), but more work remains (Chapter 5). 

1.3.4 2014 pilot field study  
Methods for the 2014 Pilot Study are described below, and results from the 2014 Pilot Study are 
described in Chapter 3. During the first year of the proposed project, we searched for “hot spots” of  
seabed change, through comparison of  all collocated time-series data we have for seabed properties (for 
example, comparison of the Walsh et al. [2006] seabed morphology with Coleman et al.’s [1980] sidescan 
and bathymetry data) (Fig. 1). Based on this evaluation, we executed the first pilot-scale field program 
described below, during Summer 2014, near the end of Y1 and start of Y2. The objectives of this study 
were to field-test hypotheses and concepts developed during the first year of the study, and evaluate field 
and data processing approaches that can be pursued in future work that might be more extensive and in-
depth. 

The R/V Coastal Profiler from LSU’s Coastal Studies Institute (LSU-CSI) was used to collect three types 
of geophysical data (swath bathymetry, Chirp sub-bottom profiler and sidescan sonar) at the selected 
study area offshore of the MRDF. An Edgetech 4600 swath bathymetry and sidescan sonar system was 
used to collect data up to four times water depth in width (shown in Figure 8). The 4600 system produces 
real-time high resolution three dimensional maps of the seafloor while providing co-registered 
simultaneous sidescan (example in Fig. 9 for collapse depressions in deltaic muds on the SW Louisiana 
coast) and bathymetric data. Seafloor features, such as mudslides and erosional furrow structures, can be 
captured. Edgetech 2000 DSS combined sidescan sonar & sub-bottom profiler system was used to collect 
CHIRP seismic profiles using a range of frequency of 2–16 kHz and sidescan data using simultaneous 
frequencies at both 100 and 400 kHz. The 2000 DSS system’s working depth is up to 2,000 m, and its 
CHIRP seismic profiles can reveal erosional and depositional structure with a vertical resolution of 6–10 
cm and a 60 m penetration depth on muddy sea floor. Another seismic profiler, Edgetech 0512i, was used 
simultaneously with Edgetech 2000 to collect seismic data using frequencies of 0.5 to 12 kHz, with a 
deeper penetration depth of 200m but lower vertical resolution of 8–20cm. The R/V Coastal Profiler was 
berthed at Venice, Louisiana and used to collect data on the MRDF. A total of 11 days of R/V Coastal 
Profiler were budgeted for the field work. During this time, we surveyed ~60 km2, between water depths 
of 20 and 80 m. Swath bathymetry coverage varied between 80-400 m width per swath. This area is 
comparable to that of Walsh et al. (2006) post-Katrina survey (Chapter 3.2).  
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Figure 8. Instruments used for 2014 pilot study   
Illustrations of the bow-mounted Edgetech 4600 swath system owned by LSU-CSI on the R/V Coastal Profiler (A), as well as the 
multicorer (B), with example core (C). 

 

 

Figure 9. Example sonar maps of collapse depressions and bottleneck slides  
Seabed sonar data collected with LSU-CSI Edgetech 4600 swath/sidescan, in an inner-shelf mudflow region south of Pecan Island, 
Louisiana (adapted from Dennomee et al. 2017). Example sidescan images of collapse depressions (labeled in upper left), mudflow 
channels (dark elongate regions in left and right images) with isolated harder sediment blocks. These morphologies and sediment 
types are very similar to those described by Coleman et al. (1980). 

Based on real-time evaluation of geophysical data in the field (e.g., Figs. 9 and 10), core sediment 
samples were collected to target specific features of interest (e.g., slumps, mudslides). Two types of 
coring devices were used for sediment collection. An Ocean Instruments four-tube multi-corer was used 
to collect short cores (about 0.5m) which preserve the water-sediment interface very well (Fig. 8B and 
8C). Another gravity corer was used to collect longer core with a maximum penetration of about 3 m in 
muddy sediment. The multicorer, gravity corer, and Edgetech 512i are presently owned by LSU-CSI. The 
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LSU-CSI Edgetech 4600 system is presently equipped with a 460 kHz transducer (Fig. 8A), but a 230 
kHz transducer was rented for this project. 

 
 

 
Figure 10. Subbottom data for two CHIRP SONAR systems  
Example CHIRP subbottom data collected on the R/V Coastal Profiler simultaneously with the sidescan in Figure 9. Gas in the 
seabed masks sediment layering on the left side of the image, but sediment layering is readily visible on the right side of the image. 
A) Higher resolution (EdgeTech 2000 DSS) data image shallow structures at penetration depths up to ~35 m below seafloor with 
better vertical resolution. B) Lower resolution (EdgeTech 0512i) data image deeper, up to ~60 m below seafloor, but the fine scale 
stratigraphy observed in A is not evident. Area of acoustic wipeout indicates the presence of gas in the seabed, in both cases nearly 
reaching the sediment surface, as shown in Figure 6.   

1.3.5 2017 pilot study   
Methods for the 2017 pilot study are described below, and results from the 2017 field work are described 
in Chapter 3.3. Field observations for the 2017 pilot study were carried out in two cruises on board the 
R/V Point Sur, operating out of Gulfport, Mississippi. The first cruise was led by Dr. Jason Chaytor of the 
USGS during May 19–26, 2017, with LSU participants Bentley and Xu. The primary objective of the 

A 

B 
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cruise was to assess the suitability of seafloor mapping and shallow sub-surface imaging tools in the 
challenging environmental conditions found across delta fronts (e.g., variably-distributed water column 
stratification and wide-spread biogenic gas in the shallow subsurface). More than 600 km of multibeam 
bathymetry/backscatter/water column data (dual head Reson T20P), 425 km of towed CHIRP data 
(Edgetech 512i), and >500 km of multi-channel seismic data (boomer/mini-sparker sources, 32-channel 
Geoeel streamer) were collected. Varied mudflow (gully, lobe), pro-delta morphologies, and structural 
features, some of which have been surveyed more than once, were imaged in selected survey areas from 
Pass a Loutre to Southwest Pass. 

 
Figure 11. Map of 2017 pilot study surveys and core locations   
Map of MRDF region (shaded gray) with multibeam grids surveyed by USGS shown in color, and with coring and cone penetrometer 
stations shown as colored dots.  

The second cruise of the 2017 pilot study occurred June 2–9, 2017, and was focused on geological and 
geotechnical sampling of seabed locations mapped on the previous US Geological Survey (USGS) cruise. 
Cruise participants included personnel from LSU, the University of New Orleans (UNO), San Diego State 
University (SDSU), the US Naval Research Lab (NRL), and MARUM, University of Bremen. Sampling 
tools included an Ocean Instruments MC800 multicorer that belonged to the ship (10 x 60 cm cores), a 
Benthos piston corer (7.5 cm x 9 m cores) provided by LSU, and a free-fall cone penetrometer 
(penetration depth 2.5–8.5 m) provided by the University of Bremen.  
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Figure 12. 2017 operation of multicorer, piston corer, and cone penetrometer  
MC800 multicorer (above left) and Benthos piston corer (above right) used for core collection in 2017; (bottom) recovery of the 
MARUM free-fall cone penetrometer. 

 

Figure 13. X-radiograph of gully core 
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1.3.6 Geological core analysis  
2014 pilot study: Laboratory analyses included: laser-diffraction granulometry; radioisotope 
geochronological analyses, multi-sensor logging for P-wave speed and bulk density using a Geotek Multi 
Sensor Core Logger, and digital X-radiography of cores to study sediment layering (Fig. 13); as well as 
triaxial shear strength test (by lab on UNO Campus; Georgiou). Sediment geochronological analyses were 
conducted through gamma spectrometric analysis of the radioisotopes 234Th, 7Be, 210Pb, and 137Cs, which 
can be used to determine sedimentation rates and absolute ages of sediment layers over timescales of 
weeks to months (using 234Th and 7Be) to decades (with 210Pb and 137Cs). By learning the relationships 
among sediment layering, age of sediment deposits, and sediment density and strength, among other 
factors, we were able to begin to evaluate absolute rates of geological processes, such as mudflow 
transport and plume sedimentation rates (examples include the project publication of Keller et al. [2016] 
and project conference presentation of Courtois et al. [2017]).  These geological data will are used to help 
identify characteristics of important processes, to aid in the interpretation of geophysical data, and to 
provide a baseline dataset for the comparison with future studies. 

2017 pilot study: After initial collection at each station, separate cores were chosen for radiochemistry, X-
radiography, and a third to be archived. Cores chosen for radiochemical analysis were subsampled at 2 cm 
intervals immediately following initial collection aboard the vessel. X-radiograph cores were also 
subsampled following initial collection and stored into acrylic trays (2 cm thickness). Acrylic trays used 
for X-radiography were comprised of two pieces; the first piece was inserted into the core tube following 
the second to seal the tray as to not disturb any sedimentary features. All samples were stored in a cold 
room (4°C) following the return of the cruise until analysis.  

Radiochemical analysis on 11 multicores was performed immediately following the return from the 
cruise. Analysis was completed in the sedimentology lab at the Louisiana State University Geology 
Department. Samples were analyzed for Beryllium-7 (half-life of 53.2 days) to quantify short-term 
sediment accumulation rates. Before testing samples for 7Be activity, the samples were weighed and dried 
for 24 hours to remove water content, then ground up using a mortar and pestle and then sealed into petri 
dishes. All samples run for 7Be activity were analyzed within one half-life of 7Be after initial collection. 
Samples were analyzed on Canberra detectors and each core was restricted to a single detector. Detection 
of 7Be activity is associated with a 477 keV peak from radiochemical analysis.  

The 31 piston cores (5–9m in length) collected in June 2017 were run on the Geotek MSCL core logger 
for bulk density, magnetic susceptibility, impedance, resistivity, P-wave amplitude, and P-wave velocity 
measurements down core. Plots of magnetic susceptibility, bulk density, and resistivity were created for 
each core. Distinct variations in down core measurements are recognizable in the plots and infer a 
heterogeneous substrate (Figure 9). Seismic facies have been assigned to coring locations based on the 
geophysical data collected in May 2017. The pairing of seismic facies in the study area with down core 
plots of data from the Geotek MSCL core logger allows for preliminary interpretations to be made on: 
variations in sedimentation, consolidation, biogenic gas production, and zones of weakness across the 
delta front.  
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2. Results of Data Review and Synthesis 

2.1 Description of the Geodatabase (ARC Project) 
We established an ArcGIS™ database to compile existing datasets across the Mississippi River Delta 
Front (MRDF) (Fig. 14). The database contains relevant background data including offshore 
infrastructure (pipelines, platforms), lease blocks, and regional National Ocenaic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) bathymetry. Selected historical charts have been georeferenced to verify older 
data and interpret long-term delta morphology. Across the MRDF, the following geophysical datasets 
have also been added to the database: 

• 29 gridded bathymetry files created from NOAA Hydrographic Survey data ranging from 1900-
2009 

• Maps 2–7 from Coleman et al. (1980), digitized for Hitchcock et al. (2006) 
• 40 gridded bathymetry files from Guidroz (2009) (3 multibeam) 
• Multibeam bathymetry from Walsh et al. (2006) 
• Five multibeam bathymetry datasets from Fugro Geoservices, Inc. 
• Data sets developed by the Principle Investigators of this project, for Keller et. al (2016), Obelcz 

et al. (2017) and Maloney et al. (2018). 

It is important to understand the limitations of working with the bathymetric datasets contained in the 
geodatabase. Of all the digitized bathymetry datasets collected thus far, only nine are multibeam 
bathymetry data. The remaining were gridded from single-beam surveys or hydrographic charts with 
variable spacing between soundings. Multibeam bathymetry data provides much higher resolution data 
with almost 100% seafloor coverage, resulting in very little interpolation. Multibeam surveys are ideal for 
observing fine scale morphology and measuring seafloor change through time. Though the lower 
resolution, single-beam surveys are useful for observing large scale, long term trends, multibeam data can 
provide better constraints on mudslide patterns and rates of change. 

Furthermore, in order to accurately compare multiple bathymetry datasets, they must be referenced to the 
same vertical datum. Some of the newer NOAA datasets and navigation charts reference a datum such as 
mean lower low water (MLLW), but older datasets often are simply referenced to the sea surface, without 
tidal corrections. In other cases, a vertical reference is not indicated at all. The sea surface height 
fluctuation due to tides around the MRDF is ~0.5 m. Although this change is relatively small, it does 
introduce uncertainty into any quantitative assessment of sea floor change through time. Additional 
vertical uncertainty may exist in several datasets where an assumed sound velocity was used to convert 
travel time to depth. In the case of the Coleman 1977–1979 data, a single beam echosounder was used and 
depths were calculated assuming a constant 1,524 m/s (5,000 ft/s) sound velocity in the water. Sound 
velocity varies with temperature and salinity, which both change dramatically across the MRDF and with 
depth. The sea surface temperature can range from 4.5–32°C over the course of a year and salinity varies 
between the fresh Mississippi River plume and the seawater of the northern Gulf of Mexico. These 
conditions can result in a range of potential sound velocities from 1424-1550 m/s. At ~100 m water depth, 
this range translates to ~8 m of uncertainty, with increasing uncertainty at greater depths. Although this is 
likely an overestimate of uncertainty, it illustrates the need for well constrained, modern survey 
techniques in order to track changes in bathymetry through time. A more detailed evaluation of 
uncertainty in comparing different types of data sets is provided as supplementary material for Maloney et 
al. (2018), which is a time-series study of bathymetric change on the MRDF.   

We also worked with Fugro Geoservices, Inc. (Fugro) and C&C Technologies, Inc. (C&C) to identify and 
obtain multibeam surveys conducted in the last 10 years. Fugro provided a list of 15 projects with 
multibeam data. We were granted access to two surveys. These include a W&T Offshore survey covering 
West Delta 106-108 lease blocks and a Stone Energy survey covering South Pass 70-Mississippi Canyon 
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107 lease blocks. The W&T dataset was located over the same area as our pilot survey and a 2005 dataset, 
and provided us with an intermediate time step (2009) to assess changes to the seafloor morphology. 
Three additional datasets were also acquired from Fugro based on surveys for Chevron (Mississippi 
Canyon 63), Shell, (Main Pass 151–73), and Energy XXI (South Pass 34 & 39). C&C Technologies 
provided a list of 55 projects conducted on the MRDF since 2004. For surveys where permission was 
granted, we obtained the data from Fugro and C&C, and it has been added to the geodatabase. 

 
Figure 14. Study area map showing data sets in geodatabase  
Image showing ArcGIS™ geodatabase with selection of bathymetric datasets and sediment core locations visible across the 
offshore Mississippi River Delta. The geodatabase also includes infrastructure data, historical charts, and data products from the 
data synthesis and pilot studies.  

In addition to geophysical datasets, we also included four sets of geotechnical borehole data in the Arc 
GIS™ geodatabase. These include data from the US Geological Survey (USGS) usSEABED database 
(USGS and University of Colorado 2006), a Louisiana State University-Coastal Studies Institute (LSU-
CSI) database (Guidroz 2009), an OTRC database (Dunlap et al. 2004), and a RAPID cruise from 2005 
(Walsh et al. 2006). The attribute tables for each set of cores includes some information on geotechnical 
and geologic data. PDF files of core logs are also available for the LSU-CSI cores and the OTRC cores. 

During analysis of the datasets, several new files were generated and are now also included in the 
geodatabase. These files include seafloor contours, difference of depth maps, and slope maps. Datasets 
acquired during the 2014 and 2017 pilot studies were also incorporated into the geodatabase. The 
compiled datasets have been studied to assess their utility, identify data gaps, and chart trends in MRDF 
sediment processes. See Chapter 2.3 for more details. 

2.2 Endnote© Literature Database 
We have collected and organized a database of over 370 publications related to the MRDF, MRDF 
landslides, and relevant global delta and submarine landslide studies, spanning the years 1939–2018. The 
database is available as an Endnote© citation-management software library with attached digital copies of 
each publication, where available (Fig. 15). Additionally, literature specific to the MRDF published from 
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1955–2014 was organized into a Microsoft® Excel® spreadsheet which identifies up to two major 
subjects per study (e.g., morphology, geotechnical properties, geochemistry), the primary methods used, 
and provides a concise summary of major contributions. The Excel® spreadsheet has been used to plot 
trends and identify gaps in research topics through time (Fig. 16).  

 
Figure 15. MRDF Endnote© database  
Screenshot of MRDF Endnote© database containing >370 references related to submarine landslides, global deltas, and the 
Mississippi River Delta. 

The synthesis of  these articles and reports is presented in chapter 2.3, and is being adapted for an invited 
review journal article in Elsevier’s Earth Science Reviews, for submission in late 2018. The literature 
database is an extensive gathering of research conducted on the MRDF that can easily be queried for 
future research and hazard assessment projects.  
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Figure 16. MRDF publications through time   
Chart of publications on MRDF processes grouped by subject and plotted through time. Red lines mark several major hurricanes in 
the Gulf of Mexico and are labeled with the storm name. The largest outputs are associated with hurricanes (e.g., increase after 
Betsy and Camille, and again with Lili, Ivan, Katrina, and Rita). Research in the late 1970s–1980s focused on seafloor morphology 
and geotechnical properties; research in the 2000s was often related to sediment processes and oceanographic modeling.  

2.3 Literature Review, Synthesis, and Determination of Data Gaps 

2.3.1 Introduction  
This section reviews and synthesizes geological and geotechnical research on the MRDF, particularly 
with respect to SGFs: their occurrence, geological and geotechnical controls, triggering mechanisms, and 
knowledge gaps related thereto. These insights will be used to guide recommendations for future research, 
presented in Chapter 5.   

The Mississippi River Delta is one of the most well studied deltas in the world. The earliest research 
focused on subaerial portions of the delta (e.g., Russell and Russell, 1939), but in the 1950s, significant 
research efforts began offshore, prompted by the commencement of oil and gas exploration on the shelf. 
Since that time, a wealth of knowledge and data has been generated on subaqueous processes of the 
MRDF, defined here as the area of the delta between ~5–200 meters below sea level (mbsl) (Coleman et 
al., 1998) (Fig. 17). Much of that work focused on submarine landslides, which have been identified as a 
hazard to offshore infrastructure. Evidence for landslides on the MRDF was first identified by Shepherd 
(1955) in bathymetry data that showed a series of shallow valleys creasing the subaqueous delta. 
Shepherd attributed these features to sediment mass movements. In 1969, three offshore platforms were 
damaged during Hurricane Camille, and it was found that the damage was caused by submarine landslides 
(Bea, 1971). Since the early 1970s, numerous studies have demonstrated that submarine landslides are a 
common occurrence on the MRDF and research efforts have attempted to identify triggering mechanisms 
and assess associated risks to offshore infrastructure.  
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Figure 17. Overview map  
Overview map of the Mississippi River delta showing subaerial birdfoot morphology formed by distributaries. Inset shows regional 
overview with black box defining area shown in large view image. Black lines delineate zones of MRDF instability features as 
defined by Coleman et al. 1980. Bathymetry data from NOAA database (Love et al. 2012). 

Seafloor landslides are ubiquitous across continental margins worldwide, can pose a hazard to human 
populations and infrastructure, and are an important mechanism of sediment transport to the deep sea 
(Hampton et al. 1996). Nevertheless, we lack quantitative measures of the frequency and distribution of 
landslides in different geographic settings, and the pre-existing conditions and external triggers that lead 
to these landslides remain poorly understood. While most research on seafloor landslides relies on data 
collected from existing landslide deposits (i.e., only after the event), the MRDF provides a unique 
opportunity to observe landslide processes in action. Because of the wide distribution of landslides on the 
MRDF and the variety of triggering mechanisms, processes can be observed over relatively short time 
scales. Data from the MRDF can support research on global subaqueous landslides by quantifying 
seafloor characteristics that lead to instability and linking landslides to different external stresses that may 
be present on other margins. Research on MRDF landslides also provides a useful comparison with many 
other geologic settings that are susceptible to seafloor instability. 

Additionally, deltas form the link between continental and marine environments and are an important 
feature of the source to sink pathway (Walsh et al. 2015). As such, they play vital roles in biogeochemical 
cycling, sediment transport and deposition, and they also host productive and impacted ecosystems 
(Leithold et al., 2015). Sediment dispersal processes on the delta front include multiple cycles of 
transport, deposition, and reactivation (Wright and Nittrouer 1995), for which submarine landslides are an 
important transport mechanism for moving large amounts of sediment into deeper water (Obelcz et al. 
2017). The Mississippi River is 7th largest river in the world in terms of discharge and sediment load 
(Milliman and Meade 1983) and it is classified as proximal accumulation dominated (PAD) in terms of 
fine-grained sediment dispersal (Walsh and Nittrouer 2009). We expect that processes observed on the 
MRDF could be useful for evaluating sediment processes in other major river-delta systems, particularly 
those classified as PAD (i.e., Po, Nile, and Yellow Rivers; Walsh and Nittrouer, 2009). 
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Currently, the Mississippi River system and other river systems worldwide are undergoing unprecedented 
changes due to the effects of climate change and anthropogenic alterations to rivers and deltas (Blum and 
Roberts 2009; Blum and Roberts 2012; Bentley et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2017). Locally, land loss in the 
Mississippi River delta plain has accelerated and efforts to restore these regions are underway in order to 
preserve important habitats and human communities and resources (LaCPRA 2017). Because deltas 
commonly serve as economic and population centers (Vorosmarty et al. 2009), this scenario is being 
repeated on other major delta systems worldwide (Syvitski et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2017). In order to best 
respond to these changes, it is vital to understand the role of delta front processes and how they relate to 
processes in the subaerial delta (e.g., Maloney et al. 2018). This will in turn allow for better prediction of 
future changes that will impact delta communities.   

We complete this synthesis of MRDF sediment instability research at a time of dramatic 
anthropogenically driven change in global delta sedimentary processes and of rapid advancement of 
seafloor research technology. Much of the important early research conducted on MRDF instabilities 
indicated that rapid sediment deposition played an important role in developing weak, oversteepened 
regions that were prone to failure (e.g., Coleman and Garrison 1977). All models and risk matrices 
published to date are predicated on an unchanged historic sediment discharge from the primary 
Mississippi River outlets (e.g., Hitchcock et al. 2006; Nodine et al. 2007; Guidroz 2009). However, as a 
result of declining and shifting sediment discharges (e.g., 50% reduction in Mississippi River suspended 
sediment load since the 1950s (Kesel,1988)), sediment accumulation patterns on the delta front have 
changed significantly, and the extent, timing, and location of areas prone to seabed failure may also be 
changing (Maloney et al. 2018). Additionally, observational and theoretical developments in seabed 
sedimentary processes have advanced worldwide, particularly in the past decade (including but not 
limited to wave-enhanced sediment-gravity flows; Macquaker et al. 2010; Denommee et al. 2016, 2017), 
but seabed dynamics of the MRDF have not been evaluated with respect to many of these newly 
developed concepts. Here, we synthesize existing research on MRDF landslides in the context of these 
developments and provide a framework from which to advance future research on the MRDF. 

2.3.2 Overview 
The MRDF is a highly heterogeneous morphologic feature set in a complex environment (Figs. 17–19). 
Multiple processes interact on the delta front to control morphology, sediment deposition and 
characteristics, and sediment instability. Mississippi River sediment is transported to the delta front 
through multiple pathways; the delta front undergoes seasonal cycles of storms, floods, and hurricanes; 
and biogenic gasses are known to be present across the delta front. All of these factors may influence 
spatial and temporal patterns of sediment instability, and play a role in preconditioning or triggering of 
subaqueous landslides. The following brief overview outlines some of the major properties and processes 
of the MRDF that are important for understanding subaqueous landslides. References are made to 
subsequent sections that provide more detail on each topic as it relates to sediment instability. 

The Mississippi River drains the central continental US into the northern Gulf of Mexico (Gulf) and is the 
7th largest river in the world in terms of discharge and sediment load (Milliman and Meade 1983). The 
estimated annual sediment load from the Mississippi River is ~2.1 x 1011 kg with ~80% of the total load 
represented by fine silt and clay in suspension (Milliman and Meade 1983). The Mississippi River has 
deposited sediment across multiple delta lobes in southern Louisiana during the Holocene, with lobe 
switching every 1,000–1,500 years (Blum and Roberts 2012). The current depositional lobe is known as 
the Plaquemines-Balize delta, which was initiated ~1,200 yrs BP (Tornqvist et al. 1996) and has 
accumulated Holocene sediment over 100 m thick (Coleman and Roberts 1988; Kulp et al. 2002).  

Subaerially, the modern delta exhibits a “birdfoot” morphology, extending across the shelf to very near 
the shelf edge where it bifurcates into several distributaries. The major distributaries are, from west to 
east, Southwest Pass, South Pass, and Pass a Loutre (Fig. 17). Sand is deposited along the distributary 
channels creating bar-finger sands beneath and adjacent to each pass (Fig. 18; Fisk, 1961). The mouth 
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bars prograde into the GOM at variable rates that have exceeded 100 m/year (Prior and Coleman 1981; 
Maloney et al. 2018). These rapidly prograding sand bars produce mud diapirs, or “mudlumps”, by 
loading sand on top of less dense clays (Fig. 19, Hanor 1981; Morgan 1961; Morgan et al. 1968). 
Mudlumps were some of the first recognized sediment instabilities in the Mississippi River delta (Section 
2.3.3). 

Beyond the subaerial delta, the subaqueous delta front extends beyond the outermost continental shelf to 
water depths of ~200 m and was built by Mississippi River deposits into the Gulf. The modern 
distribution of suspended sediment load transported through each pass is approximately 69% Southwest 
Pass, 15% South Pass, and 16% Pass a Loutre (Allison et al., 2012). Moving away from the distributary 
mouth bars, sediment becomes finer, both within the interdistributary bays and moving radially outward 
from the mouths (Fig. 18, Fisk et al., 1954). These subaqueous delta deposits overlay prodelta clay 
deposits of the continental shelf. The three dominant clay minerals in Mississippi River sediment are 
smectite, illite, and kaolinite, which are also the dominant minerals in delta front deposits with spatially 
variable abundances (Taggart and Kaiser 1960; Griffin and Parrott 1964; Roberts 1985). Sedimentation 
rates along the delta front are variable but are generally higher closer to the distributary mouths. Estimates 
of sedimentation rate range from less than a centimeter per year at distances beyond 17 km from 
Southwest Pass in >100 m water depth (Ruttenberg and Goni 1997) to >1 m/yr immediately adjacent to 
distributary mouths (Coleman et al. 1991). Since the 1950s, the sediment load in the Mississippi River has 
decreased by approximately 50% due to dam construction upstream (Kesel et al. 1992), which has 
recently begun to impact sedimentation rates in the subaqueous delta (Maloney et al. 2018). The high 
sedimentation rates and spatial patterns of deposition are important factors governing the strength and 
stability of delta front deposits (Section 2.3.3). 

 
Figure 18. Block diagram of the Mississippi River Delta   
Diagram depicting sub-seafloor geology of the MRD, modified from Fisk (1961). Bar finger sands are deposited along the 
distributary mouths and clays are deposited away from the mouth bars. The delta is building out over prodelta marine clays. 
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Figure 19. Block diagram of the Mississippi River Delta Front  
Block diagram illustrating seabed morphology and structure/stratigraphy of the Balize lobe delta front, based on Coleman et al. 
(1980). Bathymetry from Walsh et al. (2006) illustrates mudflow gullies and lobes at intermediate depths (rainbow bathymetric grid). 

Before the 1950s, the morphology of the delta front seafloor was assumed to be relatively smooth and 
homogenous until seafloor mapping revealed a series of shallow valleys creasing the subaqueous delta 
(Shepherd, 1955). Subsequent research has identified a highly complex morphology attributed before 
subaqueous mass movements. Prominent features were thoroughly mapped and described by Coleman et 
al. (1980) and include collapse depressions, bottleneck slides, mudflow gullies, and mudflow lobes (Fig. 
19). Overall, the slope of the delta front is generally low, ranging from 0.1° to 2.2° (1.1-38 m/km), but is 
mostly <1.5° (<26 m/km) (Coleman et al. 1980). Despite the low slope, delta front morphology indicates 
that landslides are pervasive across the delta front and that several mechanisms of instability operate to 
create a wide array of morphologic features (Section 2.3.3). 

Geotechnical properties of the delta are spatially variable due to heterogeneous sedimentation patterns 
and instability features. Profiles of undrained shear strength compared with depth vary both between and 
within instability features (Hooper and Suhayda 2005; Bea et al. 1983; Dunlap et al. 2004; Hooper 1980). 
Profiles typically range between underconsolidated (2 pounds per square foot/ft (psf/ft); 0.314 kPa/m) and 
normally consolidated (8 psf/ft; 1.26 kPa/m)) and commonly exhibit crustal type profiles where a higher 
shear strength zone in the upper sediments overlies a weak shear strength or failure zone (Fig. 20) (Quiros 
et al. 1983; Whelan et al. 1976). Sediment shear strength is an important factor governing instability on 
the delta front (Section 2.3.3.2). Additionally, gasses are commonly observed in sediments of the delta 
front (primarily methane; Anderson and Bryan, 1990; Coleman and Garrison 1977; Whelan et al. 1976; 
1977), which can influence shear strength and act as a potential trigger for slope failure (Section 
2.3.3.2.3). These gasses are formed from the biogenic decomposition of organic material within the 
sediments.  

Hydrodynamic processes near the MRDF are diverse and include influences from river flow, tides, 
oceanographic currents, seasonal winds, large storms and hurricanes, and deeper Gulf currents. 
Oceanographic currents along the shelf near the modern birdfoot delta are predominantly shallow wind 
driven currents that are seasonably variable. During the summer (June–August), wind directs currents 
northward (onshore), and during the remainder of the year, wind directs currents towards the southwest 
(Cho et al. 1998; Johnson 2008). Deeper currents may be controlled by the Gulf Loop Current (Wiseman 
and Dinnel 1988). Both winter storms (Obelcz et al. 2017) and hurricanes (Wang et al. 2005; Guidroz 
2009) can generate large waves near the delta front. Since 1852, twenty-five Category 3 or stronger 
hurricanes have tracked within 200 km of the Mississippi River delta (National Hurricane Center 2015), 
and hurricanes have been shown to cause failure on the MRDF (Bea 1971). Mississippi River floods, 
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hurricanes, and winter storms are all potential triggering mechanisms for submarine landslides with 
complex temporal patterns (Fig. 23, Section 2.3.3).  

As can be seen from the above summary of MRDF processes and characteristics, the MRDF is a highly 
complex environment with several factors that can affect sediment stability. These delta front processes 
and their role in subaqueous landslides are detailed in the following sections. 

2.3.3 Mississippi River Delta Front mass wasting 
Much of the work on submarine landslides in the MRDF was spurred by the damage to three oil platforms 
during Hurricane Camille in 1969. Hurricane Camille made landfall near Waveland, Mississippi as a 
Category Five hurricane (Roberts 1969; Wright et al. 1970; Simpson et al. 1970; Thom and Marshall 
1971). The storm passed just west of South Pass Block 70 where two recently constructed Shell Oil 
Company platforms were severely damaged (Bea, 1971). One platform was knocked completely over and 
fell to the ocean floor on its side, while the other remained standing, but was moved 0.9-1.2 m to the 
southeast (Bea 1971). A Gulf Oil Company platform in nearby South Pass Block 61 was also destroyed. 
A comparison of soil borings and geophysical surveys collected before and after Camille in South Pass 
Block 70, showed changes in bottom topography and soil strength profiles, which indicated that the 
platform damage was caused by submarine landslides (Bea 1971; Sterling and Strohbeck 1973). Much of 
the subsequent work on MRDF landslides has focused on understanding landslide characteristics, timing 
and extent of instability, and potential triggering mechanisms, in an effort to assess the hazard they pose 
to offshore infrastructure. The following sections provide a review of the state of knowledge of various 
aspects of MRDF seafloor instability.   

2.3.3.1 Geomorphology 
Much of our understanding of MRDF sediment instability has been derived from geophysical surveys 
(e.g., sidescan sonar, sub-bottom echosounders, multi-channel seismic, bathymetric echosounders), which 
image the morphology of the seafloor, as well as sub-seafloor structure. The first regional bathymetric 
surveys were conducted over the delta front by the US Coast and Geodetic Survey from 1872 to 1874 and 
again in 1940 (Coleman et al. 1980). The 1940 survey lines were retraced by Shell in 1967 (Bea and 
Bernard 1973) and another regional survey was conducted in 1974 (Garrison, 1974). The most recent 
regional survey was conducted between 1977 and 1979 for Bureau of Land Management Reports 80-01 
and 80-02 (Coleman et al. 1980). In addition to the regional surveys, local surveys have been conducted 
since the 1950s associated with offshore infrastructure construction, and to assess seafloor change and 
damage to infrastructure after major storms. All of the regional bathymetric surveys, and the majority of 
the local surveys, use single-beam echosounders at various grid spacing to map the seafloor. Since the 
1980s–1990s, multibeam echosounder technology has vastly improved and can map the seafloor with 
better resolution and accuracy than single beam methods. A few local multibeam surveys have been 
conducted on the MRDF in recent years (e.g., Thomson et al. 2005; Walsh, et al. 2006; additional 
industry surveys cited in Maloney et al. 2018) and multibeam and interferometric bathymetric surveys are 
becoming more common in industry hazard assessments.  

Although seafloor features on the MRDF had been mapped prior to the 1977–1979 regional surveys, the 
1980 BLM reports related to these surveys provide the most expansive overview of MRDF 
morphologySubsequent to the BLM reports, several papers were published that elaborate on, and provide 
additional detail on some of the instability features (e.g., Coleman et al. 1981; Coleman et al. 1983, Prior 
and Coleman 1980). Figure 19 was updated from these reports and illustrates the major instability features 
described therein. Table 1 summarizes important details about these features from the text of the reports.  
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Table 1. MRDF Morphometric Parameters 
Morphometric parameter summary of main MRDF seafloor disturbances. All dimensions and descriptions are from Coleman et al. 
(1980) unless indicated by footnotes: 1Obelcz et al. 2017; 2Coleman et al. 1981.  

 
Length 
Scale 
(m) 

Relief 
(m) 

Seafloor 
gradient 
(degrees) 

Wall 
gradient 
(degrees) 

Characteristic 
depth (m) 

Morphology Subsurface 
Features 

Rotational 
slumps 

100–
1000 

3–8 0.2–0.6 1–4 2–10 Hummocky, 
irregular 
topography, 
displaced 
blocks of 
sediment 

Concave shear 
planes that 
merge into single 
bed-parallel 
plane 

Collapse 
depressions 

50–150 >1–3 0.1–0.4 3–10 2–20 Irregular, 
hummocky 

Large amounts of 
methane gas 

Bottleneck 
slides 

150–600 >1–3 0.2–0.4 3–15 2–30 Undulating, 
lobate shape, 
occasional 
rafted debris 
blocks 

Concave shear 
planes, large 
amounts of 
methane gas 

Mudflow 
gullies 

8000–
10000 

3–20 1–5 1–19 10–100 Irregular, 
chaotic 
topography, 
large, irregular 
rafted blocks 

Highly disrupted 
stratigraphy large 
amounts of 
methane gas 

Mudflow lobes 2000–
50001 

20–60 0.1–0.3 1–3 50–100 Mud vents, 
volcanos 

Lack of internal 
structure 

Erosional 
furrows2 

1000–
5000 

1–2 0.85–>2 Not 
available 

150–380 Coarser than 
surrounding 
extremely fine, 
saturated 
sediments 

Unknown (no 
subbottom data 
available) 

Growth faults2 <1000–
10000 

25–40 1–2.5 Not 
available 

130–400 Mud volcanos 
on downthrown 
side 

Alternating layers 
of pelagic and 
nearshore 
sediments, higher 
rates of 
sedimentation on 
downthrown side 

These morphological features are not always discrete and frequently merge into each other, making 
quantification of their dimensions somewhat difficult. The diffuse nature of the morphological features is 
unsurprising considering their genetic relationship. For example, bottleneck landslides form when the 
downslope bounding scarp of a collapse depression fails, and several bottleneck landslides can coalesce to 
form a mudflow gully; gullies are negative relief features that converge to form lobes, which are features 
of positive relief (Figs. 19 and 20) (Keller et al. 2016; Obelcz et al. 2017). Rotational slumps can also 
become the arcuate headwalls of gullies (Prior and Coleman 1980). In general, the morphological features 
observed along the MRDF can be categorized as a depth-bounded succession increasing in both area and 
relief from shallow to deep: collapse depressions, bottleneck slides, mudflow gullies, and finally to 
mudflow lobes (Fig. 19, Table 1).  

Erosional furrows and growth faults are discrete MRDF features separate from those described above due 
to both their large size and absence in shallow water. Erosional furrows are long, narrow incisions that 
trend perpendicular to isobaths. They begin near the shelf edge and have been traced into the heads of 
submarine canyons (~380 m water depth). Proposed origins of the furrows are highly varied; Coleman et 
al. (1981) believe the furrows are incised into soft bottom sediments by Taylor-Gortler secondary 
countercurrent loops, which trend across shelf and can produce currents from 25–50 cm/s. However, an 
origin related to mass failures similar to those observed in shallower depths cannot be ruled out.  
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Figure 20. Industry survey maps  
Multi-beam bathymetry data from the MRDF. Panel A shows the complex nature of mudflow gullies. Panel B shows multiple 
mudflow lobes terminating at similar depths on the delta front. Panel C shows mudflow lobes southeast of South Pass. Panel D 
shows seafloor slope in degrees, outlining the same mudflow lobes as panel C.  

Growth faults in the MRDF region trend parallel to isobaths and evolve synchronously with sediment 
deposition (Watkins and Kraft 1978; Coleman et al. 1980). The internal stratigraphy of faulted areas 
consists of alternating layers of hemipelagic and fluvial sediments, with thicker deposits on the 
downthrown sides of the faults. The presence of fluvial sediments in water depths exceeding 200 m 
indicates mass transport deposits play an important role in the initiation and/or maintenance of the 
continually offsetting features.  

Overall, seabed slopes on the MRDF are low compared to terrestrial settings (Table 1). Nevertheless, in 
many locations, these slopes are sufficient to sustain downslope motion of sediments under the force of 
gravity acting alone. Wright et al. (2001) evaluated force balances acting on submarine SGFs, and 
established that seabed gradients near 12 m/km, or ~0.7°, are sufficient to allow some flows to continue 
movement downslope, once motion is initiated. This gradient is near the middle value for MRDF seabed 
slopes in Table 1, further supporting observations that gravity driven flow is, and should be widespread in 
this setting.     

 

2.3.3.2 Sedimentology 
2.3.3.2.1 Sedimentation rates and patterns  
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Sediment output from the Mississippi River to the delta amounts to ~2.1 x 108 tons annually in the period 
of 1963-1979 (Milliman and Meade 1983; Meade 1996). For the water years 2008–2010, suspended 
sediment loads measured in the three major distributary passes were 20.8 x 106 tons/yr for Southwest 
Pass, 4.7 x 106 tons/yr for South Pass and 4.8 x 106 tons/yr for Pass a Loutre (Allison et al. 2012). The 
most rapid sediment accumulation occurs adjacent to the distributary mouth bars and rates decrease 
seaward and into the interdistributary bays. Average sedimentation rates just seaward of the mouth of the 
passes are ~1 m/yr, but floods may increase deposition to 3–5 m over a 4-month period. Interdistributary 
bay sedimentation rates are generally a few centimeters per year, and overall sedimentation rates decrease 
moving seaward from the delta towards the shelf edge (Prior and Coleman 1982). Ruttenberg and Goni 
(1997) calculated sedimentation rates along a transect moving offshore from Southwest Pass with results 
showing this seaward decrease: 0.8 cm/yr at 17 km from the mouth, 0.2 cm/yr at 34 km from the mouth, 
0.005 cm/yr at 110 km from the mouth. Inshore from the head of Mississippi Canyon (~60 km west of 
Southwest Pass), sedimentation rates are estimated to be ~0.2-0.3 cm/yr (Swarzenski et al. 2008). Recent 
measurements of sediment accumulation off Southwest Pass give short-term rates (7Be) of 0.25–1.5 
mm/day (during flood season) and decadal-scale rates (210Pb) of 1.3-2.9 cm/yr (Keller et al. 2016). The 
spatial pattern showed higher rates near the distributary mouth, decreasing seaward, with little variation in 
rates between instability features. 

The rapid deposition at the distributary mouth bars has resulted in seaward progradation of the passes at 
variable rates up to >100 m/yr. (Coleman et al. 1991; Fisk 1961; Prior and Coleman 1982). Southwest 
Pass hydrographic profiles between 1838 and 1973 indicate progradation of the distributary mouth bar 
over 8 km at an average rate of 60 m/yr. Maximum thickness accumulated during this time was 42 m and 
an average sedimentation rate at a water depth of 30 m was 0.3-0.5 m/yr (Coleman and Garrison 1977). 
At South Pass, an accumulation rate over the distributary mouth bar was 37 cm/yr with mouth bar 
progradation of ~1.8 km between 1867 and 1953 based on bathymetric changes (Lindsay et al. 1984). 
Lindsay et al. (1984) also estimated that ~50% of sediment originally deposited at the bar is eventually 
moved into deeper water. Recent work has shown a decrease in progradation rates of all three major 
passes since the 1950s, with South Pass and Pass a Loutre retrograding from 1979–2009 (Maloney et al. 
2018) (Figs. 21 and 22). 
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Figure 21. Progradation of Southwest Pass  
Historic locations of the 10 m contour at Southwest Pass (Maloney et al. 2018)  

 
Figure 22. Graphs of delta progradation   
Progradation rate of the 10 m contour measured at Southwest Pass, South Pass, and Pass a Loutre at four different time intervals, 
after Maloney et al. 2018. 

Sediment concentration and water current characteristics have been measured offshore Southwest Pass in 
~60 m water depth (Adams et al. 1987). Results indicated that current velocities were not significant to 
cause erosion along the seafloor during the winter-spring period of high river flow and strong surface 
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winds. Instead, high concentrations of suspended sediment near the seafloor were attributed to settling 
from the surface plume. A settling velocity of 0.05–0.67 cm/s was determined with deposition during 
short-period, high turbidity events, which may be related to the Mississippi River surface plume 
movements. Sediment deposition was a few millimeters during short term events, which is consistent with 
lamina observed in sediment cores. This study was conducted in relatively deep water depths (~60 m) and 
so the impact of waves on the seafloor was not considered. More recent work has shown the importance 
of wave-induced resuspension of sediment for sediment gravity flows over low gradient slopes similar to 
the MRDF and continental shelf.  

In recent decades, a series of publications has discussed results of short time scale geochronology to study 
seasonal to decadal scale variability in sediment processes on the MRDF. In particular, these research 
efforts consider the relative importance of winter storms, river floods, and cyclones for sediment 
transport, deposition, and reworking (e.g., Corbett et al. 2004; Allison et al. 2000; Corbett et al. 2007; 
Corbett et al. 2006; Dail et al. 2007; Walsh et al. 2006; Keen et al. 2004; Rotondo and Bentley 2003; 
Bentley et al.,2002; Goni et al. 2007). In addition to being potential triggering mechanisms for seafloor 
failure, these seasonal variations in wind, waves, and river discharge are known to impact sediment 
deposition and resuspension (Fig. 23). 

 
Figure 23. Landslide-triggering mechanisms   
Generalized annual timeline showing temporal patterns in various mudflow triggering mechanisms. River discharge trends based on 
USGS gauge 07374000 at Baton Rouge, mean daily statistic (8 yrs). Wind energy based on average wind speed from 1984–2007 at 
Southwest Pass.  

Corbett et al. (2004) observed that thickness of mobile mud layers (recently deposited sediments)  is 
greatest near the mouth of Southwest Pass (up to 12 cm thick) and decreases away from the river mouth 
to the west (<3 cm). During the fall, mobile mud layers were thicker than during the spring. This could be 
attributed to increased sediment input through the spring, resuspension from seabed disturbance, or 
biological mixing. The observed seasonal variations in short lived radioisotopes show increased 
deposition during the summer and/or fall (October) and lower deposition in the spring (April) and indicate 
remobilization of sediment during the high energy winter months. Furthermore, longer term accumulation 
rates are lower than short term rates indicating off-shelf transport. 

The impact of hurricanes on seafloor sedimentation patterns have also recently been examined. For 
example, Goni et al. (2007) observed up to 8 cm of erosion during a post Hurricanes Katrina and Rita 
rapid-response cruise. In the Mississippi Bight region, they observed net erosion without new storm 
deposition. Cores from the shelf offshore from the Atchafalaya River showed only one storm layer, 
attributed to Hurricane Rita, which traveled closer to this area. However, cores collected offshore from 
Southwest pass contained two storm layers attributed to both Katrina and Rita. The overall pattern 
observed on the MRDF was erosion in depths shallower than ~20 m with storm deposits at depths greater 
than ~30 m. The deep deposits were attributed to gravity flows triggered by the hurricanes. Sediment 
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analysis west of the MRDF has also demonstrated that hurricane-related event deposits on the middle and 
outer shelf are up to an order of magnitude thicker than deposits created by smaller scale winter storms 
(Dail et al. 2007). Patterns of distribution of these large event deposits, which thin away from the delta, 
indicate that hurricanes are the primary driver of sediment redistribution to deeper water through sediment 
gravity flows. 

2.3.3.2.2 Geotechnical properties 
In the northern Gulf of Mexico, typical undrained shear strength gradients for normally consolidated clay 
are ~8 psf/ft (1.26 kPa/m), whereas underconsolidated undrained shear strength gradients for fine-grained 
soils are closer to ~2 psf/ft (0.314 kPa/m) (Quiros et al. 1983). Shear strength profiles are highly variable 
across the delta between different instability features, and even within a single feature (Hooper and 
Suhayda 2005; Bea et al. 1983; Dunlap et al. 2004; Hooper 1980). For modeling wave-seafloor 
interactions on the MRDF between South Pass and Southeast Pass, Hooper and Suhayda (2005) defined 
an upper-bound and lower-bound shear strength profile based on borehole data from the area (Fig. 20). 
The lower-bound (weaker) profile is very close to the gradient for underconsolidated clay. The upper 
bound is stronger than the normally consolidated profile in shallower depths, but decreases to a gradient 
between underconsolidated and consolidated shear strength at depths below ~30 m. The upper bound 
profile has a distinct pattern that is commonly observed in MRDF shear strength profiles and has become 
known as a crustal profile (Bea and Arnold 1973). In these types of sediments, an upper zone (crust zone) 
of relatively high shear strength overlies a low shear strength zone (failure zone) (Figure 20b) (from 
Whelan et al. 1976). Below the failure zone, shear strength increases with depth through a transition zone 
into a high shear strength basement zone. The crusts represent zones of high shear strength that are 
unusual at their shallow depth (<15 m). The crust zones had not been previously observed because sample 
disturbance using earlier techniques resulted in underestimates of shear strength in the upper layers of 
sediment.A detailed study on the properties of crustal zones was conducted by Bohlke and Bennett 
(1980). In their study, crustal zones showed a marked increase in shear strength compared to sediments 
above and below (~5x larger), as well as a marked decrease in water content and void ratio, and a subtle 
increase in dry bulk density. While the high shear strength of crustal zones had previously been attributed 
to an increase in silt content (Roberts et al. 1976), Bohlke and Bennett (1980) observed little variation in 
percent silt through their sediment cores. However, they did observe an increase in the coarse silt fraction 
within the crust zone. This observation was also made by Shepard et al. (1978). Although the increase in 
coarse silt does not appear to directly increase shear strength, it may play a role in the fabric created 
through sediment remolding. 

Bohlke and Bennett (1980) observed that the crust zones appear to have a different microfabric than 
surrounding shallow prodelta clay (using Transmission Electron Microscopy and Scanning Electron 
Microscopy). The non-crust microfabric is made up of domains with few individual particles, randomly 
oriented, with edge-to-face contacts forming large open voids. This fabric is similar to models for 
shallow, high porosity marine sediments. Conversely, the crust zone fabric has denser domains with a 
strong degree of preferential orientation, which occurs as relatively long chains of stepped face-to-face, 
edge-to-edge, and oblique arrangements. Preferential orientation changes from one direction to another, 
often times forming a swirling pattern, similar to artificially remolded sediments. Bohlke and Bennett 
(1980) attribute the crust zone fabric to shearing and remolding that redistributes and orients the clay 
particles. This, in turn, decreases water content and void space, which then leads to increased shear 
strength and other geotechnical properties associated with overconsolidated sediments. Crusts observed in 
sediment cores have been associated with mapped mudflows lobes (Bea and Arnold 1973; Bohlke and 
Bennett 1980; Hooper 1980), and therefore, anomalously high shear strength observed deeper in the cores 
was thought to represent older landslide events. 
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Figure 24. Mississippi River Delta Front geotechnical profiles   
Typical range of shear strength profiles from MRDF mudflow lobes overlaid on profiles for normally consolidated and 
underconsolidated sediment. B. Typical crustal profile from MRDF with coinciding zones of geochemical processes. Citations 
provided within diagram. 

In situ pore-pressure measurements have also been recorded on the delta front. One such effort was 
conducted in 1975–1976 as part of the SEASWAB (Shallow Experiment to Assess Storm Waves 
Affecting Bottom) project conducted by USGS (Bennett et al. 1976). During this experiment, a 
piezometer was installed in South Pass Block 28, at a water depth of 19 m, to record pore pressure and 
hydrostatic pressure beneath the seafloor over time. The piezometer was in place during passage of 
Hurricane Eloise in 1975.  

Results from the SEASWAB experiment indicated excess pore pressures of ~32 kPa at depths of 6.4 and 
8.4 meters below sea floor (mbsf) and ~72 kPa at 15 mbsf (Hirst and Richards 1977; Bennett, 1977). 
Significant wave heights during Hurricane Eloise were ~1.5 m near the piezometer, which recorded cyclic 
fluctuations in excess pore pressure of ± 4 kPa during the storm. Excess pore pressures at 6.4 mbsf 
returned to an average of 32 kPa after passage of Eloise, but some irregular, long period (240 s mean), 
low amplitude (±2 kPa) fluctuations in excess pore pressure persisted for 4 days. The fluctuations were 
characterized by a rapid increase in excess pore pressure, followed by a slow decline that terminated with 
an abrupt return to ambient conditions. As amplitude decreased with time after the storm, period tended to 
increase. 

Additionally, measurements of pore-pressure variations during the storm were observed to be 
approximately half of the hydrostatic pressure variations, which may reflect dampening through the 
sediment column (Bennett 1977). Pore pressure variations associated with the storm were larger at ~15 
mbsf compared with ~8 mbsf, which may be due to the influence of variable gas concentrations with 
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depth. Also observed was long term variability in excess pore pressures following the passage of the 
storm. Pore-water pressures continued to gradually change over a 25 day period. 

Results from the SEASWAB experiment on pore water pressure were complicated by the presence of gas 
in the sediments at the experiment site (Hirst and Richard 1977; Bennett, 1977; Whelan et al. 1975; 
1977). The measurements of excess pore pressure may reflect both pore-wate and pore-gas pressures, and 
calculations of effective stress based on these values may have been underestimated. However, the 
experiment did show that sediments at South Pass block 28 were significantly underconsolidated and that 
excess pore-water pressure was affected by the passage of storm waves.  

A follow up experiment, SEASWAB II, placed similar instrumentation inside a collapse depression 
located in East Bay which is between Southwest Pass and South Pass and measured pore pressures at ~3 
mbsf and ~12.5 mbsf (Dunlap 1981). The instruments recorded impacts on pore pressure from several 
winter storms and two hurricanes. Although instrumentation problems did not allow for thorough analysis 
of seafloor movement related to storm waves, it was concluded that the sediments at the experiment site 
had high excess pore pressure that increased during storms. Excess pore-water pressure increased rapidly 
during the storm and then slowly dissipated. Excess pore-gas pressure, however, continued to increase 
gradually for several days. There was also a lag in the increases in mean pore pressure after the storm 
started, indicating that some threshold was reached after many cycles of cyclic loading from waves. The 
results suggest that loss of strength under cyclic loading from storm waves is possible. 

Abbott et al. (1985) compared hydraulic conductivity and thermal gradients in disturbed vs. undisturbed 
sediments on the delta front. Hydraulic conductivity and shear strength decreased with increasing degree 
of disturbance (ranges from 4–18 x 10-7 cm/s and 3.5–7.6 kPa, respectively). Thermal gradient averaged 
0.12 ± 0.07° C/m in disturbed sediments and a gradient was not detected in undisturbed sediment. High 
thermal gradients may indicate high rates of upward fluid flow. 

2.3.3.2.3 Geochemistry and gasses 
Input of organic material and high sedimentation rates from the Mississippi River create conditions 
conducive to biogenic methane production in MRDF sediments. Many geophysical surveys in the MRDF 
have imaged broad areas of acoustic wipeout, which indicate the presence of gas beneath the seafloor. 
Whelan et al. (1976, 1977) determined that acoustic wipeout on the delta occurs where methane 
concentrations are > 30 ml/l. Coleman et al. (1980) regionally mapped the extent of acoustic wipeout in 
sub-bottom data and the updip limit of acoustic returns is variable between ~70–130 m water depth. This 
limit is deepest in the area between South Pass and Pass a Loutre. Gas charging in sediments can reduce 
shear strength by exerting pressure on surrounding pore-water and thereby increasing the pore-water 
pressure.  

Whelan et al. (1975 and 1976) analyzed geochemistry and gas concentrations in cores offshore South 
Pass. Dissolved methane was detected in interstitial pore waters ranging from 2 x 10-3 to 1.7 ml/l, and 
total methane, including bubble phase, ranged from 5 x 10-3 to >300 ml/l. Dissolved concentrations are 
likely minimum values due to depressurizing during sample collection. High methane concentrations 
were correlated to low shear strength and low sulfate concentrations. Cores from undisturbed sediment 
were characterized by classical anaerobic geochemical gradients (high methane associated with low 
sulfate concentrations); cores from mudflow zones were characterized by zones where methane and 
sulfate coexisted. The geochemistry of the mudflow zones was explained by convective mixing of 
sediments with seawater. Under normal conditions, methane accumulates only after sulfate has been 
removed by sulfate reducing bacteria. Therefore, sulfate and methane do not generally coexist within 
sediments. In the case of the disturbed, mudflow sediments, convective mixing of sediment with seawater 
could have incorporated sulfate-rich seawater into sediment already producing methane, resulting in the 
erratic vertical distribution of sulfate and methane observed in these cores. A model of geochemical and 
geotechnical conditions in MRDF undisturbed sediment is shown in Figure 24.  
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In the cores analyzed by Whelan et al. (1975 and 1976), remolded sediment in X-ray radiography 
correlates with high methane concentrations and low sulphate levels, however, high methane 
concentrations were also correlated to relatively undisturbed sediment and the relationship appears highly 
variable (Roberts et al., 1976). Gas-related structures including expansion and migration features, from 
small voids to large separations, were imaged with X-ray radiography of cores from mudflow gullies, 
interlobe deposits, and prodelta sediments, and were most common in mudflow lobe deposits (Table 1) 
(Roberts 1980).  

Coleman and Garrison (1977) describe a correlation between collapse depressions observed in sidescan 
sonar data and acoustic “windows” in subbottom data. The windows are areas where geophysical data is 
not wiped out by acoustic scattering due to the presence of gas in sediments. As such, the authors suggest 
that these depressions may be generated by localized degassing or dewatering of sediment, which would 
change acoustic character, decrease volume, and result in collapse. 

One of the main difficulties in assessing gas concentrations and associated geotechnical properties is that 
samples are often observed to “degas” as they are brought up to atmospheric pressure. In the early 1980s, 
new sampling techniques were designed and used to avoid this degassing and measure soil properties at 
“in situ” conditions. One of these techniques was the pressurized core barrel (Denk et al., 1981), which 
was used to measure in situ pressures and gas concentrations on MRDF sediments and found numerous 
differences in texture, gas content, and geotechnical properties compared to degassed samples at the same 
location (Johns et al. 1982; 1985). However, this line of research did not continue long, and little work on 
methane genesis and distribution has been conducted since the 1980’s. 

2.3.3.2.4 Structures and mineralogy 
Structural features within MRDF sediments were identified with X-ray radiography on sediment cores by 
Roberts et al. (1976) and Roberts (1980). Table 1 lists observed structures and illustrates that different 
environments of deposition on the delta are characterized by different sets of structures. For example, 
prodelta and interlobe deposits are less deformed and reworked than mudflow gullies and lobes, and also 
more commonly include bioturbation features and microfossils. An important distinction was identified in 
X-ray radiographs between mudflow deposits and undisturbed sediments of similar depths and 
environments. Sediment cores between mudflow events include bioturbation, microorganism tests and 
shell debris, and diagenetic products (pyrite, carbonate). They also lack gas related features that are 
commonly observed in mudflow sediments. 

The fabric of clays from the MRDF can be described as domains which range in size from <0.1 µm to 
several micrometers and combine to form aggregates (Bennett 1976; Bohlke and Bennett 1980). Small 
grains of montmorillonite are found around the periphery of particles and domains and within void spaces 
and illite and kaolinite make up the denser, more crystalline minerals of the domains. Clay- and small silt-
sized quartz and feldspar are also prevalent in prodelta muds (Bohlke and Bennett 1980). 

Roberts (1985) showed that the relative abundance of clay minerals can be used to identify the base of 
mudflow deposits in sediment cores from the MRDF.  Mudflow deposits were found to have higher 
smectite abundance compared to illite and kaolinite, while deeper, undisturbed delta sediments contained 
less smectite and more illite and kaolinite. Roberts (1985) also suggested that this was because shallower 
delta clays have been shown to contain more smectite, so as these clays flow out over the outer shelf, they 
create a sharp contact with deeper clays that contain less smectite. Fig. 25 shows the influence of 
composition of kaolinite (e= 0.95), sodium illite (e= 1.29), and calcium (e= 1.68) and sodium 
montmorillonite (e= 3.71). The shearing resistance of sodium montmorillonite at 300 kPa is 33 kPa, 
which equates to a drained friction angle of only 2°. In comparison, the drained friction angles of 
kaolinite and sodium illite are 28° and 19° for 300 kPa, respectively. The difference in shearing resistance 
is controlled by density, which is reflected in porosity, void ratio, and water content. The densities 
attainable under normal geologic conditions are related mainly to the size, shape, surface characteristics, 
and strength of the particles. The mineralogy of soil particles and the physiochemical environment 
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influence shearing resistance only indirectly through their control of these important particle 
characteristics. Therefore, the main reason the difference in shearing resistance between kaolinite and 
sodium montmorillonite is the difference in void ratios, where decreased void ratio implies an increase in 
interparticle contact area.   

 
Figure 25. Sediment composition and strength   
Influence of composition on shearing resistance of various soils (obtained from Terzaghi et al. 1996). 

2.3.3.3 Timing and extent of mass wasting 

Mudflows in the MRDF region can be grouped into two broad temporal categories: creeplike (plug) 
motion and catastrophic downslope failures. Creep motion can be characterized as a continuous, but slow 
downslope transportation of sediment that is generally confined to gullies that connect upslope 
retrogradational failures with downslope depositional lobes. Modeling work by Adams and Roberts 
(1993) indicates that if mudflows behave similar to kinematic waves, an inverse relationship would exist 
between mudflow height (vertical distance between basal shear plane and water bottom) and mudflow 
stability. This means thin mudflows may move downslope almost constantly and thick mudflows require 
either steep shear plane gradients and/or high rates of sedimentation to mobilize.  

Creep and mudflow magnitude and velocity respond to a number of internal (mudflow shear plane slope, 
mudflow thickness, gully cross-sectional width) and external (sedimentation/erosion rate, bed shear 
stress) variables. In general, steeper shear planes, narrower gullies, and thinner mudflows are 
preconditioned for constant downslope movement. High rates of sedimentation further promote 
instability, hence the relationship observed between river floods and changing bathymetric profiles (Prior 
and Suhayda 1979). Repeat surveys indicate the rate of creep movement is on the order of 100 m/year 
(Coleman et al. 1978), although a lack of in situ data leads to ambiguity whether this is constant flow or 
simply smaller-scale episodic movements.  

Though many efforts have been made to define the extent of mudflow-prone areas (Fig. 24 in Coleman 
1988), several factors make mapping the spatial extent of creep like mudflows a difficult proposition. The 
aforementioned lack of in situ data makes defining flows as episodic or constant difficult, and the 
heterogeneous and dynamic geometry of mudflow gullies means two gullies adjacent to one another can 
have vastly different rates of movement.  
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Episodic, large magnitude downslope failures are relatively better studied than creep movement due to 
significant human concerns and easier observation. While creep movement generally occurs at velocities 
below 1 m/day and appears to be prevalent in thinner mudflows (resulting in smaller volumes of sediment 
moved), catastrophic mudslides can move sediments kilometers downslope in the span of days and 
disturb sediments to depths of >20 m below the seafloor (Bea et al. 1983). Catastrophic failures are 
almost always associated with triggering factors, which can be broken into two categories: meteorological 
(including hurricanes, tropical storms, and winter cold fronts) and fluvial (generally related to periods of 
high Mississippi River sediment and water flux). The current knowledge base regarding the timing and 
magnitude of MRDF mudflows is largely derived from repeat geophysical surveys of the same areas, 
often before and after likely triggering events (such as strong hurricanes).  

Regions of rapid long-term sediment accumulation are more prone to mass failure, so the three areas 
immediately offshore the main distributaries of the Mississippi River (South Pass, Southwest Pass, and 
Pass a Loutre) have often been the targets of time series geophysical observations. Table 2 summarizes 
the studies that have centered on the distributaries, where mass movements seem largely tied to fluvial 
dynamics. 

Table 2. Geophysical Survey Summary 
Summary of findings of repeat geophysical surveys conducted offshore the major distributaries of the Mississippi River. Asterisks 
indicate surveys in which major river flood(s) occurred in between initial survey and reoccupation. 

Survey Distributary Time between 
surveys 
(years) 

Mudflow 
horizontal 
movement 

(km) 

Max positive 
elevation 

change (m) 

Max negative 
elevation 

change (m) 

Prior and 
Suhayda (1979)* 

Unspecified 1 1.9 7.5 2 

Coleman and 
Garrison (1977) 

South Pass 1 >1.5 8 4 

Prior and 
Coleman (1981)* 

South Pass/Pass a 
Loutre 

0.42 N/A N/A N/A (new 
collapse 
depressions 
noted) 

Son-Hindmarsh et 
al. (1984)* 

South Pass  3 (1978–1981) ~1.3  >6 N/A  

Obelcz et al. 
(2017) 

Southwest Pass 5 (2005–2009) N/A 4 4 

Repeat surveys have also conducted in areas that while not immediately proximal to distributaries, still 
experienced large mudflows due to hurricane forcing. Bea (1971) conducted a repeat survey of South Pass 
Block 70 (approximately 100 m water depth) before and after Hurricane Camille (1969) and observed 
over 1 km of downslope movement and bathymetricchanges in excess of 10 m. Many surveys occur post-
storm without a pre-storm baseline, but proxies such as pipeline displacement (575 m following 
Hurricane Ivan, Thomson et al. 2005) can yield a rough estimate of mudflow movement.  
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2.3.3.4 Triggering mechanisms 

Slides occur when the forces acting on sediment exceed the shearing resistance (strength) of the sediment. 
Therefore, an increase in shear stress, a decrease in shear strength, or a combination of both, may result in 
sediment failure and mass movement (Fig. 26). In many cases, drivers of sediment failure work to both 
increase stress and decrease strength, resulting in a complex interplay of these factors (Figs. 26 and 27). 
For example, storm waves generate shear stresses on the seafloor between the crest and trough of passing 
waves (e.g., Henkel 1970), and also increase pore pressure through cyclic loading, which weakens the 
sediments.  

 
Figure 26. Forces acting on submarine landslides   
Schematic of forces acting on a slab of sediment on an infinite submarine slope above wave base, adapted from Hampton et al. 
(1996) to include waves and currents. Parameters are Uc and τc, velocity and shear stress from unidirectional currents; uw and τw, 
velocity and shear stress from waves, τwc, combined wave-current shear stress; Δp, pressure differential under waves from peak to 
crest; τr  cos α, shear resistance of sediment; W sin α, gravitational shear stress in the direction of potential movement; W, vertical 
component of body force (γ’h in the equation below); z, depth in sediment; h, height of slab; and α, slope angle. Note that velocity 
and shear stresses from waves may have any orientation with respect to slope direction, due to morphological complexity of the 
MRDF seabed.  

For sloping surfaces, as is the case for the MRDF, gravity is a constant downslope driving stress. A 
simple equation illustrates the relationship between gravitational shear stress, sediment characteristics, 
and seafloor gradient (also Fig. 26):   

𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 = γ′ℎ sin𝛼𝛼    Equation 2 

where 𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 is the gravitational shear stress, γ′ is the average buoyant density of the sediment, h is the 
thickness of the sediment layer, and 𝛼𝛼 is the seafloor slope. Failure will occur under the force of gravity 
alone if the shear strength of sediments is less than 𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠. Otherwise, the sediments will be stable unless 
additional forces contribute to the overall shear stress, or work to reduce sediment strength. The 
gravitational shear stress can increase though increased weight of sediments, or increased slope. 
Additional stresses can also combine with the gravitational shear stress to initiate failure. In the MRDF, 
studies have shown that the primary driving mechanisms for sediment failure are rapid sediment 
accumulation, gas charging, and storm waves (e.g., Coleman and Garrison 1977). These mechanisms can 
increase stress and decrease strength of sediments and are discussed in detail in subsequent sections.  

Coleman and Garrison (1977) outlined some of the major factors contributing to sediment instability on 
the MRDF and suggest that failures are caused by the interplay of these factors over various temporal and 
spatial scales. The factors they discuss are: 

1. Rates and location of sediment accumulation: Rates are variable across the delta (mm/yr–>1m/yr), 
but in areas with high accumulation, sediments are normally underconsolidated and prone to failure. 
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2. Size and composition of sediment: A range of grain sizes are deposited on the delta from the 
Mississippi River, each with different properties affecting stability. 

3. Dynamics of marine and riverine processes: The delta is a diverse hydrodynamic region with 
influence from river mouth flow, oceanographic currents, and storm waves that can all impact 
seafloor stability. 

4. Geochemical environment: Geochemical properties can influence sediment strength through 
diagenesis and cementation. Additionally, decaying organic material can produce gas within 
sediments, which also impacts sediment strength and can potentially trigger failures. 

5. Tectonic and geologic history of the region: Deep seated faulting has been observed near the shelf 
edge and mud and salt diapirs are common near the delta and throughout the northern Gulf of 
Mexico.  

In the following sections, some of the research on these factors will be described in more detail. 

2.3.3.4.1 Rapid Sedimentation 
On the very low gradient MRDF (0.1°–2.2°) (Table 1) gravitational shear stress is low, but rapid 
accumulation can lead to instability by decreasing shear strength through increased excess pore pressures 
from underconsolidation and gas charging, and by increasing shear stress through gravitational loading 
and slope steepening. Sedimentation rates on the MRDF vary locally, but approach 1 m/yr close to 
distributary mouth bars (Prior and Coleman 1982). Terzaghi (1956) concluded that high pore-water 
pressures from rapidly accumulated sediments would decrease shear strength enough that gravity forces 
alone could be responsible for landslides on the MRDF. 

Prior and Suhayda (1981) used infinite slope analysis to calculate pore water pressures necessary to 
induce failure in MRDF sediments (using MRDF sediment characteristics and slope). They determined 
that pore water pressures would need to be in excess of hydrostatic pressure (ratio ~1.5) and approaching 
geostatic pressure (total vertical stress). These indicate conditions of almost zero effective stress. Pore 
pressures approaching geostatic pressure have been measured on the MRDF (Bennett et al. 1976) and 
other indirect evidence of high pore pressure has been documented in the form of gas vents and 
mudlumps (Prior and Coleman 1978). The authors concluded that pore pressures on the MRDF are high 
enough to result in failure under gravitational stresses alone. 

2.3.3.4.2 Diapirism 
Diapirs intrude vertically through overlying geologic layers and can create instability by increasing slope 
steepness. In the northern Gulf of Mexico, active salt diapirism has been linked to sediment instability on 
the continental slope (Martin and Bouma 1982; Tripsanas et al. 2003, 2004). Jurassic salt deposits 
underlie much of the northern Gulf of Mexico slope and outer shelf environments and are intruding 
through Cenozoic deposits creating complex seafloor morphology on the slope. Within the MRDF, a salt 
diapir has been mapped intruding to the near surface in South Pass blocks 60 and 67 (south of the mouth 
of Pass a Loutre), while other salt diapirs are buried beneath delta front deposits (Coleman et al. 1980). 
Several oil platforms and pipelines are located on or adjacent to the near surface diapir in South Pass 
blocks 60 and 67 and hazard mapping indicates a low hazard rating over the diapir (Hitchock  et al. 2008). 
Given the recent sediment deposits draping the diapirs of the MRDF, they do not appear currently active 
or are active on longer time scales than sediment deposition. In either case, they have not been linked to 
sediment instability on the MRDF.  

In the shallow areas of the MRDF, “mudlumps” are characteristic features, which have been described 
since early exploration of the delta in the 1500s (Morgan 1961; Morgan et al. 1968; Coleman et al. 1974; 
Coleman and Garrison 1977). Mudlumps are mounds of mud that form shoals or low relief islands near 
the distributary mouths (Coleman et al. 1998). They are diapiric mud intrusions that form as denser mouth 
bar sands prograde over less dense, plastic prodelta clay deposits, which are pushed vertically upwards 
towards the seafloor (Morgan 1961; Morgan et al. 1968). Chemical analyses of fluids from subaerial 
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springs on mudlumps indicate that fluid is sourced from deeply buried prodelta clays that have undergone 
early burial diagenesis (Hanor 1981). Some mudlumps exist for years, while others are more ephemeral, 
eroding under oceanographic conditions and reforming with increased mud diapirism. Growth of 
mudlumps generally coincides with river floods that bring increased sedimentation to the mouth bars 
(Morgan et al. 1968). Mudlump formation has also been observed to prograde seaward with distributary 
mouth bar progradation (Morgan et al. 1968). These mudlumps are often described as a sediment 
instability themselves, but they have not been investigated as triggers for more widespread failures on 
deeper parts of the shelf. The coincidence of mudlump growth with river floods may make discerning the 
triggering role of mudlumps difficult because river floods are also a potential trigger. It is possible that 
these two processes may work together to destabilize slopes during times of river floods. 

2.3.3.4.3 Gas charging 
Gas charging is known in MRDF sediments and can reduce shear strength by exerting pressure on 
surrounding pore-water and thereby increasing the pore-water pressure. Therefore, areas of the delta front 
with high gas concentrations may be more susceptible to failure than degassed areas. In order for failure 
to occur solely due to the presence of gas, the gas would have to weaken the sediment enough that the 
force of gravity alone would trigger failure.  

Alternatively, gas concentrations could make slopes more susceptible to failure during other external 
triggering events. For example, gas charging may play a role in the failure of delta front sediments when 
combined with storm wave triggering. Coleman et al. (1974) suggested that gas within sediments would 
make failure more likely during storms because cyclic wave pressures would cause repeated contraction 
and expansion of gas between sediment grains. A large enough expansion could release gas and cause 
sediments to collapse and become fluid-like. In such a scenario, sediment characteristics after failure 
would be denser with lower porosity and gas content than prior to failure. However, laboratory 
experiments have shown that sandy sediments with high gas content are less susceptible to strength loss 
during cyclic loading, possibly because gas dissolves at higher pressures (Grozic et al. 2000). Model 
results also indicate that gassy, fine-grained soils strengthen under compressive loading, but weaken 
during unloading (Grozic et al. 2005). Nevertheless, the initial strength of gas charged sediments is 
reduced such that they would be more susceptible to external triggers including storm waves. 

A sudden release of free gas caused by the dissociation of hydrates is also a potential trigger for seafloor 
failure. Hydrates are known on the continental slope of the northern Gulf of Mexico, and have been 
linked to landslides in the region (Cooper and Hart 2003). However, the stability zone for gas hydrate in 
the Gulf of Mexico is 300–500 m water depth, which is well below the water depths of the MRDF. It is 
therefore unlikely that hydrates are formed in MRDF sediments and hydrate dissociation is an unlikely 
trigger for subaqueous landslides on the MRDF. 

After movement, convective mixing appears to increase sulfate concentrations in sediments and yield 
erratic methane and sulfate concentration profiles (Whelan III et al. 1976, 1975). With increased sulfate, 
methane production would decrease, rather than increase as suggested by Bea and Arnold (1973) (from 
Whelan III et al. 1976). 

 

2.3.3.4.4 Floods 
Previous research has shown a relationship between high-discharge events and mudflow activity on the 
MRDF. Coleman and Garrison (1977) reviewed more than 100 hydrographic charts from 1880–1961 that 
show the appearance of new mudflow gullies are strongly associated with high river floods and mudlump 
activity. They also proposed that observed stair-step seafloor profiles moving away from distributary 
mouth bars could be explained by repeated floods with increased deposition at the bar front that steepens 
the slope, which eventually becomes unstable and results in slumping. Finally, Coleman and Garrison 
(1977) hypothesized that mudflow gullies may be formed as tensional cracks or grabens caused by 
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increased stress from rapid deposition of coarse-grained sediment over prodelta clays. A modeling 
approach has also indicated that large river floods are sufficient to initiate failure in mudflow gullies with 
basal shear planes up to 30 m below the seafloor (Adams and Roberts, 1993). For a given sedimentation 
rate, mudflow stability increases in direct proportion to mudflow thickness. 

Lindsay et al. (1984) observed the largest distributary mouth bar progradation during floods, followed by 
retreat of the bar 1–4 years later, due to failures on the bar front (at South Pass). These results were based 
on bathymetry charts of South Pass distributary mouth from 1867–1953. The 1927 flood was considered 
the most significant during this time period with the largest recorded discharge (5.8x104 m3/s) and largest 
progradation. In areas along the bar front, the slope increased by as much as 2° during the flood. By 1931, 
failure of the accumulated sediments at the bar front had removed 50–90% of the sediment deposited 
during the flood, and returned slopes to pre-flood values. The oversteepening and rapid accumulation 
from flood events does lead to failures, however, the 1–4-year time delay between flood events and 
failures indicates that a secondary triggering mechanism is required for failure. Only two of the failures 
during this time period were associated with hurricanes, suggesting that winter-storms or gas charging 
may also play a role in triggering these failures. 

2.3.3.4.5 Waves 
Ocean waves can decrease slope stability by both increasing the shear strength acting on sediments and by 
decreasing the shear strength of the sediments through cyclic loading and associated pore-water pressure 
effects. Henkel (1970) was the first to assess the impact of waves on sediment instabilities in the MRDF.  
Henkel (1970) argued that, based on measurements of sediment shear strength (from recent boreholes) 
and seafloor slopes in the MRDF, gravity forces alone would not be sufficient to trigger slides. Using a 
linear wave model, he calculated pressure changes on the seafloor caused by a sinusoidal wave of varying 
heights and wavelengths (Fig. 26). Results showed that for waves moving on a shoaling shore, pressure 
differences develop on the seafloor, and these pressure differences may be large for storm waves where 
water depths are comparable to wave heights. These values were determined to be sufficient to cause 
failure in MRDF sediments up to ~120 m water depth based on sediment characteristics from boreholes. 
In water deeper than ~120 m, gravity landslides likely become the primary sediment transport 
mechanism, which agrees with an observed change in slope from 1:125 to 1:50 around the 120 m contour 
on the MRDF. 

The geometry of the problem is illustrated in Figure 7 and it can be hypothesized that the seabed will be at 
the point of failure when disturbing moment  (Md) is equal to the moment of resistance (Mr), and failure 
will occur when Md > Mr. The solution for the condition where Md = Mr can be written as: 
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with: 
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sin3 𝜃𝜃
         𝑘𝑘 = 𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢

𝛾𝛾′𝑧𝑧
         Equation 4 

 
where: Δp is the magnitude of the wave-induced sinusoidal pressure change, γʹz is submerged 
weight of the overlying sediment (kg/m2), L is wavelength (m), x is the half-length, α defines the 
portion of the wave-induced loading acting on the chosen length of the slide, 2θ is the arc of 
sliding, β is the slope angle, and cu is the undrained shear strength of the shallow seabed, and z is 
depth (m) (Fig. 26; from Henkel, 1970).  

Seed and Rahman (1978) improved upon the Henkel method and developed the following relation which 
shows that in addition to the characteristics of waves, induced shear stresses vary with water depth:  
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with: 

𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣′ = 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣 − 𝑢𝑢  𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣 = ℎ𝑔𝑔 cos2 θ cos2 θα (γʹ − γ𝑤𝑤) tan𝜙𝜙  Equation 6 

 

where τc is the peak cyclic shear stress, σʹv is vertical effective stress, fz = exp(-2πz/L), 
fd=0.5[1/cosh(2πd/L)], γw is the unit weight of water, γʹ is the buoyant unit weight of sediment, H is wave 
height, z is depth below seabed, L is wave length, d is water depth, u is the excess pore pressure, h is the 
landslide thickness, θ is the slope angle (term β from Henkel (1970)), and φ is the internal angle of 
friction. For sediment instability to occur, pore water pressures generated by rapid sedimentation, wave 
perturbation, and/or biogenic gas must exceed hydrostatic pressure such that 𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣′⁄ > 1 (Suhayda and 
Prior 1978). Although the Seed and Rahman (1978) model is generally considered to be an improvement 
on the Henkel (1970) model, because it incorporates an effective stress term it requires information on 
excess pore pressures generated in response to rapid sedimentation and gas charging. This is information 
that is not always readily available. Additional efforts including field and lab experiments, and theoretical 
modeling have also been made to assess the potential for waves to trigger submarine landslides on the 
MRDF, and build from Henkel’s original model (e.g., Wright and Dunham 1972, Bea and Arnold 1973; 
Bea 1971, Doyle 1973; Esrig et al. 1975; Clukey et al. 1985; Suhayda et al. 1976; Suhayda 1977; Seed 
and Rahman 1978, Schapery and Dunlap 1978; Wright 1976; Kraft et al. 1990).  

Denommee et al. (2017) applied the approach of Henkel (1970) and Seed and Rahman (1978) to the study 
of SGFs on the inner shelf of southwest Louisiana, where the seabed has muddy clinoformal morphology, 
and displays many features similar to the MRDF, including bottleneck slides and collapse depressions. 
Figure 9 in this report shows some of these features, and Figure 27 illustrates results of SGF modeling 
using the two models above, and linear wave theory from Denommee et al., 2017. Results indicate that 
waves typically produced by frequent winter storms (periods >6 s) are capable of initiating SGFs across 
the shelf to depths of at least 10 m. Similar processes are very likely active on the MRDF in deeper water, 
especially when forced by stronger waves from the strongest winter storms, and tropical cyclones.    

 

 

Figure 27. Waves and seabed stresses   
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Relationship between induced peak cyclic shear stress below the seabed and wave period across the southwestern Louisiana inner 
shelf from Denommee et al. (2017), as determined using the method proposed by Seed and Rahman (1978) compared to the value 
of τc as determined by Sahin et al. (2012). For values of wave period (greater than 6 s) and deep water wave height typical for the 
study area during winter storms, the shear stress generated by the cyclic loading of waves on the seabed exceeds the critical shear 
stress for sediments with 20% by volume solids of 2.74, roughly equitable to sediments 0.5m below the seabed.   

As part of the SEASWAB experiment to observe in situ seafloor processes, Suhayda et al. (1976) and 
Suhayda (1977) measured wave action and seafloor response in South Pass block 28. They measured 
simultaneous wave pressure and bottom accelerations in conditions ranging from near calm (wave height 
< 0.1 m) to stormy (significant wave height ~1 m). Seafloor vertical displacements showed periodic, 
wave-like oscillations, ~180° out of phase with bottom pressures (seafloor pushed down under crest of 
wave). The relationship between magnitude of bottom displacement and bottom pressure appeared linear, 
but is likely more complex as demonstrated by a comparison of the spectra of each measurement (see 
Figure 10 from Suhayda et al. 1976). Horizontal motions were ~90° out of phase with vertical motions 
suggesting a Rayleigh-type wave motion. It was also observed that wave energy is dissipated as energy is 
lost to the muddy sediments. 

More recent hurricanes have also spurred the analysis of wave triggered mass movement on the MRDF. 
Hooper and Suhayda (2005) modeled the effects of Hurricane Ivan waves on the mudflow lobe 
escarpment located at ~90-120 m water depth between South Pass and Southeast Pass. Their model was 
based on those by Schapery and Dunlap (1978) and Suhayda (1986) and used two end-member models 
for sediment shear strength due to significant variability in measurements from this area (Fig. 20). At the 
escarpment, the model showed that landslides were triggered by Hurricane Ivan-sized waves (maximum 
measured significant wave height = 16 m and peak period = 17 seconds), but not by smaller storm waves, 
and that the weaker end-member strength sediments were very likely to fail, while stronger sediments 
could sustain. Additionally, in shallower mudflow gullies linked to the lobes, both Hurricane Ivan-sized 
waves and small to moderate sized storm waves triggered mudflows that ran downslope towards the 
mudflow lobes. The authors suggest that over time, small and moderate storms trigger activity in 
shallower mudflow gullies that cause sediment to accumulate at the up-dip limit of mudflow lobes (near 
the top of the slope). Larger cyclones that occur more infrequently eventually trigger failures across all 
water depths, including the deeper mudflow lobe escarpment. 

Hurricane Ivan did appear to cause extensive mass movement on the delta front with damage to offshore 
pipelines attributed to mudslides at eight locations, all but one located in the mudflow lobe zone (Nodine 
et al. 2006). Modeling of Hurricane Ivan waves by Nodine et al. (2006 and 2007), based on Henkel 
(1970), illustrates the importance of slope and wave period on whether or not failure occurs. Results 
showed that a longer wave period induces greater pressure on the seafloor to greater depths. For the same 
wave height, a longer period wave can trigger failures in deeper water (e.g., a 12.5 s period = failure to 
~98 m compared to 16.1 s period = failure to ~165 m). Models were also extended to Hurricanes Katrina, 
Lili, Rita, and Andrew with similar results (Nodine et al. 2007). Results were further incorporated into a 
risk assessment for mudflows that found that mudflows are localized features (several hundred meter 
lateral extent, 15–45 m deep) and that the extent and depth are related to the size and length of the storms 
waves that trigger them. These wave studies were based on the Henkel (1970) model using linear wave 
theory. Obelcz et al. (2017) demonstrated that linear wave theory under predicts forces applied to the 
seabed by ocean waves; this is discussed further in Ch. 3.2. 

2.3.3.4.6 Faults and earthquakes 
Earthquakes are a well-established triggering mechanism for submarine mudslides, but studies of 
earthquakes as a potential trigger for MRDF landslides are lacking. This is likely because the region is not 
considered to be at high risk for seismic activity (USGS 2014a and 2014b). Nevertheless, faults have been 
mapped onshore southern Louisiana (LGS 2011) and across the shelf edge adjacent to the MRDF (e.g., 
Watkins and Kraft 1978; Coleman et al. 1980). Furthermore, geodetic measurements indicate motion of 
southern Louisiana towards the south at ~1.6–2.8 mm/yr relative to N. America (Dokka et al. 2006). The 
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delta region is also subsiding at ~10 mm/yr relative to sea-level (Tornqvist et al., 2008). Despite the 
observed motion and mapped faults, little is known about the paleoseismic record of the region or the 
characteristics of slip on mapped faults (aseismic compared with seismic). Shelf-edge faults are often 
described as growth, or contemporaneous faults with sedimentation keeping pace with slip, and represent 
large scale slump scarps. Many faults offset the seafloor with scarps up to 40 m high (Coleman et al. 
1980). 

Records of recent seismicity in the northern Gulf and onshore from Louisiana to Alabama show that 
earthquakes are not common, but have occurred with magnitudes up to M5.9 (Fig. 28; USGS 2014a). The 
epicenters of recent earthquakes in the Gulf are primarily located on the slope and in deeper waters. Since 
the start of the USGS database in 1974, there have not been any earthquakes recorded on the MRDF. In 
order to assess whether other Gulf earthquakes have triggered landslides on the MRDF, we must be able 
to correlate seismic events with dated mudslides. This would require a record of dated mudslides, which 
does not exist. The best temporal constraints on mudslides are recorded when they damage offshore 
infrastructure, as with several major hurricanes (e.g., Energo Engineering 2006; Teague et al. 2007). 
Incident reports of pipeline damage in the Gulf from 1974–2000 (BSEE, 2014) were examined to identify 
any temporal correlations between pipeline damage and earthquakes from the USGS database, but none 
were found. A more up to date and comprehensive database of infrastructure damage, however, would 
result in a more thorough examination of potential links. Additional research on the paleoseismic history 
and slip rates on shelf-edge faults would also improve hazard assessment.  

 
Figure 28. Earthquakes 1974–2014   
Earthquakes ranging in magnitude M2-6 from 1974–2014 plotted over northern Gulf of Mexico bathymetry. Earthquake information 
from USGS (2014a). 
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2.3.4 Global subaqueous delta instability 
Several other deltas worldwide have been studied to assess subaqueous sediment processes, and 
instability features have been documented in these depositional environments. During the 1980s, 
immediately following the research effort on MRDF instabilities, a similar effort was made to study 
processes of the Yellow River subaqueous delta (Keller and Prior 1986). As part of this work, seafloor 
instability features were identified including collapse depressions and wide, shallow gullies (Prior et al. 
1986). Failures were attributed to pre-conditioning from high sedimentation rates, and triggering from 
storm waves and earthquakes (Prior et al. 1986). Furthermore, internal waves were measured using 
acoustic systems and it was proposed that these could induce bottom currents that re-suspended delta 
front sediments (Wright et al. 1986). The Yellow River delta is considered a proximal accumulation 
dominated delta, with similar hydrodynamic conditions to the MRDF, however it has ~3x the sediment 
load and ~70x the shelf width of the MRDF (Walsh and Nittrouer 2009). Nevertheless, the presence of 
very similar morphologic features suggests that similar mass movements are occurring in both deltas.   

A deployment of in situ instrumentation on the Yellow River delta during storm conditions showed that 
areas of previously disturbed sediment (collapse depressions and gullies) were re-activated during storms, 
while undisturbed areas remained unaffected (Prior et al. 1989). This demonstrates that previous failures 
do not result in overall increased stability due to dewatering and consolidation as might be expected, or 
that sediments undergo cycles of strengthening and weakening (e.g., thixotropic sediments). Similar 
observations have been made on the MRDF with re-activation of existing features during storm-wave 
induced failure (e.g., SEASWAB experiments). Recent work on the MRDF has also demonstrated that 
during periods without cyclone activity, movement occurs within existing instability features while 
undisturbed areas remain unchanged (Obelcz et al. 2017). In both cases, movement of the sediments 
within the instability features was detected, but the overall morphology of the features did not change 
(i.e., gully width or headward erosion). On the Yellow river delta the movement was observed to be 
gradual, occurring over several hours, rather than abrupt and was hypothesized to occur as a type of 
liquefaction (Prior et al. 1989).  

Recent modeling results indicate that an elasto-plastic model of the Yellow River delta’s silty sediments 
best fits observations of wave-induced stresses in the seabed (Wang and Liu 2016). The model results 
also show that instabilities such as scour, seepage, and shear slides would occur mostly within 2–6 m of 
the seafloor. Alternatively, experimental results on Yellow River delta sediments have demonstrated that 
sediment liquefaction could be triggered by storm waves and result in the observed collapse depressions 
(Jia et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2016). These studies also considered the impact of underconsolidation and wave 
induced pore-pressure changes on re-suspension of silty sediments, where weakening of the sediment can 
lead to increased erosion and transport (Jia et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2018). The re-suspension of sediment 
due to storms and tidal flows appears to explain observed sediment gravity flows (turbidity currents) on 
the Yellow River delta, which were originally hypothesized to be related to hyperpycnal flows during 
river floods (Wright et al. 1986; Wright et al. 1990).  

The process of wave-induced, gravity-driven transport on deltas and across the continental shelf over low 
slopes is a relatively new development in continental margin sedimentology research. This new concept 
explains the transport of muddy sediment across low-gradient shelves through gravity flows caused by the 
re-suspension of seafloor sediment by ocean waves (e.g., Friedrichs and Wright 2004; Wright and 
Friedrichs 2006; Macquaker et al. 2010; Denommee et al. 2016, 2017). The discovery of these wave-
enhanced sediment gravity flows (WESGFs) was in large part made possible by comprehensive multi-
institutional field studies of the Amazon River delta (AMASEDS; Nittrouer and Kuehl 1995) and Eel 
River margin (STRATAFORM; Nittrouer 1999). Both of these efforts included deployment of seafloor 
tripods equipped with instrumentation to monitor hydrographic and seafloor conditions. Data from the 
instrumentation documented fluid mud layers moving downslope associated with times of increased wave 
activity. The WESGFs on the Eel margin were observed to occur when storm waves and river floods 
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occurred simultaneously, but also during times of high wave activity that did not correspond to river flood 
events (Ogston et al. 2000; Puig et al. 2003; 2004).  

Evidence for WESGFs along the southern Louisiana coast has been documented in areas west of the 
MRDF and storm deposits are associated with both hurricane events and smaller winter storms (Wright et 
al. 2001; Corbett et al. 2004; Dail et al. 2007; Denommee et al. 2016, 2017). Nevertheless, observations 
of WESGF deposits on the MRDF have primarily been identified using sediment cores that capture the 
event layers after deposition. In situ monitoring of sediment transport and associated hydrodynamic 
conditions has not been conducted since the importance of WESGFs was recognized. Furthermore, 
additional work is needed on the relative importance of WESGFs during winter-storm and cyclone season 
and on the importance for potentially triggering more catastrophic slides that have been observed to 
damage infrastructure. 

Other important findings on delta sediment instabilities have been documented in a well-studied fjord-
head delta–the Squamish Delta in British Columbia (e.g., Hughes-Clark et al. 2012; 2014; Clare et al. 
2014; 2016). Fjord-head deltas differ from the MRDF in morphology and sedimentological and 
hydrodynamic conditions but are also prone to failure (e.g., Lee et al. 2002). Recent work identified that 
different types of failure occur on the delta including both larger, infrequent, deep-seated failure of the 
shallow delta-lip and more frequent turbidity current flows that generate upslope migration of bedforms 
(Hughes-Clark et al. 2012; 2014). This may be similar to MRDF instability that appears to occur either as 
more frequent creep-like motion during quiet hydrodynamic conditions or as catastrophic failure during 
hurricane wave conditions (Obelcz et al. 2017). In the Squamish delta, in situ acoustic imaging sensors 
were deployed and suspended in the water column above a subaqueous delta channel (Hughes-Clark 
2016). Over six days of monitoring, 14 turbidity currents were observed and their timing was linked to 
tidal conditions, clearly indicating that tides are a dominant control on sediment gravity flows in the 
Squamish delta. Several multibeam sensors were deployed in the instrument package and changes to the 
seafloor were also measured daily to link gravity flow processes to observed morphology. 

The study on the Squamish delta also included collection of daily multibeam surveys over the course of 
~93 days (Hughes-Clark et al. 2012; 2014; Clare et al. 2016). This unprecedented number of repeat 
surveys allowed for detailed monitoring of the recurrence of instability events and correlation to various 
potential triggering mechanisms. Because of the continuous nature of the dataset and observance of a 
large number of instability events, a statistical analysis was completed to assess the potential for various 
triggering mechanisms (Figure 29, Clare et al. 2016).  
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Figure 29. Squamish Delta monitoring   
Figure from Clare et al. 2016, showing results of Squamish Delta monitoring.Top four staves show timing of turbidity currents 
recorded by acoustic current meters and bedform events detected from multibeam echosounders (thicker bars denote major [>0.5 
m] change; thinner bars denote minor [<0.5 m] change), river discharge and earthquakes, tidal elevation, recurrence of turbidity 
currents detected at ADCP location, bedform event frequency per 10 day bins, delta-top bed shear stress variable, residual pore 
pressure at 10 m below seafloor, and cumulative river discharge leading up to delta-lip collapses A to E. 

 

Results from the Squamish delta showed that high river discharge events do influence delta-lip collapse, 
but with an 8–11 hr delay between peak discharge and failure (Clare et al. 2016). This was attributed to 
preconditioning of the slope by rapid sediment accumulation and subsequent triggering by pore-pressure 
change due to tidal drawdown or rapid sedimentation. A similar delay between flood events and seafloor 
failure has been observed on the MRDF, but the delay was measured to be 1–4 years between flood and 
seafloor retreat (Lindsay et al. 1984). Nevertheless, the MRDF observations were based on much more 
infrequent seafloor datasets and smaller failures could have occurred more frequently during the 1–4 year 
period to result in the overall observed seafloor retreat. The seafloor slope of the two deltas also differs 
(MRDF is much lower gradient), which may influence the timing of failures related to flood events. 
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Other studies have used in situ measurements to study instabilities in the Fraser River delta offshore 
British Columbia and in Monterey Canyon offshore central California. An instrumented platform was 
installed in Canada’s VENUS network  to record delta processes. Instruments including an ADCP and 
turbidity sensor were used to document several sediment gravity flow events that result from the 
combination of high river discharge, high SSC, and strong tides (Ayranci et al. 2012). In Monterey 
Canyon instrumented moorings generated detailed profiles of flow velocity and sediment concentration 
(Xu et al. 2014). Tracking of flows in the canyon was also conducted with sensors embedded in moving 
near-bed layers that recorded acceleration, sense of rotation, and total displacement (Paull et al. 2010). 

Decades of work on global subaqueous deltas and associated instabilities has been conducted since the 
last comprehensive study of the MRDF. This work includes very recent studies that employ advances in 
technology to monitor events and measure seafloor conditions. More work is needed to apply these 
concepts to MRDF instabilities and to employ new technologies for direct observations of the MRDF.  

2.3.5 Knowledge gaps 
Despite the many advances in our understanding of MRDF sediment instabilities, the frequency of 
mudslide activity is currently unknown beyond those triggered by major storms, and little is known about 
the importance of winter storms on mudslide initiation, or about mudslide activity during oceanographic 
quiescent periods. Recently, Hurricanes Ivan and Katrina in 2004 and 2005, respectively (Hooper and 
Suhayda 2005; Nodine et al. 2007; 2009) generated catastrophic mudslides that damaged offshore 
infrastructure, highlighting our poor understanding of these events and the need for updated information 
to support decision making.  

The most recent regional study of MRDF sediment instabilities was conducted in the late 1970s and 
included the most recent regional seafloor mapping effort (1977–1979) (Coleman et al. 1980). 
Subsequent, more localized studies have attempted to document seafloor changes associated with 
hurricane events, collected and analyzed geotechnical and geochemical information from landslide 
deposits, and proposed methods for predicting or quantifying hazards risks. However, these studies have 
been limited to individual slides, were sampled using antiquated techniques, or developed predictive tools 
that are overly simplistic or have not been validated. Furthermore, significant changes to the Mississippi 
River sediment load have been documented since the 1950s (Kesel 2003), which appear to be reflected in 
offshore sedimentation patterns (Maloney et al. 2018). Coupled with historical changes in flow 
distribution among delta distributary channels (Morgan 1977; Clark et al. 2013), these changes are likely 
to affect mudslide processes and a new baseline dataset is vital to any hazard susceptibly assessments. 
Additionally, high resolution, regional bathymetry would provide an opportunity to use new approaches 
in GIS systems to understand slope stability and could be used in regional modeling for storm predictions. 

Rates of failure for many instability features are not well constrained and estimates are generally based on 
repeat, single-beam surveys. The complex morphology and potential for both steady and episodic flow 
(e.g, Obelcz et al. 2017) make it difficult to measure rates of change on the MRDF. Infrastructure damage 
has historically been the method for constraining event timing, but even this results in significant 
variability and only records catastrophic events. Return periods for mudslides that damage structures 
varies with location between <10 years to >1,000 years with increased risk associated with shallower 
depths, greater slopes, and amount of infrastructure present (Nodine et al., 2007). Furthermore, no long-
term in situ monitoring of mobile muds has occurred to characterize and quantify the frequency of this 
mode of failure. To better constrain rates of both the more steady and episodic events, new technology 
and methods could be employed to evaluate seafloor change over various spatial and temporal scales. For 
example, high-frequency repeat high resolution bathymetric surveys could be coupled with in situ 
monitoring of instability features. Repeat surveys could be used to estimate the magnitude of failures 
(e.g., downslope migration, sediment volume, headward erosion or gully widening), and to document 
seafloor changes before and after triggering events (e.g., river floods, hurricanes, winter storms) (e.g., 
Walsh et al. 2006; Paull et al. 2010; Hughes-Clark et al. 2012; 2014; Clare et al. 2016; Obelcz et al. 
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2017). Deployment of instrumentation to record movement within instability features would also greatly 
improve our understanding of event timing and help to differentiate between continuous and episodic 
movement while also providing data on characteristics of the flow, such as velocity, acceleration, and 
duration (Paull et al. 2010; Xu et al. 2014). Additionally, collection and analysis of long sediment cores 
could identify multiple sediment gravity flow deposits and establish a geochronology of events over 
longer time scales to determine event recurrence time (Droxler and Schlager 1985; Goldfinger 2011).  

Triggering mechanisms and pre-conditioning factors are also poorly understood on the MRDF. Triggering 
mechanisms could include a multitude of forces (e.g., hurricanes, winter storms, floods, gas charging, 
mudlumps, earthquakes) that operate on different time scales, while pre-conditioning factors include 
underconsolidation of sediment and the presence of biogenic gas. Hurricanes are a known triggering 
mechanism for catastrophic slides based on impacts to offshore infrastructure (Nodine et al. 2007), but the 
relative importance of other triggers are not well known. High resolution geochronology and 
sedimentology (x-radiography and grain size) have recently been used to study hurricane event deposits in 
areas surrounding the MRDF (Allison et al. 2005, Keen et al. 2004), and most recently for seasonal 
deposition near Southwest Pass (Keller et al. 2016). This work holds promise for providing highly 
detailed timelines for processes active over ~monthly to ~decadal timescales.  

Rapid-response bathymetric surveys following proposed catastrophic triggering events can be used to 
measure seafloor changes related to the event and more frequent surveys associated with in situ 
monitoring could also capture seafloor movement tied to more minor triggering events (Clare et al. 2016). 
Additionally, in situ measuring of hydrodynamic and seafloor conditions could also be used to measure 
how triggering events impact the seafloor (i.e., how do winter storm waves affect pore-water pressures, or 
how do river floods contribute to mobile mud layers?) (Paull et al. 2010; Xu et al. 2014; Hughes-Clark 
2016). The data collected from these in situ surveys would also improve numerical and laboratory models 
of seafloor instability and triggering mechanisms by providing model constraints based on direct field 
observations. These models could elucidate the relative role of the different triggers on MRDF 
instabilities (Wang and Liu 2016; Denommee et al. 2017; Obelcz et al. 2017).  

Although some information is known about preconditioning factors on the delta front including shear 
strength and geochemical profiles (Whelan et al. 1976; 1975; Bea et al. 1983; Bohlke and Bennett 1980) 
and some in situ measurements of pore-pressure have been collected (SEASWAB efforts), the existing 
data is limited in extent across the delta and influenced by the presence of sub-seafloor gas. More 
comprehensive measurements of in situ pore pressure across different instability features and during 
different hydrodynamic conditions would improve models of seafloor response to those conditions. 
Furthermore, no reliable data for in situ gas concentrations exist for any portion of the MRDF seabed, 
which presents a huge knowledge gap in our ability to assess submarine landslide hazard. New 
technologies for measuring gas in sediments could also be employed to map regions of gas beneath the 
seafloor and areas where gas escapes to the water column. Geotechnical analysis of sediment that has not 
de-gassed would also provide more realistic measurements of sediment properties of the MRDF (Denk et 
al. 1981).  

Advancing knowledge on any one of these gaps would help to improve hazard assessments for the region, 
but recent studies have shown that a multi-faceted approach to study seafloor instabilities provides the 
data needed to fully assess failure timing, triggering, extent, and sediment characteristics (Talling et al. 
2015). 

2.3.6 Conclusions 
Most research on seafloor landslides relies on data collected from existing landslide deposits (i.e., only 
after the event), but the MRDF provides a unique opportunity to observe landslide processes in action. 
Because of the wide distribution of landslides on the delta front and the high number of triggering factors, 
landslide events are more predictable in time and space and we are able to observe processes over 
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relatively short time scales. Additionally, the high frequency of events provides an opportunity to capture 
multiple landslides for an accurate estimate of recurrence time. 

1. The most recent comprehensive seabed mapping program in the delta front region occurred in 1977–
1979. 

2. Localized studies have been conducted 1981–2014, but have generally focused on one individual storm 
event or slide. 

3. No long-term in situ study has ever been conducted to quantify mode and frequency of seabed failures. 

4. Since the mid-20th century, sediment delivery in the Mississippi Delta has declined precipitously, 
greatly changing the sedimentation regime that drives seabed failures. No study before our data synthesis 
takes this into account. 

5. Rates and spatial and temporal scales of failures are not well constrained and most estimates are based 
on repeated single-beam sonar surveys with high uncertainty. 

7. The role of gas is widely suspected to be important in preconditioning sediments for failure, but in situ 
gas concentrations have never been accurately determined, in situ rheologies influenced by gas are poorly 
documented, and the role of gas has never been incorporated into models of seabed failure. 

6. Triggering mechanisms have been enumerated, but are not well understood. Only large-scale 
catastrophic failures have been widely documented, but recent work demonstrates that flows and failures 
also occur during periods of quiescence, with regard to hurricane strikes. 

7. Waves are widely recognized as important triggers for mudflows, but most work on this topic to date 
has been conducted using oversimplified linear wave models. Predictive models used to date underpredict 
the forces applied by real ocean waves to the seabed. 

8. Advanced geochronological and geological analytical methods exist that can help provide detailed 
information on the rates and distributions of mudflows in time and space, but these methods have mostly 
been applied outside of the most dynamic regions of the MRDF, one exception being Keller et al. 2016. 
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3. Results of Pilot Study  

3.1 Geological Study  
Non-technical summary of: Keller G, Bentley SJ, Gorgiou IY, Maloney J, Miner M, Xu, K. 2017. River-
plume sedimentation and 210 Pb/7Be seabed delivery on the Mississippi River delta front. Geo-Mar Let. 
37:259–272. [accessed 12 July 2021]; doi.org/10.1007/s00367-016-0476-0 

3.1.1 Abstract 
To assess patterns of submarine mass-wasting events on the Mississippi River Delta Front, multicores and 
gravity cores (0.5 and <3 m length respectively) were collected seaward of the Mississippi River 
Southwest Pass in 25–75 m water depth. Cores were analyzed for radionuclide activity, grain size, bulk 
density, and fabric (x-radiography). Core sediments are faintly bedded and composed mostly of clay and 
fine silt. Short-term sedimentation rates (from 7Be) are 0.05–0.42 cm/d during river flooding, while 
longer-term accumulation rates from 210Pb are 1.3–7.9 cm/y. In most cores, 210Pb activity displays 
undulatory profiles with steady overall declining activity versus depth. Undulations are not associated 
with grain-size variations and are interpreted to represent variations in oceanic 210Pb scavenging by river-
plume sediments. The 210Pb profile of one gravity core from a mudflow gully displays ~uniform basal 
excess activity over a zone of low bulk density, interpreted to be a mass failure deposit that occurred 9–18 
years before core collection. Spatial trends in sediment deposition (from 7Be) and accumulation (210Pb) 
indicate that proximity to the river mouth has stronger influence than local facies (mudflow gully, 
depositional lobe, prodelta), over the timeframe and seabed depth represented by our cores (<40 years, <3 
m). This may be explained by rapid proximal sediment deposition from river plumes coupled with 
infrequent tropical cyclone activity near the delta in the last seven years (2006–2013), and by the location 
of most sediment-failure surfaces (from mass flows indicated by parallel geophysical studies) deeper than 
our core-sampling depth.  

3.1.2 Introduction 
Thick mud deposits on continental shelves form from supply of terrestrial sediment to the coastal ocean 
from rivers (Figure 30). The morphology of such deltaic deposits is further influenced by waves and tides 
to shape the final geometry of deposits (Wright and Coleman 1973; Galloway 1975; Walsh and Nittrouer 
2009) (Figure 30). The Mississippi River Delta, including offshore submarine deposits (which are 
referred to as the Missississippi River Delta Front, or MRDF) has long been considered a system 
dominated by riverine input, with lesser influence from waves and tides. This condition results in muddy 
river sediment depositing rapidly near the river mouth. These deposits are commonly weak with steep 
slopes, making them prone to failure and submarine landslides (Coleman et al. 1980).  
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Figure 30. Sediment dispersal patterns   
Patterns of fluvial sediment dispersal, deposition, and accumulation in the coastal ocean. After Wright and Nittrouer (1995) and 
Bentley (2002). Stage I: bedload deposition, bar formation; Stage IIa: seaward transport in buoyant plume; Stage IIb: seaward 
transport in hyperpycnal plume; Stage III: temporary deposition on shelf; Stage IVa: resuspension and transport in water column; 
Stage IVb: transport in gravity-driven flow from both mass wasting and hydrodynamic resuspension; Stage V: long-term 
accumulation.  

Submarine landslides are associated with many river deltas worldwide that are considered “river 
dominated” (Prior and Coleman 1982; Walsh and Nittrouer 2009). Specific examples include the Niger 
(Sultan et al. 2007), Fraser (Hart et al. 1998), and Huanghe (Prior et al. 1989), among others. Because 
pipelines, communication lines, navigation aids and channels, and other infrastructure are commonly 
located in such areas, understanding specific forces that control seabed dynamics in such deltaic settings 
has wide significance. 

The first major insights into submarine landslides of the MRDF were primarily derived from comparison 
of bathymetric surveys (Shepard 1955), and early applications of sidescan sonar that can provide a shaded 
acoustic image of the seabed (Coleman et al. 1980). Coleman et al. (1980) and Prior and Suhayda (1979) 
described the motion of sediments in mudflow lobes, gullies, and other similar landforms as either slow, 
steady creeps or rapid movements that pulse over time, with downslope movement rates from hundreds of 
meters to up to 2 km per year. More recent work has evaluated regional dispersal patterns by dating 
sediment layers using radioisotopes associated with marine sediments analogous to carbon-14 dating, but 
over timescales of seasons to decades, compared to the millennial timescales of carbon-14 (Corbett et al. 
2006; Young 2014).  
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Figure 31. 2014 core locations   
Map of study area. Coring locations are labeled with the core name. Some locations represent both a short core and a gravity core. 
In the text the gravity cores are identified by a “g” following the core location name. The yellow area in Panel a represents the region 
of mass wasting mapped by Coleman et al. (1980). Geophysical survey lines collected by Obelcz et al. 2014 are shown in Panel b. 
Background imagery is open source “World Imagery” from ESRI.  

Concerns regarding seafloor stability of the MRDF, associated mass wasting, and risk to petroleum-
production infrastructure have focused interest on MRDF mass failures (e.g., Bea, 1971), and have been 
renewed since hurricanes Ivan (2004) and Katrina (2005) (Guidroz 2009; Kaiser et al. 2009). Of 
particular interest are the range of temporal and spatial scales over which failures occur (Maloney et al. 
2018; Obelcz et al. 2017), and the forcing mechanisms (Guidroz 2009). In this study, we apply 
radioisotope dating methods (210Pb, 137Cs, and 7Be) and other geological core analyses to evaluate 
sedimentation processes across the MRDF, over timescales of seasons to decades, and sub-seabed depths 
up to 3 m, as governed by coring and analytical approaches.  

3.1.3 Background 

3.1.3.1 Study area 
The study area is the continental shelf proximal to the Southwest (SW) Pass distributary of the 
Mississippi River (MR), spanning water depths from 25 to 75 m (Fig. 31). Southwest Pass is the largest of 
three major distributary outlets of the modern Balize or bird-foot delta of the Mississippi (Allison et al. 
2012). The river delivers approximately 2X108 metric tons of suspended sediment to the northern Gulf of 
Mexico (GOM) shelf each year (Meade 1996). For water years (October 1–September 30) 2008–2010, 
Southwest Pass discharged ~2X107 metric tons of sediment per year, with the remainder of sediment 
exiting the river from other outlets (Allison et al. 2012). Much of the sediment is initially retained near the 
distributaries (within ~30 km; Corbett et al. 2004; Xu et al. 2011), before being redistributed by tropical 
cyclones and other weather systems (Fig. 28)(Wright and Nittrouer 1995; Bentley 2002; Walsh et al. 
2006). Submarine landslides and similar phenomena are dominant processes moving sediment after 
deposition (Coleman et al. 1980)(Fig. 32). These events pose a significant hazard to the vast array of oil 
and gas drilling platforms and pipelines in the area (Sterling and Strohbeck 1973; Guidroz 2009; Kaiser et 
al. 2009).  
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3.1.3.2 Types and causes of mass failures 
3.1.3.2.1 Causes of mass failures 
Mass failures develop where and when the downslope force of gravity acting on a mass of sediment 
exceeds resisting forces (Lee et al., 2009). Mass failures on the MRDF are facilitated by the low strength 
of sea-floor sediments. Coleman et al. (1980) proposed four conditions that promote submarine sediment 
flows and landslides: (1) rapid sedimentation that (2) prohibits compaction of sediments under their own 
weight followed by (3) production of biogenic gas, culminating in (4) failures triggered by storm waves.  

Large waves (Coleman et al. 1980) produced by major hurricanes crossing the Mississippi River Delta are 
known to be major controls on development of large seabed failures (Guidroz 2009), but more recent 
work (Denommee and Bentley 2013) also demonstrates that much smaller waves from ~weekly winter 
cold fronts are also capable of initiating smaller flows closer to shore, in waters <10 m deep. Assessing 
the range of conditions over which such failures can occur, and their geological record, is one goal of this 
and the parent study (Maloney et al. 2018; Obelcz et al. 2017).   

 
Figure 32. Mississippi River Delta Front block diagram   
Seafloor diagram illustrating facies. Adapted from Coleman et al. (1980) by Maloney et al. (2014) using multi-beam bathymetry data 
from Walsh et al. (2006). Outlined mudflow gullies cut into undisturbed seafloor and convey sediment downslope to depositional 
lobes, which may stack and coalesce. The range of depth is 20–80m, with warmer colors corresponding to shallower depths, and 
cooler colors to deeper depths.  

3.1.3.2.2 Sediment transport processes and seabed morphology 
Figure 29 illustrates major elements of MRDF seabed morphology, using the terminology of Coleman et 
al. (1980), bathymetry from Walsh et al. (2006), and subsurface structure interpreted from Coleman et al. 
(1980) and Obelcz et al. (2014). Mudflow gullies are prevalent from coastal bays on the delta down 
through the intermediate submarine delta front (120 m). Gullies can incise up to 20m into the undisturbed 
seafloor, and extend laterally up to 10 km across the shelf, joining with other channels to form tributary 
networks (Bouma et al. 1991). Slope failures are common along the edges of some of the larger gullies, 
and deliver much of the material moving in gully mudflows (Coleman et al. 1980). Other modes of 
sediment transport range from transportation of intact blocks of seafloor (Coleman et al. 1980) to 
complete remolding during flows of nearly fluid mud (Roberts et al. 1980).  
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Mudflow lobes develop at downslope ends of gullies where sediment flowing through a feature with 
negative relief (gully) coalesces to form a depositional feature with positive relief (Fig. 29)(Coleman et al. 
1980;). Lobes have an average thickness of 10 m (Coleman et al. 1980). No instantaneous rates of 
progradation have been measured, however lobes have been known to advance up to 900 m downslope in 
one year, and can extend for 4 km (Coleman et al. 1980). Failures in gullies have led to the transport and 
deposition of blocks up to 1 km wide in some lobes (Bouma et al. 1991). 

3.1.3.2.3 Hurricane impact 
Hurricanes are important triggers of mass movements offshore of the Mississippi River Delta. Wave 
motions produce bottom shear stresses capable of causing failure (Coleman et al. 1978). Guidroz (2009) 
studied historical hurricane impacts on the MRDF seabed in detail, and ascertained that only category 3+ 
hurricanes that slowly traverse the MRDF are likely to produce seabed mass failures of scales sufficient to 
induce catastrophic oil-platform collapse. Since the onset of Gulf of Mexico petroleum production, 
hurricanes in this category passing through or near MRDF include Betsy (1965), Camille (1969), Ivan 
(2004), and Katrina (2005). Mass movements associated with Hurricane Ivan destroyed seven platforms, 
and movements associated with Hurricane Katrina destroyed 46 platforms, with additional damage caused 
to infrastructure by both storms (Guidroz 2009).  

Modeling efforts in the wake of Hurricane Ivan predicted maximum significant wave heights of 21 m 
(Wang et al. 2005; compared to 17.9 m observed), and associated bottom shear stresses high enough to 
cause sediment failures at water depths of up to 120 m (Hooper and Suhayda 2005). Xu et al. (2015) 
modeled extreme conditions on the MRDF during Hurricane Katrina, and reported 50 m/s wind speeds, 
25 m waves, 3 m/s of nearbed wave orbital velocities that produced wave-current bed shear stresses of 50 
Pa and up to 1.5 m of seabed scour. Although catastrophic movements only occur during major 
hurricanes, weaker hurricanes, tropical storms, and winter cold fronts are capable of producing smaller 
seabed disturbances in shallower waters. Allison et al. (2005) observed a 20 cm event deposit associated 
with the 2002 systems Tropical Storm Isidore and Hurricane Lili. In a similar inner-shelf depositional 
environment on the southwest Louisiana coast, Denommee et al. (2015) observed evidence of mud flows 
in side-scan sonar data from water as shallow as 4 m; their study suggests that waves associated with the 
passage of ~weekly winter cold fronts can generate failures in shallow coastal waters where such weak, 
muddy sediments exist. 

3.1.3.3 Changes in the modern Mississippi River  
The modern MRD is being strongly influenced by upstream anthropogenic alterations such as dams, 
diversions, and bank stabilization that have reduced sediment load in the river’s mainstem. Additional 
factors influencing delta land area and morphodynamics include local subsidence and eustatic sea-level 
rise (driving decreased sediment-transport efficiency that accelerates in-channel sedimentation in the 
lower river), and upstream migration of major river discharge points (Kemp et al. 2014; Bentley et al. 
2015). Allison et al. (2012) have shown that three outlets upstream of the Head of Passes (Fort St. Philip, 
Grand Pass, and Baptiste Collette) each currently discharge more suspended sediment than either South 
Pass or Pass a’Loutre (the other two main distributary outlets other than Southwest Pass). Collectively, 
these phenomena are likely to lead to landward retreat of the MRD (Bentley et al. 2015). Blum and 
Roberts (2009, 2012) present a long-term decrease in the sediment load reaching the Gulf of Mexico, with 
as much as a 50% decline in the last century. One possible outcome of these changing sediment delivery 
patterns may be an overall decrease and subsequent redistribution of sediment to different parts of the 
delta and continental shelf. This may increase the possibility of failures in historically stable areas fed by 
distributaries that are capturing more sediment, or reduce the driving forces for mass failures in areas 
where failures are presently driven in part by rapid sediment accumulation.  
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3.1.3.4 Methods 
3.1.3.4.1 Field work and core processing 
In June–July 2014, short (<50 cm depth, 10 cm diameter) cores and longer (up to 3 m depth, 10 cm 
diameter) gravity cores were collected across four different seabed types (undisturbed seafloor, mudflow 
gully, depositional lobe, and prodelta)(Fig. 31). Core locations are shown in Figure 31c. Throughout the 
text, gravity cores are indicated by a “g” following the core location name.  Depositional environments 
and facies were identified by the study of seabed sonar data and maps collected from the R/V Coastal 
Profiler one week before coring (Obelcz et al., 2014).  

Profiles of sediment density were collected from long cores using an automated core logging device. 
Long cores were subsequently split and sampled for grain size analysis, and other geological properties. 

3.1.3.4.2 Grain Size analysis 
Individual, disaggregated grain sizes were measure by way of laser diffraction for all cores at a 2 cm 
sample resolution.  

3.1.3.4.3 Radionuclide analysis 
Sediment layers were “dated” using the radionuclides 7Be (natural cosmogenic, t1/2=53.2 days) and 210Pb 
(natural 238U-series, t1/2=22.2 years). 

Inventories of 7Be (disintegrations per minute per square cm, dpm/cm2) were calculated for all short 
cores, to calculate the amount of 7Be stored in the seabed, an indicator of rapid recent sedimentation. 
Sediment accumulation rates were determined for longer-term processes using the radioisotope 210Pb, 
which can be used for this because of its half -life being much longer than that of 7Be. 

3.1.3.5 Results 
3.1.3.5.1 Grain size 
Frequency-contour plots of grain size are shown in Figure 33. Grain size does not vary greatly in analyzed 
samples. Silt is the most dominant grain size in the field area, making up 41–70% by volume. Clay 
content ranges from 16 to 42%. Sand content ranges from 0 to 39%. Most samples with >20% sand are 
isolated; however, there is an 8 cm interval (36–44 cm) in gravity core 14–3g with 32–38% sand. 
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Figure 33. Grain size distributions   
Selected grain size frequency plots representing depositional environments. All four cores have a modal grain size in the very 
fine/fine silt range as displayed by warm colors, as well as a few layers slightly enriched in very fine and/or fine sand. Colors in 
legend correspond to percent occurrence.  
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Figure 34. Gravity core density profiles   
Downcore density profiles for the gravity cores. Core 14-6g has a low density layer beginning at 68 cm depth, corresponding with a 
layer of homogenized 210Pbxs activity. In all three cores, density variation decreases in the lower half of the cores. 

3.1.3.5.2 Gamma density 
Figure 34 displays gamma density profiles for cores 14–3g (depositional lobe), 14–6g (mudflow gully), 
and 14–9g (prodelta). Density profiles for the gravity cores show that sediments are generally low 
density, but variable, with high water content and low strength. 
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Figure 35. 2014 facies and 7Be map   
a. Facies distributions and core locations on contoured, hill-shaded bathymetry derived from Walsh et al. (2006), adapted from 
Fig. 31c. The yellow dashed line separating gully and lobe facies indicates a gradational boundary. Gray areas encompass 
undisturbed and prodelta facies, both of which are unaffected by mass movements.  

b. Interpolated color-contoured map showing mass accumulation of sediment deposited in the 129±26 days calculated via 7Be 
activity. Results from each coring site were interpolated across the field area using the Natural Neighbor Interpolation method. The 
highest values occur in the northeast side of the field area, closest to Southwest Pass.  
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Figure 36. Example 2014 7Be profiles   
Selected 7Be activity profiles and modeled sediment deposition rates. 14-5 and 14-12 were taken from the northeastern-most part of 
the field area, closest to SW pass, and display the greatest depth of 7Be penetration. Cores 14-4 and 14-8 were taken farther from 
Southwest Pass, and display less 7Be penetration. Depositional facies of each core is indicated in the bottom left corner of each 
profile. See Figure 31 for core locations.  
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Table 3: Summary of Radionuclide Data of Multicore Samples 

Station  Distance 
from SW (km) Facies 

7Be Inventory 
(dpm/cm2) 

7Be Penetration 
Depth  

(cm;+1) 

 210Pb 
SAR 

(cm/y) 
R2 

14-1 6.9 und 13.24 6 2.1 0.79 
14-2 8.6 gul 10.76 6 2.8 0.21 
14-3 10.4 lob 11.77 8 2.3 0.59 
14-4 11.6 pro 4.08 6 2.9 0.79 
14-5 5.27 gul 34.06 16 40.7 0.01 

14-6 7.26 gul 6.57 6 2.8 0.61 
14-7 9.38 und 2.85 4 1.5 0.86 
14-8 11.54 lob 2.73 4 1.7 0.58 
14-9 13.32 pro 6.26 6 2.4 0.62 
14-10 11.6 und 4.51 4 2.4 0.79 
14-11 10.9 lob 5.96 6 2.7 0.32 
14-12 6.7 gul 15.73 10 1.3 0.68 
14-15 8.8 gul 2.30 2 1.6 0.61 
14-16 9.4 gul/lob 5.47 8 3.7 0.32 
14-18 9.2 gul 3.88 2 2.5 0.35 
14-19 12.4 lob 3.45 4 5.3 0.06 

Average 
  

8.35 6.13 2.3 
0.58 

210Pb SAR and R2 averages were calculated without the values from cores 14-5 and 14-19 due to the poor fit to the data.  
Abbreviations : Und – undisturbed; gul – mudflow gully; lob – mudflow lobe; pro – prodelta. 

Table 4: Comparison between Gravity Core and Multicore SAR  

Core  Facies  
210Pb SAR 

(cm/y) R2 

14-3 lob 2.3 0.59 

14-3g lob 6 0.56 

14-6 gul 2.8 0.61 

14-6g gul 3.9 0.63 

14-9 pro 2.4 0.62 

14-9g pro 7.9 0.75 

Abbreviations : Und – undisturbed; gul – mudflow gully; lob – mudflow lobe; pro – prodelta. 

3.1.3.5.3 Radionuclide analysis 
Results from 7Be analysis are shown in Figures 35–37. Generally, 7Be inventories (2.73–35.1 dpm/cm2), 
recent mass accumulation (1.2–8.7 g/cm2), and penetration depths (2-16 cm) decrease away from the river 
mouth (Figs. 35–37).  

Beryllium-7 activity is coincident with a high porosity muddy surface sediment layer detectable in all 
cores (Figure 36). There is no apparent relation between 7Be mass accumulation, penetration depth, or 
inventory compared to facies (undisturbed, gully, mudflow lobe, and prodelta). Penetration depth, 
inventory, and mass accumulation from 7Be data all appear to decrease away from Southwest Pass (Table 
3, Figs. 35–37).  
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Figure 37. 2014 shelf transect of 7Be and 210Pb   
Averaged 210Pbxs activity associated with 2014 flood layer. Red circles indicate depth of 7Be penetration, which decreases in cores 
father from SW pass. Black circles indicate the average 210Pbxs activity of the samples for which 7Be was present. Average activity 
increases with distance from SW Pass, indicating the increased signal of lead scavenging from seawater 

Sediment accumulation rates (SARs) calculated from Equation 2 ranged from 1.5 to 3.7 cm/y measured 
using 210Pbxs activity in 14 multicores. On average, accepted SARs calculated using 210Pbxs activity from 
multicores are 2.6 times lower than rates calculated using 7Be (Table 3). 

SARs calculated with 210Pbxs activity from gravity cores are noticeably greater than rates from the 
multicores (Table 4) (Figs. 38–39).  
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Figure 38. Selected 2014 210Pb profiles   
Selected 210Pb activity profiles. These four examples display the varied nature of surface activity as well as the presence and 
absence of mid-core minima. 

 
Figure 39. Grainsize and 210Pb in core 14-3g   
Summary of top 50 cm of 14-3g. Grain size is shown on the left and 210Pbxs activity on the right. There are two layers of decreased 
210Pbxs activity, one between 8–10 cm, and between 36–44 cm. The 8–10 cm layer does not correlate with a change in grain size, 
however the lower horizon corresponds with the highest sand content measured in any sample from this study. 
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Figure 39. 210Pb profiles for gravity cores   
210Pb profiles for gravity cores: 14-3g (lobe), 14-6g (gully), 14-9g (prodelta). Activity steadily declines for the entirety of 14-3g and 
14-9g. Activity decreases for the top 70 cm of 14-6g, before remaining constant for the remaining 150 cm of the core.  

3.1.3.6 Discussion 
Based on previous studies of shelf sedimentary processes on the Mississippi River Delta, dominant 
sediment delivery processes in our study area include suspension settling from surface river plumes 
(Moore and Scruton 1957; Coleman et al. 1980; Wright and Nittrouer 1995, and many others); storm 
wave/current induced resuspension (Keen et al. 2006; Walsh et al. 2006; Xu et al. 2015); sediment slides 
and seabed flows driven primarily by gravity acting on a slope (Coleman et al. 1980; Denommee and 
Bentley 2013; Obelcz et al. 2017, and many others); and sediment-gravity flows enhanced by waves  and 
currents (Wright et al. 2001; Denommee et al. 2015).  

Accumulation rates for 210Pb are 1.5–7.9 cm/yr (highest values for gravity core results), but deposition 
rates for 7Be are generally higher, 0.05–0.42 cm/d during peak-flow conditions. The results of Allison et 
al. (2012) show up to a 6-fold increase in daily sediment transport during the annual flood season (April 
to July). The highest measured water discharges during 2014 occurred during the three months prior to 
core collection (USACE 2015), indicating the greatest Sediment Deposition Rates (SDRs) should occur 
between April and June, and SDRs associated with low-flow seasons are likely much lower. This is 
supported by the age of 83 ± 45 days for the 7Be-laden sediment layer in multicores. These results suggest 
that the potential age range for the base of a 50 cm multicore is 6.8–33 y, using all 210Pb SARs, or <9 y, if 
gravity core SARs and 7Be SDRs are considered. Using seasonal 7Be SDRs from the 2014 flood deposit, 
the average age at the bottom of a 50 cm multicore is 8.7 years. Gravity cores encompass a longer period 
of time, 39–54 y, based on core length and 210Pb SARs. Even given the young age of the collected 
sediment cores, it is still possible discern patterns of sediment deposition and retention. 

Neither SARs nor SDRs appear to vary by facies. Instead, radioisotope depositional patterns appear to 
vary as functions of distance from Southwest Pass, with higher depositional rates and 7Be inventories and 
activities closer to Southwest Pass, and higher 210Pb activities, and lower SARs farther from Southwest 
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Pass (Tables, 3, 4; Figs. 35–37 and 39). Downcore variations of 210Pb activities are mostly (but not 
always) independent of grain size (Fig. 37), suggesting that dissolved 210Pb limitation, not grain size, 
controls sediment 210Pb activities.  

The gravity cores provide a much longer record of activity, yielding long term sediment accumulation 
rates. Sediment accumulation rates calculated from gravity cores are generally in agreement with average 
sedimentation rates from 7Be in the multicores. This indicates that much of the deposited sediment is not 
removed through resuspension or other types of movement during the time frame captured in these cores. 
210Pbxs activity profiles from gravity cores indicate that sediment accumulation rates do not vary greatly 
over longer scales than were captured in the multicores, with one exception, detailed below.  

A sediment accumulation rate of 6.0 cm/y was calculated (using 210Pbxs) using samples from 0-292 cm 
from mudflow lobe core 14-3g, which is in agreement with average sediment accumulation rates across 
the area using 7Be, indicating no sediment within the 292 cm of sediment sampled by this core was 
reworked by mass failures in the last ~49 years (encompassing hurricanes Betsy [1965], Camille [1969], 
Ivan [2004], and Katrina [2005]). While this core does not appear to contain an obvious record of mud 
deposited by mass failure, the sediment record from the top of the mudflow lobe core is comprised of the 
mud settling out of the river plume. 

In mudflow gully core 14-6g, the sediment accumulation from 210Pbxs activity with the best fit is over the 
interval 0-70 cm (3.9 cm/year), which also falls in the range of river-plume sediment deposition rates. 
Scavenging effects (undulations of 210Pb activity not associated with grain size variations) do appear in 
this upper section of the core, consistent with other cores in the area. From 70 cm depth to the bottom of 
the core at 246 cm the 210Pb trend is nearly vertical with respect to depth, and the calculated sediment 
accumulation rate rises to 19 cm/yr. These factors suggest that the base of this core was deposited by a 
mudflow that deposited or reworked at least 176 cm of sediment (from 70 to 246 cm depth in core).  

Time-series bathymetric data (Obelcz et al. 2014) from gully and lobe stations 14-6 and 14-3, 
respectively, suggest that gully locations have deepened and lobes have gotten shallower each by 3 ± 0.5 
m, despite no obvious core evidence for sediment-gravity flows at these locations during this time frame. 
These contrasting results could be explained by the presence of a detachment surface below the depth 
sampled by gravity and multicores (0.5–3 m), above which sediments may be transported downgradient 
as a relatively cohesive and undisturbed block, consistent with previously observed “plug flow” 
phenomena (Coleman et al. 1978), and below which deep-seated motions likely occur.  Overall, because 
our study is mainly focused on the top 0.5 or 3 m of cores on seabed, the possibility of subsurface mass 
failure activity deeper than 3 m cannot be totally excluded during the last seven years. 

3.1.3.7 Conclusions 
This study provides insight on the geochronology of the upper delta front of the Mississippi river, in 
particular the signals of recent deposition and mass failure. Analysis of sediment cores from four 
depositional  facies provided a multi-faceted approach to the study of mass wasting events and 
accumulation patterns. Our major findings can be summarized as follows: 

1. Beryllium-7 activity shows that 2–16 cm of sediment was delivered to the study area by the MR 
during the spring flood of 2014, before core collection. Sedimentation rates are highest near the 
Southwest Pass distributary and diminish with distance. 

2. Data from longer cores indicate that in the absence of catastrophic sediment-mass-transport 
events in the top 3 m of seabed induced by major hurricanes, most of the annually deposited 
sediment is retained on the delta front.   
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3.2 Geophysical Study (non-technical summary of Obelcz et al. 2017) 
Non-technical summary of:  

Obelcz J, Xu K, Georgiou IY, Maloney J, Bentley SJ, et al. 2017. Sub-decadal submarine landslides are 
important drivers of deltaic sediment flux: insights from the Mississippi River Delta Front. Geology. 
45(8): G38688. [accessed 12 July 2021]; DOI:10.1130/G38688.1  

3.2.1 Abstract 
Many submarine landslides, including mudflows on the subaqueous Mississippi River Delta Front 
(MRDF), are thought to be triggered primarily by discrete energetic events such as earthquakes or large 
magnitude storm waves. Repeated bathymetric surveys (25 m2 resolution) of the MRDF show that 
submarine landslides are active even in the absence of energetic events such as category three or above 
hurricanes and historic floods. Three surveys conducted in October 2005, February 2009, and June 2014 
document >4 m depth change between surveys, primarily located in the mudflow gullies and lobes. The 
mudflow gullies at water depths of 15–50 m deepened up to 4 m between surveys, while the deeper 
mudflow lobes in water depths of 50–80 m shoaled by similar amounts. Outside the mudflow complexes, 
seafloor depths remained relatively stable, or showed slight (<1 m) accretion. Neither the gullies nor the 
lobes demonstrated prominent lateral migration between surveys; minor widening (<200 m) of gully walls 
and downslope progradation (<100 m) of the lobe noses were observed. These observations corroborate 
with nonlinear wave modeling efforts, which infer that even 1-year recurrence interval waves can 
generate differential seafloor pressures sufficient to trigger submarine landslides. These findings 
demonstrate that submarine landslides on the MRDF, and by extension perhaps on other proximal 
accumulation dominated-type deltas, are more frequent than previously conceptualized.  

3.2.2 Introduction 
Submarine landslides are active sediment transport processes from coastal zone to deep sea in which 
seafloor morphology can change dramatically. They have been the subject of numerous academic and 
industry studies because they happen in many sedimentary environments worldwide, and potentially can 
damage human infrastructure such as oil platforms and pipelines. The modern subaqueous Mississippi 
River Delta Front (MRDF) began formation approximately 1300 years before present (Frazier 1967). The 
MRDF accumulates approximately 70% of the Mississippi’s total sediment load (~130–150 million tons 
per year, Mt/yr, [Corbett et al. 2006]) . 

Water and sediment are discharged to the MRDF through three main distributaries, from west to east: 
Southwest Pass, South Pass, and Pass A Loutre (Fig. 40; [Coleman et al. 2002]). Southwest Pass currently 
receives the largest fraction of water and sediment input (163 km3/year and 20.8 Mt/yr, respectively; 
[Allison et al. 2012]). All three distributaries have undergone rapid seaward progradation of >1 km/100 
years since 1764 (Bentley et al. 2015), although recent evidence indicates that trend will slow and 
eventually reverse as the entire Mississippi River Delta is entering the declining phase of the deltaic cycle 
(Maloney et al. 2018; Roberts 1997).  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1130/G38688.1
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Figure 40. Study area of 2014 geophysical mapping   
Base map showing survey area in reference to Mississippi River delta and Gulf Coast of the US (inset). Hill-shaded bathymetry is 
from Coleman (1979); isobaths are at 25 m intervals. Blue (2005), green (2009), and red (2014) polygons are spatial extents of 
bathymetric grids used in this study.  

The MRDF is prone to submarine landslides despite its overall gentle gradient (rarely exceeding 1.5° of 
slope (Abbott et al. 1985)) due to multiple factors, including rapid deposition of muddy sediment with 
high water content (Keller et al. 2016), abundant organic material and subsequent methane production 
from decay of buried organic matter (Anderson and Bryant 1990; Goni et al. 1997). These factors 
promote local oversteepening, hinder normal sediment consolidation, both factors that make the seabed 
prone to failure in the form of submarine landslides (Bryant and Wallin 1968). The Northern Gulf of 
Mexico is subject to frequent tropical cyclones, and during the passage of large hurricanes wave heights 
can exceed 15 meters (Bea 1974; Cardone et al. 2007). These waves, and also waves from smaller storms 
that transit the region 15-30 times per year, create rapidly changing seabed pressures at the seabed. These 
pressure changes can destabilize the seabed, resulting in large-scale submarine landslides as well as less 
extensive flows of muddy sediment on the seabed (Prior and Coleman 1984). Due to the large amount of 
marine infrastructure (oil platforms and pipelines) in the Northern Gulf of Mexico, these submarine 
landslides have been the subject of numerous academic and industry studies. Most studies to date 
document seafloor movement caused by large (defined in this paper as greater than or equal to a category 
three on the Saffir-Simpson scale) tropical cyclones (Bea et al. 1983; Nodine et al. 2007; Wang et al. 
2005), which has created the de facto assumption that such landslides are  minimal or absent without a 
high-energy triggering event such as a category three or above hurricane or a major river flood (Coleman 
et al. 2002; Guidroz 2009). Analysis concerning effects of major events was introduced by (Henkel 1970) 
and supported further by (Bea and Aurora 1981), using the concept that waves produced pressure 
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variations that followed the form of a sinusoidal wave, also termed “linear wave theory.” None of these or 
other studies accounted for the effects of more complex waveforms. In this study, we use three high-
resolution MRDF bathymetric surveys conducted during a relatively quiescent period (October 2005–
June 2014) in tandem with more sophisticated nonlinear wave modeling to test whether submarine 
landslides on the MRDF are intrinsically tied to energetic triggering events such as hurricanes or floods.  

3.2.3 Geomorphic setting 
Fluvial and coastal processes in the MRDF region form a suite of distinct geomorphological features, 
which are thoroughly documented in (Coleman et al. 1980). The most prominent of these features are 
mudflow gullies and mudflow lobes. Mudflow gullies are elongate seafloor depressions with typical 
lengths of tens of kilometers, widths of hundreds of meters, and relief of tens of meters (Prior and 
Coleman 1979). Mudflow lobes form at the downslope terminus of mudflow gullies and have similar 
dimensions, but they have positive relief (Prior and Coleman 1978). Mudflow gully side/headwalls and 
lobe “noses” can be sharply defined, often exceeding 10° slope (Roberts 1980). Mudflow gullies and 
lobes are typically concentrated in the delta front (0.5–1.5° slope, ~5–80 m water depth); the prodelta is 
downslope of the delta front and has a smaller gradient and greater distance from the distributary mouth 
that results in far less seafloor disturbance (Coleman et al. 1998).  

3.2.4 Methods 
The study site is an approximately 55 km2 area ~30 km southwest of Southwest Pass (Fig. 40). The water 
depth spans 15 to 80 m, and covers both delta front and prodelta depositional environments. Data from 
three surveys were utilized for this study: a multibeam bathymetric survey collected in October 2005 by 
(Walsh et al. 2006), a multibeam bathymetric survey collected by Fugro Geoservices Inc. in February 
2009, and an interferometric swath bathymetric survey collected by Louisiana State University, 
University of New Orleans, and the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management in June 2014. No hurricanes of 
category three or greater passed within 100 km of the MRDF during the nine years from 2006 to 2014 
(NOAA, 2016) and only one major Mississippi River flood (peak discharge >20,000 m3/s, (Falcini et al., 
2012)) during this time frame. Three datasets collected during these three surveys have varying degrees of 
overlap, as shown in Fig. 40. The bathymetric datasets were gridded into a common 25 m2 horizontal 
resolution and subtracted from one another, producing two Difference of Depth (DoD) grids (2014–2009, 
2009–2005; only 2009–2005 is shown due to large data gaps in 2014–2009 DoD), accounting for 
uncertainty in elevation differences between surveys. 

To evaluate waves as a driving force for mudflows, a non-linear wave model was used to propagate 
waves over the study area and calculate the local wave height, length, period, and resulting crest-to-trough 
pressure under the influence of the most energetic wave conditions that occur on average once per year 
(such as produced by winter storms and/or cold fronts). Results and observations from (Guidroz 2009) 
were used to generate Stokes waves at the marine boundary using the (Fenton 1999) approach, and 
simulated their propagation along the MRDF. The results of this modeling effort were then compared 
with an earlier linear wave model approach (Henkel 1970).  

3.2.5 Results 
The 2009–2005 DoD shows dramatic (±4 m) depth changes within the boundaries of the gullies and/or 
lobes (Figs. 39; 40a). In general mudflow gullies in 15–50 m water depths deepened, and deeper gullies 
and mudflow lobes in 50–80 m water depths became shallower. Outside the mudflow features the seafloor 
showed small positive elevation change, which was generally within the uncertainty range and rarely 
exceeded 1 meter. The trend of gullies deepening and lobes shoaling is not uniform spatially; there are 
small (<1 km2) patches shoaling gullies, and an entire gully in the northwest corner of the survey area 
appears to have been infilled and the downslope lobe slightly deepened (Figs. 41 and 42). The most 
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drastic deepening (>+4 m) occurred in the shallow (15–40 m) reaches of the mudflow gullies, while the 
most extreme shoaling (>-4 m) was observed at the downslope end of a mudflow lobe.  

 
Figure 41. Difference of depth 2005 to 2009.  
Difference of Depth (DoD) calculated by subtracting the 2005 Digital Elevation Model (DEM) from the 2009 DEM. Red values 
indicate depth increase and blue values indicate depth decrease. Yellow pixels are values within the uncertainty range (95% 
confidence interval, ±0.5 m). Lines M-M' and N-N' show extents of Figures 40A and 40B, respectively. 
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Figure 42. 2014 bathymetric profiles  
A: Profile M-M’ across survey area showing change in gully depth between surveys. Gully depth decreases in the westernmost 
gully, but increases in all other gullies. B: Width of MRDF gully plotted against distance from origin along profile N-N’. Note this 
origin is not the head of the gully, but the shallowest depth common to all three datasets. See Fig. 39 for locations of profiles M-M’ 
and N-N’.  
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Figure 43. Wave forcing on seabed    
Relationship between water depth, wave height (blue) and pressure change (black) on the sea bottom. (A) Modified from (Henkel 
1970) where the author used a sinusoidal pressure change resulting from linear waves to establish the pressure fields across a 
wavelength, (B) this study, using fully non-linear waves propagated across the delta front on an assumed flat slope and across 
variable depth. The evolution of pressure change (black) from water depths between 5–70 m look similar between linear sinusoidal 
and fully non-linear waves, however, during our study these pressure changes can be achieved with wave heights (blue) that occur 
more frequently, i.e. ~1-year return period. 

 
Figure 44. Nonlinear wave simulation   
Example pressure distribution and velocity variation along a non-linear wave using FLOW3D; the approximate wave at the boundary 
(left – outside the frame) is Hs = 6.5 m, T = 9 seconds). At the right boundary, outflow boundary was selected, to radiate the entire 
wave outside the domain and avoid wave reflections back into the domain. Minimal lateral movement of the gully/lobe “footprint” was 
observed from 2005 to 2014. The gully walls did not dramatically shift between surveys; some degree of upslope narrowing (~400 m 
change, narrowing from 1100 to 700 m) and minor downslope widening (~200 m change, widening from 1000 to 1200 m, Fig. 40b) 
occurred, but along the majority of gullies, width changes did not exceed 100 m.  

Similarly, the mudflow lobes did not prograde more than 100 m downslope between 2005 and 2014 (Fig. 
42). Modeling results show that non-linear waves (Figures 43 and 45) produce higher pressure 
differentials (i.e., range between highest and lowest pressures) at the seabed across the entire study area 
compared to those produced by linear waves.  This finding can be attributed to the preservation of the 
waveform shape in nonlinear modeling, where wave crests are steeper and produce higher pressures.  
Smaller non-linear waves (4.5–6.5 m) having a return period of one year create pressure differentials 
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comparable to larger hurricane waves (8.5–10.5 m) when linear conditions were assumed (Figures 41 and 
42).  

3.2.6 Discussion 
This study confirms that seafloor movement occurred on the MRDF despite the relatively quiescent 
tropical cyclone seasons in between October 2005 and June 2014. Measurements of depth change 
between surveys show that although the lateral boundaries of the gully/lobe complexes did not change 
drastically between surveys, depths did change appreciably within the gullies and lobes. Despite the 
vertical movement within the reaches of mudflow gullies and lobes observed, the lateral extents of these 
geomorphic features did not change drastically between 2005 and 2014.  

The lateral expansion of mudflow gullies (thought to occur via successive upslope failure, [Prior and 
Suhayda 1979]) and downslope progradation of mudflow lobes have been used in previous studies to 
quantify scope and scale of MRDF seafloor movement before and after large hurricanes (Hitchcock et al. 
1996; Son-Hindmarsh et al. 1984). These studies documented kilometer-scale downslope mudflow lobe 
movement and the “draining” (drastic deepening) and widening of mudflow gullies attributed to the 
passage of large tropical cyclones. The lack of prominent lateral movement of specific features between 
2005 and 2014 may indicate that seafloor shear stress (and subsequent sediment pore pressure) has to 
exceed a certain threshold before encroachment of mudflow complexes onto relatively undisturbed (inter-
gully and prodelta) facies occurs. Because widespread lateral sediment movement attributed to large 
tropical cyclone passage has been associated with MRDF infrastructure damage (Guidroz 2009), 
quantifying this threshold will be essential to understanding mudflow periodicity, magnitude, and 
geohazard potential.   

It is apparent that the MRDF was not a morphologically static system from October 2005 to June 2014, 
even without large tropical cyclones or multiple major floods. These results initially appear to contrast 
with those from a companion study that utilized 210Pb/137Cs/7Be geochronology to determine that 
sedimentation in this area of the MRDF is dominated by vertical settling from river plumes, with little to 
no evidence of mudflows or submarine landslides within the top 2-3 m of seafloor (Keller et al. 2016, in 
review). Previous studies of MRDF mass failures have determined that the planes of failure (the layer in 
the seabed where sliding initiates) of mudflows are typically deeply seated, up to 30 m below the seafloor 
(Bea and Arnold 1973; Hooper 1980). The seafloor movement observed during this study may be more 
deeply seated than 2–3 m below the seabed, moving translationally downslope with little surface 
deformation; if so, these conditions would reconcile the present study with the apparent lack of movement 
in the uppermost 2–3 m of the seabed observed in (Keller et al. 2016, in review).  

The modeling results largely corroborate the findings observed in the geophysical data. The absence of 
large hurricanes during the period studied (2005–2014; Hs << 10 m) suggests that the movement 
observed were facilitated by non-hurricane waves (Fig. 43b). Peak pressure differentials at the seabed 
(Δp~35 kPa) in the study area (Hs~6.5 m; Fig. 4cb) reached similar peak conditions to those produced by 
hurricane waves (Fig. 43A) having nearly twice the wave height (Hs~10m), suggesting that movement 
can occur by such events annually. At depths in excess of 50 m, one-year waves have magnitudes that are 
30–50% lower compared to hurricane waves, yet they produce pressure differentials that are only 5–15% 
lower. In depths of 14–50 m one-year waves (~6.5 m) produce pressure differentials that exceed those of 
larger events, such as hurricanes, by more than 15% (Fig. 43).   

Bea and Aurora (1981) reported that a soft seabed that deforms under changing wave pressures could 
attenuate waves (lowering wave energy and height) and hence produce lower pressure differentials, 
decreasing the likelihood of seabed failure. However, even without attenuation the results show that 
pressure differentials exceed those reported by (Henkel 1970) in shallow water and in deeper water, 
which suggests that one-year wave events can indeed cause submarine failures.  
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The snapshot nature of bathymetric surveys does not tell us whether observed movement was triggered by 
smaller-scale impulse events, such as extratropical cyclones, tropical storms, or river floods, or whether 
the gully/lobe complexes exhibit continuous creep-like motion under the influence of gravity, as has been 
suggested by some studies (Adams and Roberts 1993). Earlier studies have recorded soil movement under 
cyclic wave loading-unloading characteristic of storm passage in a shallow water collapse depression 
(Hottman 1978), but an in situ study of mudflow gully/lobe rheology has not yet been conducted. Repeat 
geophysical surveys can quantify seafloor movement, numerical models can provide a simplified idea of 
triggering mechanisms, but in situ observation is necessary to truly assess mudflow failure thresholds, and 
speeds of motion.  

This study documents depth change within MRDF mudflow gully and lobe complexes during a relatively 
quiescent period. Though earlier studies have speculated that seafloor movement may be triggered by less 
energetic weather events such as cold front and tropical storm passage, the general assumption was the 
net movement caused by these events would be relatively localized or altogether absent. It is 
demonstrated here that substantial MRDF mass transport can also be triggered by more frequent, less 
intense storms such as extratropical cyclones or tropical storms. These findings have widespread 
implications not only for the MRDF, but also to proximal accumulation dominated deltas worldwide 
(Walsh and Nittrouer 2009). These results also underscore the need for a consistent monitoring program 
in order to truly elucidate the patterns of mudflow movement on a subaqueous delta front entering the 
declining phase of the deltaic cycle.  
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4. The 2017 Pilot Study 

4.1 Overview of the 2017 Pilot Study  
In 2016, the opportunity for a second pilot field program arose, bringing together the Principal 
Investigators (PIs) of this project and a seafloor mapping team led by Dr. Jason Chaytor of the US 
Geological Survey (USGS) Woods Hole Coastal and Marine Science Center. This collaborative team 
arose due to:  

(1) shared interests of the Mississippi River Delta Front (MRDF) and USGS teams in studying submarine 
landslides off the Mississippi River Delta (MRD);  

(2) more specific interests of Dr. Chaytor in leading a potential seabed mapping program as part of the 
Path Forward proposal described in Chapter 5 (below);  

(3) because the teams agreed on the need to test new sonar and sampling tools for their effectiveness in 
the study area before proposing a major project expansion (in Chapter 5); and  

(4) because funds were available from the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) and USGS to 
conduct the second field season.  

Through Fall 2016 and Spring 2017, plans were developed for two cruises on the R/V Point Sur to study 
the MRDF area (Fig. 45). The first seven-day cruise was planned for geophysical mapping of small areas 
with high geological (and archeological) interest on the MRDF (led by Chaytor of USGS). The second 
seven-day cruise a week later (led by PI Bentley of Louisiana State University [LSU]) was planned to 
collect geological samples and test geotechnical instruments to ground-truth geophysical data collected on 
the USGS cruise. Additional cruise participants included Dr. Allen Reed of the Naval Research 
Laboratory (NRL), who brought several geotechnical and geoacoustic instruments for testing, and Dr. 
Gauvain Wiemer of Bremen University (Germany) who brought a free-fall cone penetrometer for seabed 
geotechnical measurements penetrating up to 6 m into the sediment.  

The 2017 cruises were planned to accomplish two broad objectives: to test the effectiveness of sampling 
and mapping tools in the study area, and to collect geophysical, geological, and geotechnical data in 
locations that had been mapped previously at least once, so that we could study seabed change over time 
(Fig. 45), using approaches described above, and in Obelcz et al. (2017) and Maloney et al. (2018). The 
specific study areas included:  

(1) the mudflow region southwest of Southwest Pass (Keller et al., 2016; Obelcz et al.,2017);  

(2) the wreck site of the SS Virginia, south of Southwest Pass (preliminary findings reported in Science 
Magazine: Ahmad 2017);  

(3) shallow to deep mudflow deposits south of South Pass, mapped previously by NOAA (shallow 
survey) and by Fugro LLC (deeper survey, see Maloney et al. 2018); and  

(4) a shallow region of mudflows east of Pass a Loutre (Fig. 43; Courtois et al. 2017).  

The wreck of the SS Virginia is of archeological, cultural, and geological interest: she was sunk in 1942 
by a German U-boat, and the wreck has been shown to be moving slowly downslope on top of a mudflow 
lobe (Ahmad 2017; Chaytor et al. 2017). 

Data processing and analysis from these cruises are ongoing through the final year of this project. 
Preliminary results are provided for each cruise, below. 
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Figure 45. MRDF map and 2017 pilot study locations   
Map of sampling locations from LSU-UNO-SDSU cruise (colored dots) and SONAR grids from USGS cruise (colored polygons). For 
most stations, the following samples were collected: multicore (yellow dot), piston core (6–9 m length, blue dot), and cone 
penetrometer (pink dot). At this scale, marks for individual deployments overlap. The shaded gray polygon and contours indicate the 
extent of mudflows and gullies from the Coleman 1980 study.  

4.2 2017 Pilot Study: Geophysical Survey Summary 
The objective of this cruise was to test high-resolution geophysical imaging techniques and investigate the 
morphology and shallow stratigraphy of the debris flows on the Mississippi River Delta as part of a 
cooperative effort among the USGS, BOEM, LSU, University of New Orleans (UNO), and the US Naval 
Research Lab (NRL) (Figure 45). The goal of the research is to assess the suitability of available imaging 
techniques for mapping in challenging water column and sub-bottom (e.g., widespread shallow biogenic 
gas) conditions present across the entire delta front.  

Table 5. Personnel and Instruments on 2017 Cruises 

 
USGS Geophysical Cruise,  

5/19/17–5/26/17 
LSU-UNO-SDSU-NRL-Bremen Cruise 

6/2/17–6/7/2017 
Participants Jason Chaytor (USGS)–Chief 

Scientist  
Seth Ackerman (USGS)  
Wayne Baldwin (USGS)  
Sam Bentley (LSU)  
Emile Bergeron (USGS)  
Bill Danforth (USGS)  
Eric Moore (USGS)  
Alex Nichols (USGS)  
Chuck Worley (USGS)  
Kevin Xu (LSU) 

Sam Bentley (LSU)–Chief Scientist  
Jillian Maloney (SDSU) 
Ioannis Georgiou (UNO) 
Navid Jafari (LSU) 
Jeff Obelcz (LSU) 
Allen Reed (NRL)  
Gauvain Wiemer (Bremen University) 
Charlie Sibley (LSU) 
Andrew Courtois (LSU) 
Jack Cadigan (LSU) 
James Smith (LSU) 
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USGS Geophysical Cruise,  

5/19/17–5/26/17 
LSU-UNO-SDSU-NRL-Bremen Cruise 

6/2/17–6/7/2017 
Patrick Robichaux (LSU) 
Rosslyn King (SDSU) 
Ryan Clark (LSU) 
Tara Yocum (UNO) 
Suyapa Gonzales (LSU) 

Instruments All from USGS 
Reson T20P with dual-head 
transducer  
MVP30 moving velocity profiler  
SIG 300 J minisparker acoustic 
source towed at 1-m-depth.  
Applied Acoustics S-Boom System  
Applied Acoustics Single-plate 
Boomer system  
Edgetech 512i CHIRP 
GeoEel 32-channel hydrophone 

Freefall Cone Penetrometer, 8m maximum 
seabed penetration (MARUM, University of 
Bremen) 
Benthos 3” x 30’ Piston Corer (LSU) 
Ocean Instruments MC800 multicorer 
(LSU) 

 

 
The last major investigation of failure processes spanning the entire MRDF was completed in the late 
1970s/early 1980s (e.g., Coleman et al. 1980; Chapters 1 and 2 of this report), using single-beam 
echosounder records and analog-recorded airgun and/or boomer seismic reflection techniques. In 
subsequent years, focused mapping and geophysical imaging has occurred in support of infrastructure 
development and as part of renewed efforts to quantify mudflow hazards, with recent larger-scale 
bathymetry surveys completed as part of hazard to navigation updates. High-resolution geophysical 
imaging across the delta front, coupled with new and repeat bathymetric surveying can provide both 
critical information on the subsurface structure of the different morphological segments of the failures 
(channel, lobe, etc.) and help identify and fully characterize the spatial and temporal changes to the delta 
front. This cruise allowed us to identify imaging techniques and configurations that could provide the 
basis for possible more complete geophysical surveys of the region and to support sampling efforts 
described below. 

Preliminary Results. Preliminary results of the geophysical cruise are adapted from Chaytor et al. (2017), 
Ahmad (2017), and Baldwin et al. (2018 ). More than 600 km of multibeam bathymetry/backscatter/water 
column data (dual head Reson T20P), 425 km of towed CHIRP data (Edgetech 512i), and >500 km of 
multi-channel seismic data (boomer and/or mini-sparker sources, 32-channel Geoeel streamer) were 
collected. Varied mudflow (gully, lobe), pro-delta morphologies, and structural features, some of which 
have been surveyed more than once, were imaged in selected survey areas from Pass a Loutre to 
Southwest Pass. 
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Figure 46. 2017 Southwest Pass survey   
A: multibeam mosaic (left) and seabed reflectance (right) of the Southwest Pass survey; B: CHIRP lines 38 and 43, showing visible 
stratigraphy in prodelta sediments, signal masking by gas in mudflow lobes, and also likely gas emissions from the seabed (lower 
right panel). 

The Southwest Pass survey area (Fig. 45) is the most proximal of the 2017 sites to the current primary 
outflow of the Mississippi River and the location of repeated surveying since 2005. Well developed 
retrogressive slide, mudflow gully, and coalescing lobe morphologies are present over a short spatial 
extent (<5 km). Biogenic gas is pervasive throughout the sediments at this site (see Fig. 46 above, Chirp 
Lines 38 and 43), with pockmarks and acoustic anomalies (see above) reflecting widespread release of the 
biogenic gas to the water column. A rapidly changing, variably stratified water column (right) resulting 
from input of fresh, sediment laden river water and the presence of gas in the water and subsurface 
created a challenging imaging environment. 

 

B 

A 
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Shipwrecks located in the MRDF provide invaluable markers of mudflow movement due to their known 
sinking histories (in most cases) and size. The SS Virginia (Fig. 47), a 503 ft long bulk oil tanker, was 
sunk by a U-boat in 1942 at the pilot buoy offshore Southwest Pass. The location of Virginia was 
identified in 2001 and then again during an oil and gas survey in 2003. In 2006 (following Hurricane 
Ivan), Virginia was again located - although it had moved 1200 ft downslope in the intervening period. 
During the 2017 survey (Fig. 45), Virginia was relocated and found to be a 200 ft south-south west of the 
2006 position. During the 2006–2017 period, no major hurricanes transited the MRDF region. The ship is 
currently resting on its port side (part of which may have completely failed), with the bow oriented 
towards the northwest. Except for a shallow depression surrounding the bow, there is no evidence of 
movement of the ship within the mudflow lobe on which it sits. The absence of a noticeable path of 
movement in the sediment suggests that the ship and the lobe move as a single, large-scale mass. During 
2006–2017, no major hurricanes transited the MRDF region, this suggests that major hurricanes are not 
required to force large-scale motion of mudflow lobes. 
 

 
Figure 47. 2017 survey of the SS Virginia   
(Left) Multibeam map overview of the mudflow lobe on which the SS Virginia rests, with warm shades indicating shallower water, 
and cool shades, deeper water; (upper right) closeup color bathymetric image of the wreck, using a different depth scale to highlight 
the ship’s structure; (lower right) period photograph of the SS Virginia.  

Patch testing of the dual-head Reson T20P sonar used for bathymetric data acquisition was performed 
over MC20A platform jacket displaced by a mudflow during Hurricane Ivan in 2004 (Fig. 48). Multibeam 
bathymetry data reveal a morphologically complex seafloor dominated by chaotic to parallel deformation 
ridges with sparker MCS profiles showing a thick (30–40 m) surfical chaotic MTD layer overlying well-
stratified pro-delta and/or Pleistocene clays and silts, showing evidence of toe thrusts or the incorporation 
of coherent blocks of sediment into the flow. 
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Figure 48.a. 2017 MC20 survey   
Color-shaded bathymetric mosaic showing the MC20 platform jacked in the center of the image.  

 
Figure 48.b. 2017 MC20 survey   
Seismic image of the MC20 jacket and underlying seabed. 
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4.3 2017 Pilot Study: Geological and Geotechnical Cruise Summary 
Target locations for core and cone penetrometer deployments were chosen from the data collected on the 
USGS Geophysical Survey. Southwest Pass, South Pass, Pass a Loutre, and the SS Virginia shipwreck 
were the main target areas. Deployments were also made in areas that previous sampling was done (2014 
Pilot Study). Locations such as mudflow lobes, gullies, interfluves, prodelta, the surrounding undisturbed 
seafloor, and the SS Virginia shipwreck were sampled. In total, 31 multicores (Fig. 49), 31 piston cores 
(Fig. 50), and 36 cone penetrometer (CPT) samples were collected (Fig. 51), including piston cores up to 
8.9 m in length. Five of the 36 CPT deployments were dissipation tests. The time period of the cruise was 
from June 3, 2017 to June 9, 2017. Figures 49, 50, and 51 show the pictures taken during field sediment 
collections  
 

 
Figure 49. 2017 multicore operation.  
Recovering the multicorer.  

 
Figure 50A. 2017 piston core sampling    
Scientists from LSU and San Diego State University with one of the two longest piston cores recovered (8.9 meters). 
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Figure 50B. 2017 piston core deployment 
A 9.5 m piston core ready for deployment on the stern of the R/V Point Sur. 

 
Figure 51. 2017 cone penetrometer deployment.  
Nighttime deployment of the free-fall cone penetrometer. 

Cores from the 2017 pilot study are currently being analyzed in various laboratories at LSU. Thirty one 
shallow Multicores (50–70cm depth) have been processed and analyzed by Andrew Courtois for X-
radiography and are in the process for analysis of radiometric activity and grain size analysis. Duplicate 
and archive multicores have been logged on the Geotek MSCL logger for density, magnetic susceptibility, 
and resistivity measurements. The 31 piston cores (5–9m depth) have been logged on the Geotek MSCL 
logger as well, and are in the process of being sampled down core for radiometric analysis, grain size, and 
organic content by James Smith. The piston cores will be subjected to a wide variety of test and analysis 
described in greater detail below. Geotechnical testing will be administered by Navid Jafari on both piston 
and multi-cores collected. The primary engineering tests conducted on the cores will be triaxial 
compression, ring shear, and 1-D consolidation tests. These engineering properties will be complemented 
with index testing, including x-ray diffraction (XRD), x-ray fluorescence (XRF), geochemical 
constituents (salinity, cations, anions), water content, specific gravity, liquid limit, and plastic limit. The 
equipment for testing is currently being set up in the new Geotechnical Laboratory in the recently 
renovated lab of Dr. Jafari in Patrick F. Taylor Hall at LSU.  
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4.3.1 Multi-core analysis  
Many studies of the Mississippi River Delta (MRD) have shown historic declines in sediment load 
reaching the main river distributaries over the last few decades. Recent studies also reported that ~50% of 
the suspended load during floods is sequestered within the delta. Though the impact of declining sediment 
load on wetland loss is well documented, submarine sedimentary processes on the delta front during this 
recent period of declining sediment load are understudied. To better understand modern sediment 
dispersal and deposition across the Mississippi River Delta Front, 31 multicores were collected in June 
2017 from locations extending offshore from Southwest Pass, South Pass, and Pass a Loutre (the main 
river outlets) in water depths of 25–280 m (Smith et al. 2017). Core locations were selected based on 
multibeam bathymetry and morphology collected by the USGS in May 2017 (Chaytor et al. 2017; 
Baldwin et al. 2018); the timing of collection coincided with the end of annual peak discharge on the 
Mississippi River. This multi-agency survey is the first to study delta-front sedimentary processes 
regionally with such a wide suite of tools. Target locations for coring included the dominant depositional 
environments: mudflow lobes, gullies, and undisturbed prodelta. Cores were subsampled at 2 cm intervals 
and analyzed for Beryllium-7 activity via gamma spectrometry; in such settings, Be-7 can be used as a 
tracer of sediment recently delivered from fluvial origin. Example profiles of Be-7 activity versus 
sediment depth are shown in Figures 52 and 53. In each case, the penetration depth of Be-7 indicates the 
thickness of sediment deposited by the spring-summer river flood, also suggested by the prominent 
layering evident in x-radiographs of sediment cores (Fig. 54). 

Results indicate a general trend of declining Be-7 activity with increasing distance from source, and in 
deeper water. Inshore samples near Southwest Pass show the deepest penetration depth of Be-7 into the 
sediment (24–26 cm), which is a preliminary indicator of rapid seasonal sedimentation. Nearshore 
samples from South Pass exhibited similar Be-7 penetration depths (Fig. 53), with results near Pass a 
Loutre to 14–16 cm depth (Fig. 52). Be-7 remains detectable to 2 cm in water 206 m deep, approximately 
20 km from South Pass. Sediment dispersal remains detectable offshore from all three major river outlets, 
despite overall decline of sediment load in recent decades, and pronounced declines for South Pass and 
Pass a Loutre. Future research will focus on relationships among changing sediment loads, dispersal 
patterns, and sediment transport by mudflows, which are an important process for dispersal after initial 
deposition. 

 
Figure 52. 2017 7Be data, multicore 91.  
Beryllium Activity (disintegrations per minute/gram) with Depth (cm) for Core 91 (Pass a Loutre gully). 
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Figure 53. 2017 7Be core data, multicore 42.  
Beryllium Activity (disintegrations per minute/gram) with Depth (cm) for Core 42 (South Pass gully). 

X-radiography of 31 multicores was performed using a portable MinXray HF8015+dlp and Samsung 
Model SP501 detector panel at LSU to evaluate bioturbation and bedding features. Images were adjusted 
for brightness, contrast, saturation, etc. using ImageJ software (Figure 54).  

 
Figure 54. 2017 X-radiograph, multicore 5  
X-radiograph of Core 5 (Southwest Pass gully). Dimensions 8.2 X 47.6 cm. Bedding features and faint bioturbation present. 

Grain-size analysis for multi-cores is in progress. All grain-size analysis will be performed on a Beckham 
Coulter LS13320 laser-diffraction particle analyzer within LSU’s Geology Department.  
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4.3.2 Piston core analysis  
Recent studies on the MRD have documented sub-aerial land loss, driven in part by declining sediment 
load over the past century. Impacts of changing sediment load on the subaqueous delta are less well 
known. The subaqueous MRDF is known to be shaped by extensive submarine mudflows operating at a 
range of temporal and spatial scales, however impacts of changing sediment delivery on mudflow 
deposits have not been investigated. To better understand seabed morphology and stratigraphy as 
impacted by plume sedimentation and mudflows, an integrated geological and/or geophysical study was 
undertaken in delta front regions offshore the three main MRD passes. 

This study (Smith et al. 2017) focuses on stratigraphy and physical properties of 31 piston cores (5–9 m 
length) collected in June 2017 (Fig. 55). Coring locations were selected in gully, lobe and prodelta 
settings based on multibeam bathymetry and seismic profiles collected in mid-May 2017. Cores were 
analyzed for density, magnetic susceptibility, P-wave speed, and resistivity using a Geotek multi sensor 
core logger. 

Core density profiles generally vary systematically across facies. Density profiles of gully cores are 
nearly invariant with some downward stepwise increases delineating units meters thick, and abundant 
gaps likely caused by gas expansion (Fig. 56). Lobe cores generally have subtle downward increases in 
density, some stepwise density increases, and fewer gaps. Prodelta cores show more pronounced 
downward density increases to >1.5 g/cm3, decimeter-scale peaks and valleys in density profiles, but 
stepwise increases are less evident. We hypothesize that density profiles in gully and lobe settings 
(uniform profiles except for stepwise increases) reflect remolding by mudflows, whereas density 
variations in prodelta settings instead reflect grain size variations (decimeter-scale) and more advanced 
consolidation (overall downward density increase) consistent with slower sediment deposition. These 
hypotheses will be evaluated by a more detailed study of seismic stratigraphy and core properties, 
including geochronology, grain size distribution and x-radiographic imaging, to further relate important 
sedimentary processes with resulting deposits. 

 
Figure 55. 2017 survey and piston core locations   
Locations of 31 piston cores collected across the Mississippi River Delta Front in June 2017, on bathymetric data collected by 
Chaytor et al. (2017) and Baldwin et al. (2018). Coring locations where selected in gully, lobe, and prodelta settings based on 
multibeam bathymetry and seismic profiles collected in mid-May 2017. 
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Figure 56. Piston core logs   
Example logs of density (blue) and magnetic susceptibility (red) for two piston cores. Pink bars identify the location of beds, as 
suggested by interpretation of density and magnetic data. Left: Core PS17-06PC is from a gully proximal to Southwest Pass, and 
abundant gas expansion gaps, and stepwise increase in density downcore. Right: Core  PS17-09PC is from a prodelta location, and 
is characterized by few gas expansion intervals, subtle downcore increase in density, comblike density profile, and distinct spikes in 
magnetic susceptibility (Smith et al. 2017).  

4.3.3 Geophysical and geotechnical data analysis  
Drs. Weimer (Bremen), Jafari (LSU) and Georgiou (UNO) are seeking to integrate results from 
geotechnical and geological testing. Geophysical data are anticipated to be released to our team by the 
USGS in the second quarter of the next project year (y5).  
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Table 6. Core/CPT locations during the second R/V Point Sur cruise 

Station ID Instrument Latitude Longitude Date Collected 
PS17-01_MC Multicore 28.890727 N 89.495982 W 6/3/2017 

PS17-02_MC Multicore 28.878187 N 89.513063 W 6/3/2017 
PS17-03_MC Multicore 28.864418 N 89.524778 W 6/3/2017 

PS17-04_MC Multicore 28.855433 N 89.534305 W 6/3/2017 
PS17-11_MC Multicore 28.843492 N 89.513782 W 6/3/2017 

PS17-09_MC Multicore 28.812377 N 89.517045 W 6/3/2017 
PS17-07_ MC Multicore 28.841587 N 89.493427 W 6/3/2017 

PS17-07_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.841558 N 89.49394 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-07_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.841483 N 89.49379 W 6/4/2017 
PS17-07_CPT_C Cone penetrometer 28.841523 N 89.493923 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-07_CPT_D Cone penetrometer 28.84149 N 89.493772 W 6/4/2017 
PS17-06_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.855215 N 89.477053 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-06_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.855278 N 89.476723 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-05_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.86949 N 89.467043 W 6/4/2017 
PS17-05_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.869617 N 89.467065 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-01_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.890637 N 89.496162 W 6/4/2017 
PS17-01_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.890927 N 89.496345 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-02_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.878678 N 89.513778 W 6/4/2017 
PS17-02_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.87866 N 89.513747 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-03_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.864682 N 89.524958 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-03_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.86456 N 89.525012 W 6/4/2017 
PS17-04_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.85548 N 89.534278 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-04_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.855458 N 89.534147 W 6/4/2017 
PS17-11_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.843353 N 89.513477 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-11_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.843413 N 89.513488 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-08_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.825215 N 89.506153 W 6/4/2017 
PS17-08_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.82538 N 89.506183 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-09_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.812487 N 89.516988 W 6/4/2017 
PS17-09_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.812618 N 89.516802 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-19_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.814177 N 89.50408 W 6/4/2017 
PS17-19_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.815563 N 89.504845 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-16DT_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.858165 N 89.517195 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-16DT_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.858175 N 89.517072 W 6/4/2017 
PS17-16DT_MC Multicore 28.858182 N 89.516783 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-05_MC Multicore 28.869578 N 89.46656 W 6/4/2017 
PS17-09_PC Piston core 28.812322 N 89.517422 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-07_PC Piston core 28.841668 N 89.493575 W 6/4/2017 

PS17-06_PC_A Piston core 28.855353 N 89.47677 W 6/4/2017 
PS17-06_PC_B Piston core 28.855387 N 89.47675 W 6/5/2017 
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Station ID Instrument Latitude Longitude Date Collected 
PS17-03_PC_A Piston core 28.864527 N 89.524813 W 6/5/2017 

PS17-03_PC_B Piston core 28.864442 N 89.52503 W 6/5/2017 
PS17-04_PC Piston core 28.855323 N 89.534197 W 6/5/2017 

PS17-11_PC Piston core 28.84355 N 89.513657 W 6/5/2017 
PS17-16DT_PC Piston core 28.858272 N 89.516793 W 6/5/2017 

PS17-02_PC Piston core 28.878143 N 89.512987 W 6/5/2017 

PS17-01_PC Piston core 28.890982 N 89.495985 W 6/5/2017 
PS17-05_PC Piston core 28.86955 N 89.466485 W 6/5/2017 

PS17-03_CPT_C Cone penetrometer 28.864755 N 89.525002 W 6/5/2017 
PS17-03_CPT_D Cone penetrometer 28.864927 N 89.524983 W 6/5/2017 

PS17-03_CPT_E Cone penetrometer 28.865317 N 89.526013 W 6/5/2017 
PS17-03_CPT_F Cone penetrometer 28.865675 N 89.527287 W 6/5/2017 

PS17-06_CPT_C Cone penetrometer 28.855045 N 89.477042 W 6/5/2017 

PS17-06_CPT_D Cone penetrometer 28.85503 N 89.47701 W 6/5/2017 
PS17-20_MC Multicore 28.840193 N 89.121957 W 6/5/2017 

PS17-22_MC Multicore 28.857443 N 89.087932 W 6/6/2017 
PS17-24_MC Multicore 28.873552 N 89.057427 W 6/6/2017 

PS17-30_MC Multicore 28.850027 N 89.063077 W 6/6/2017 

PS17-28_MC Multicore 28.827647 N 89.1069 W 6/6/2017 
PS17-26_MC Multicore 28.825695 N 89.11044 W 6/6/2017 

PS17-32_MC Multicore 28.798447 N 89.092272 W 6/6/2017 
PS17-34_MC Multicore 28.816922 N 89.054857 W 6/6/2017 

PS17-36_MC Multicore 28.829823 N 89.031632 W 6/6/2017 
PS17-38_MC Multicore 28.834267 N 89.023283 W 6/6/2017 

PS17-38_PC Piston core 28.832825 N 89.022997 W 6/6/2017 

PS17-36_PC Piston core 28.829227 N 89.030653 W 6/6/2017 
PS17-34_PC Piston core 28.816975 N 89.055812 W 6/6/2017 

PS17-26_PC Piston core 28.825727 N 89.110432 W 6/6/2017 
PS17-28_PC Piston core 28.827553 N 89.106845 W 6/6/2017 

PS17-30_PC Piston core 28.850038 N 89.06334 W 6/6/2017 

PS17-24_PC Piston core 28.873262 N 89.057945 W 6/6/2017 
PS17-22_PC Piston core 28.857342 N 89.088235 W 6/7/2017 

PS17-20_PC Piston core 28.83991 N 89.121975 W 6/7/2017 
PS17-32_PC Piston core 28.798162 N 89.092445 W 6/7/2017 

PS17-32_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.798362 N 89.092427 W 6/7/2017 
PS17-32_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.798382 N 89.092408 W 6/7/2017 

PS17-34_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.816987 N 89.056348 W 6/7/2017 

PS17-34_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.817112 N 89.056372 W 6/7/2017 
PS17-36_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.8301 N 89.030593 W 6/7/2017 

PS17-36_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.829945 N 89.030905 W 6/7/2017 
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Station ID Instrument Latitude Longitude Date Collected 
PS17-38_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.834195 N 89.023113 W 6/7/2017 

PS17-38_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.834253 N 89.023108 W 6/7/2017 
PS17-26_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.826017 N 89.110688 W 6/7/2017 

PS17-26_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.826112 N 89.110717 W 6/7/2017 
PS17-30_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.850055 N 89.063648 W 6/7/2017 

PS17-30_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.85003 N 89.063513 W 6/7/2017 

PS17-24DT_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.873145 N 89.05768 W 6/7/2017 
PS17-24DT_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.873335 N 89.057915 W 6/7/2017 

PS17-22_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.857465 N 89.088628 W 6/7/2017 
PS17-22_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.857283 N 89.08851 W 6/7/2017 

PS17-20_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.840022 N 89.122265 W 6/7/2017 
PS17-20_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.840052 N 89.122097 W 6/7/2017 

PS17-54_PC Piston core 28.803842 N 89.310713 W 6/7/2017 

PS17-52_PC Piston core 28.802625 N 89.31636 W 6/7/2017 
PS17-62_PC Piston core 28.7901 N 89.320437 W 6/7/2017 

PS17-64_PC Piston core 28.790983 N 89.30478 W 6/7/2017 
PS17-64_MC Multicore 28.790598 N 89.305085 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-54_MC Multicore 28.803608 N 89.310715 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-52_MC Multicore 28.802485 N 89.316307 W 6/8/2017 
PS17-62_MC Multicore 28.78989 N 89.320503 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-86_PC Piston core 28.770457 N 89.430407 W 6/8/2017 
PS17-82_PC Piston core 28.783877 N 89.434322 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-82_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.783988 N 89.434387 W 6/8/2017 
PS17-82_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.784033 N 89.434258 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-80_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.780013 N 89.435247 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-80_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.780115 N 89.435237 W 6/8/2017 
PS17-84_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.779653 N 89.433928 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-84_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.779865 N 89.433888 W 6/8/2017 
PS17-87_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.76915 N 89.429858 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-87_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.769377 N 89.429885 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-89_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.767328 N 89.428872 W 6/8/2017 
PS17-89_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.767437 N 89.428882 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-85_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.775507 N 89.432463 W 6/8/2017 
PS17-85_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.775308 N 89.432478 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-86DT_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.770443 N 89.430443 W 6/8/2017 
PS17-86DT_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.7705 N 89.430608 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-89DT_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.76769 N 89.429027 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-89DT_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.767702 N 89.429053 W 6/8/2017 
PS17-89_PC Piston core 28.7697 N 89.428642 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-86_MC Multicore 28.77066 N 89.43028 W 6/8/2017 
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Station ID Instrument Latitude Longitude Date Collected 
PS17-82_MC Multicore 28.784007 N 89.434443 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-80_MC Multicore 28.780103 N 89.435187 W 6/8/2017 
PS17-84_MC Multicore 28.779672 N 89.434052 W 6/8/2017 

PS17-40_MC Multicore 28.948393 N 89.18759 W 6/8/2017 
PS17-42_MC Multicore 28.942365 N 89.170382 W 6/9/2017 

PS17-42_PC Piston core 28.942307 N 89.170147 W 6/9/2017 

PS17-42_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 28.94219 N 89.170335 W 6/9/2017 
PS17-42_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 28.942295 N 89.170422 W 6/9/2017 

PS17-42_CPT_C Cone penetrometer 28.942342 N 89.170528 W 6/9/2017 
PS17-42_CPT_D Cone penetrometer 28.942388 N 89.170533 W 6/9/2017 

PS17-91DT_CPT_A Cone penetrometer 29.164153 N 88.918945 W 6/9/2017 
PS17-91DT_CPT_B Cone penetrometer 29.16424 N 88.91892 W 6/9/2017 

PS17-91_PC Piston core 29.164265 N 88.919032 W 6/9/2017 

PS17-91_MC Multicore 29.164242 N 88.919075 W 6/9/2017 
PS17-90_MC Multicore 29.155088 N 88.89187 W 6/9/2017 
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5. Conclusions  

The major conclusions of this study are presented in this section. 

5.1 Data Review and Synthesis 
An ArcGIS™ geodatabase of selected existing datasets from the Mississippi River Delta Front (MRDF) 
has been created that incorporates historical data from a wide range of sources, from 19th century leadline 
surveys to 3D seabed elevation models using advanced technology ca. 2006–2013. Of these data sets, 
only the most recent multibeam sonar bathymetric data have great utility for advanced measurement of 
seabed properties, and these datasets are small in number, small in individual coverage, and cover only a 
small fraction of the study area. Two locations, one near Southwest Pass, and the other south of Garden 
Bay (Enterprise Pipeline) have multiple surveys at different times, and are useful for time-series study.  

An Endnote© literature database has been created incorporating more than 450 articles and reports 
spanning 1955 to present. Analysis of this database by time and topic demonstrates that many studies 
were performed in response to seabed infrastructure damage from major hurricanes. Also, the most recent 
regionally and topically comprehensive study was conducted ca. 1977–1985, and the most recent detailed 
in situ geotechnical study was conducted ca. 1983. 

Data gaps identified in the synthesis include the following: 
1. The most recent regionally comprehensive seabed mapping program occurred in 1977–1979. 
2. Localized studies have been conducted 1981-2014, but have generally focused on one 

individual storm event or slide. 
3. No long-term in situ study has ever been conducted to quantify mode and frequency of seabed 

failures. 
4. Since the mid 20th century, sediment delivery in the Mississippi Delta has declined 

precipitously, greatly changing the sedimentation regime that drives seabed failures. No study 
before our data synthesis takes this into account. 

5. Rates and spatial and temporal scales of failures are not well constrained and most estimates 
are based on repeated single-beam sonar surveys with high uncertainty. 

6. The role of gas is widely suspected to be important in preconditioning sediments for failure, 
but in situ gas concentrations have never been accurately determined, in situ rheologies 
influenced by gas are poorly documented, and the role of gas has never been incorporated into 
models of seabed failure. 

7. Triggering mechanisms have been enumerated, but are not well understood. Only large-scale 
catastrophic failures have been widely documented, but our work demonstrates that flows and 
failures also occur during periods of quiescence, with regard to hurricane strikes. 

8. Waves are widely recognized as important triggers for mudflows, but most work on this topic 
to date has been conducted using oversimplified linear wave models. Predictive models used 
to date, as our study here shows, underpredict the forces applied by real ocean waves to the 
seabed. 

9. Advanced geochronological and geological analytical methods exist that can help provide 
detailed information on the rates and distributions of mudflows in time and space, but these 
methods have mostly been applied outside of the most dynamic regions of the MRDF, one 
exception being our study by Keller et al. 
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5.1.1 Pilot study results  
2014 Geological Study. Analysis of cores collected near Southwest Pass demonstrate that most of the 
seabed in that study area to a depth of less than 3 m below the seabed is characterized by vertical 
sediment deposition from the Mississippi River Plume. Evidence for mudflow reworking of sediments 
was found in one core out 20, at a depth of 1–2.5 meters below the seabed. Collectively these results 
suggest that most deformation produced by gravity-driven flows occurs at depths greater than 3 m below 
the seabed. 

2014 Geophysical study. Spatiotemporal analysis of three collocated multibeam sonar datasets from this 
same region (collected in 2006, 2009, and 2014) demonstrate that mudflows in gullies can continue to 
alter seabed depth and morphology even during periods when major hurricane strikes to not occur. Rates 
of deepening and shoaling are on the order of 1 m/y. However, overall plan view morphology of gullies 
did not change during this period. 

2017 Geophysical study. Regional seabed creep for an entire mudflow lobe was found to have occurred in 
water depths of ~80 m, in the absence of major hurricanes. This type of seabed motion with modest 
forcing has never been documented previously, and could represent a hazard for seabed infrastructure, 
even without the forcing of hurricanes. Gas is widespread but not ubiquitous and can be detected as water 
column plumes. Geophyiscal tools used to map the seabed and subseabed sediments worked well and are 
suitable for a regional study. 

2017 Geological study. Despite reduced sediment loads to South Pass and Pass a Loutre, widespread 
rapid deposition of seasonal flood layers is occurring offshore of these secondary river outlets. Piston 
cores and multicores, along with radiochemical measurements and x-radiographic imaging, can be used to 
detect plume sedimentation and also shallow seabed textures indicative of mudflows. A regional 
geological survey should be conducted to link observed seabed retreat described in Chapter 2 of this 
report to present sediment dispersal patterns. 

5.2 Future Mississippi River Delta Front Research Plan 
A proposal for the next phase of comprehensive MRDF study has been developed, including technologies 
and methods for developing a modern baseline map of the MRDF seabed and subsurface, and addressing 
data gaps identified above (see Appendix A). The effort is proposed to begin with a comprehensive 
mapping program, augmented with time-series measurements of waves, currents, and in situ seabed 
properties, extending to subseabed depths that encompass the maximum thickness of submarine 
landslides, and stacked flows (ca. 100 m sediment depth). These field observations will be integrated by 
numerical modeling of seabed forcing and response, to better understand past seabed dynamics, and 
predict future hazards and risk. 

5.3 Synthesis and Application to Resource and Infrastructure Management 
The existing state of knowledge for seabed mudflows on the MRDF is presently inadequate to provide a 
hazard+risk management framework for the entire region, spanning > 2000 km2. This is because existing 
seabed maps and measurements on which many hazards are assessed are far outdated, and because 
appropriate measurements and numerical models of the forces that drive mudflows, and the seabed 
response to these failures, do not exist. This study has identified basic seabed and oceanographic 
knowledge gaps that must be bridged to develop such a hazard+risk management framework. This study 
also identifies scientific and engineering approaches to bridging those gaps in a future comprehensive 
study of the MRDF.   
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Appendix A: Future Mississippi River Delta Front Research Plan, A 
Proposal for Future Research: Submarine Landslides on the 
Mississippi River Delta Front and the Critical Need for Next 
Generation Hazard Assessment 

References can be found in the Works Cited list following the report Chapter 5. 

A.1. Abstract  
For decades, evaluation of the hazards presented by submarine landslides on the Mississippi River Delta 
Front (MRDF) has remained an ongoing objective of the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM), 
the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE), (formerly the Minerals Management 
Service [MMS]) (Fig. 57), and large knowledge gaps remain. We present a proposal for comprehensive 
regional observation, monitoring, and modeling of submarine mass wasting processes on the MRDF to 
develop the next-generation geohazard assessment for the region. Results from the five years of data 
synthesis (Bentley et al, 2018 [this report]; Maloney et al. 2018) and pilot field study (Keller et al. 2016; 
Obelcz et al. 2017; Chaytor et al. 2017) (under CA M13AC00013) have informed the details and scope of 
this plan. 

A.1.1 Objectives  
• The overarching objective is to develop the next-generation geohazard assessment methodology 

and map that addresses significant limitations and weaknesses of previous hazard assessments for 
the region. Our analysis will use results from the following science objectives: 

• We will quantify the timing, extent and runout distance, and triggering of mudslide activity by 
monitoring the seafloor with repeat and rapid-response geophysical surveys and in-situ 
monitoring.  

• We will collect new, regional, high-resolution oceanographic, geophysical, and sediment-core 
data to characterize oceanographic processes and geomorphic, geologic, and geotechnical 
heterogeneity across the delta front; this will allow us to update hazard assessments and provide a 
baseline from which to measure future seafloor change.  

• We will develop and test predictive models using cutting-edge theory and approaches, and newly 
acquired geophysical, geologic, geotechnical, and hydrodynamic data to quantify mudslide 
hazard susceptibility to support leasing, Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) infrastructure, resource 
evaluation, and environmental assessments.  

A.1.2 Approach and Methods 
1. Regional seafloor bathymetric and sub-bottom geophysical mapping using latest sonar 

technologies to image the seabed and underlying geological features. 
2. Repeat and rapid response geophysical mapping to document rates and processes of sediment 

mass transport processes and rates from extreme events (e.g., hurricanes) to seasonal to decadal 
timescales. 

3. Sediment core collection and analysis using specialized tools for deep penetration, pressurized 
recovery, and non-destructive testing at seabed pressures to better reveal in-situ physical, 
rheological, and geochemical properties of sediments, particularly those containing abundant 
biogenic gas. 

4. In-situ monitoring and field measurement using instrument packages deployed on and in the 
seabed and in the water column to measure temporal patterns in MRDF mudflows and related 
oceanographic processes governing mudflow activity. 
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5. Development of a process-based numerical model for prediction of submarine landslides in the 
MRDF region based on predicted wave forcings and known (and anticipated) geological and 
geotechnical conditions within the seabed. This model will be based on the first regional 
geophysical surveys in over 40 years and will include theory to describe important processes that 
drive landslide generation, but were never incorporated in previous risk assessments. These 
phenomena include new understanding of non-linear ocean waves, the interactions of gassy 
sediments with wave forcing, strain softening behavior of soils, and direct simulation of landslide 
development under a wide range of hurricane conditions, using an approach termed the “Joint 
Probability Method” that is widely used to predict the analogous problem of maximum hurricane 
surge on land. 

6.  Development of a data-driven machine learning model to predict submarine landslides in the 
MRDF region based on correlation of landslide occurrence with preconditioning and triggering 
predictors, such as seafloor gradient, sediment gas content, sedimentation rate, and significant 
wave height. This effort will serve as a parallel and complimentary approach to the process-based 
modelling described above. Concurrence or disparity between model results will either improve 
confidence in predicted outcomes or identify shortcomings in model implementation; use of both 
approaches in tandem will yield better results than using either alone. 

A.1.3 The Team 
Members are from Louisiana State University (LSU), University of New Orleans (UNO), San Diego State 
University (SDSU), University of Texas at Austin (UT), Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute 
(MBARI), US Geological Survey (USGS), and Naval Research Laboratory Stennis Space Center (NRL). 

A.1.4 Anticipated Outcomes 
• A predictive risk map of submarine landslide hazard based on modern theory and data, that will 

more completely address BOEM needs for the region beyond any previous study; 
• A processed-based model that can be applied in the future for the same region with new data, or 

for other regions of interest, that provides a better understanding of seafloor hazards (the 
processes themselves) and risks (probability of negative impacts from hazard occurrence); this 
product will provide a flexible platform and tool suite for future assessment; 

• The first comprehensive survey map and data for the MRDF region in over 40 years.  
• A probability-based model that is trained on previous instances of submarine slope failure, and 

predicts future occurrence based on correlation of slope failure with known slope failure 
predictors described in detail elsewhere in this report. Skill of this model will also improve with 
future data acquisition, and inaccurate predictions can highlight areas of data deficiency (i.e., 
intelligently target candidate data collection areas). 
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Figure 57. Mississippi River Delta Front platforms and pipelines  
Location in the northern Gulf of Mexico of the MRDF (brown), surrounding and offshore from the lower Mississippi Delta (green). 
Petroleum pipelines, platforms, and the extent of 2017 surveys by LSU and USGS are also shown. 

A.2 Background and Relevance to BOEM Issues, Information Needs, and 
Research Topics  
For decades, evaluation of the hazards presented by submarine landslides has remained an ongoing 
objective of BOEM, and large knowledge gaps remain. We present a proposal for comprehensive regional 
observation, monitoring, and modeling of submarine mass wasting processes on the Mississippi River 
delta front (MRDF)(Fig. 57) to develop the next-generation geohazard assessment for the region. Results 
from the five years of data synthesis (Bentley et al. 2018 [this report]; Maloney et al. 2018) and pilot field 
study (Keller et al. 2016; Obelcz et al. 2017; Chaytor et al. 2017) (under CA M13AC00013) informed the 
details and scope of this plan. 

A.2.1 BOEM information needs to be addressed 
Subaqueous mudflows are known to be ubiquitous across the MRDF and are identified as a hazard to 
offshore oil and gas infrastructure (Shepard 1955; Bea et al. 1975; Coleman et al. 1980) (Fig. 57). This 
mudslide-prone area is highly dynamic and patterns of instability are spatially and temporally complex. 
Catastrophic mass failures occur with passing of each major hurricane, drastically altering the seafloor 
morphology and damaging or destroying offshore infrastructure. BOEM and industry previously invested 
considerable resources during the past decade toward better understanding the processes that drive and 
govern MRDF mudslides. The chief products include Hitchcock et al. (2006), Nodine et al. (2007), and 
affiliated products prepared by these teams. While each of these hazard assessments provided 
advancement and benefit, each is flawed by reliance on antiquated data sets from which predictions are 
made and antiquated theory to guide the predictions. In some cases, more recent research directly 
contradicts important findings from earlier studies (for example, the role of non-linear waves in driving 
submarine landslides, discussed below). More recent catastrophic failures and infrastructure loss during 
hurricanes Ivan (2004) and Katrina (2005) highlight the need for an updated, high-resolution regional 
bathymetric, geologic, geotechnical, and hazard maps of the MRDF, a modern assessment of hazard 
potential, and a monitoring program to better support decision making, lease valuation, oil and gas 
infrastructure, and environmental impacts.    

A.2.2 Background 
Submarine landslides represent a near-hundred-billion-dollar risk to existing seabed infrastructure 
offshore of the MRDF. This risk also restricts future development of existing but untapped petroleum 
resources. The value of risk exposure can be extrapolated from the incomplete cleanup cost of one 
platform toppled by Hurricane Ivan in 2004. Since Hurricane Ivan in 2004, the Taylor Energy Co. has 
spent about $450 million to clean up the damage to infrastructure and the environment caused by the 
toppling of one production platform by a submarine landslide. During Hurricane Ivan alone, at least 17 
pipelines and up to 20 other platforms were significantly damaged by submarine landslides. There are 
many other pipelines and platforms in the landslide hazard zone of the MRDF (Figure 57) and more 
landslides will happen. The risk is not just to infrastructure, but to our coast and fisheries as well. For 
example, the Taylor Energy platform lost in 2004 during Hurricane Ivan tore the tops off of 16 oil wells 
that spilled into the ocean much closer to shore than the Macondo disaster. Such an event could happen 
again. 

The MRDF is an apron of sediment wrapping around the seaward margins of the Mississippi Delta, from 
water depths of around 10 to 200 meters (30 to 600 feet; Figure 57). Submarine landslides occur widely 
on the MRDF, and have been documented by surveys since offshore oil exploration began in the 1950s. 
The last major regional study of submarine landslides occurred in 1977–1981. The last regional hazard 
assessments were completed in 2006–2007 (Hitchcock et al. 2006; Nodine et al. 2007 and associated 
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reports by these authors), but were based on seabed measurements from the 1970s–1980s that are now 
relatively primitive. Seabed data from decades ago are obsolete because even smaller landslides shift 
hundreds of millions of tons of sediment each year. As a result, both the MRDF seabed, and our technical 
ability to study it, changed substantially since these decades-old studies. In addition, the 2006–2007 
assessments did not incorporate all risk factors now known to be important.  

The focus of this MRDF project is to understand the stability of the delta front, which is an area that is 
characterized by numerous incised gullies and intervening gently sloping seafloor. The MRDF was 
intensely studied in the 1970s–1980s as it was the site of both geohazards and hydrocarbon development, 
but major new scientific research in this area is lacking since that time. However, the loss of some oil 
production platforms during hurricanes in the 2004–2005 seasons resulted in on-going uncontrolled 
release of oil, which has refocused attention on the geohazard risks of other infrastructure still operating 
in this area. 

The first phase of this MRDF project was to synthesize data and research, much of which focused on the 
failure mechanisms that resulted in the loss of entire platforms. As part of this effort, repeated swath 
bathymetric surveys were obtained which revealed that the depth of gullies changes several meters 
annually as the gullies fill-up with sediment and then drain sediment to compensate (Obelcz et al. 2017). 
Apparently, the gullies are very active sediment transport conduits and need to be better understood. What 
was more surprising is that compilation of independently conducted surface ship multi-beam mapping 
surveys that show the entire seafloor into which the gullies are cut has shifted >500 m downslope since 
2001, documented in a Science Magazine article about our work (Ahmad 2017). The extent at which this 
motion occurs in discrete events or as steady creep is currently unknown, but it is a cause of significant 
concern given that there are many more platforms and pipelines in this area. Accordingly, there is an 
important need for in-situ monitoring and field measurement using instrument packages deployed on and 
in the seabed and in the water column to measure temporal patterns in MRDF mudflows and related 
oceanographic processes governing mudflow activity. 

The scope of this proposed project is broad because the setting is geologically and oceanographically 
complex. Nevertheless, the chief objective of a new process-based hazard assessment is clear and several 
key gaps in previous hazard assessments must be filled to reach this objective. The major gaps, but not all 
gaps, are listed below.   

(1) Obsolete seabed data. Previous regional assessments relied upon bathymetric data sets of Coleman et 
al. (1980), collected in the 1970s. Our most recent publication (Maloney et al. 2018) from data synthesis 
identified major changes in seabed morphology caused by historical changes in sediment supply. These 
changes could be influencing spatial and temporal patterns in submarine landslides, but we simply do not 
know because of the lack of data. New bathymetric and subsurface data are needed. A corresponding gap 
exists in subsurface information on seabed geotechnical properties and behavior. 

(2) Gas bubbles that weaken sediments (from natural methane produced by decay of organic material in 
sediments). Gas bubbles are abundant in MRDF sediments, and can compress and expand as hurricane 
waves cross the MRDF, weakening sediment, and triggering landslides (Prior and Suhayda 1978). This 
potential was identified in the introduction of Nodine et al. (2007), but was never incorporated in hazard 
assessment. Further, studies of gassy sediments in the MRDF ended in the 1980s and were conducted 
using methods that could not actually document where and how much gas was present in the sediments. 
The role of gas in preconditioning sediments for failure is postulated to be significant, but this hypothesis 
has never been properly evaluated, and cannot be evaluated without field and lab studies such as those 
proposed herein. 

(3) How hurricane waves interact with the seabed. Since the early 1970s, storm waves were identified 
as important triggers of submarine landslides on the MRDF. Wave-seabed mechanics were a key part of 
the Nodine et al. (2007) hazard assessment, using mathematical descriptions of waves called “linear wave 
theory” that describe ocean waves as having sinusoidal form. Nodine et al. (2006) proposed that more 
complex wave theory (“nonlinear wave models”) under predicted the forces applied by waves to the 
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seabed. Our recent research indicates that this is not the case. In particular, Obelcz et al. (2017) shows that 
more realistic descriptions of wave forms (which are governed by more complicated equations than linear 
wave theory) apply 30–40% more force to the seabed than do linear waves. This implies that the hazard 
assessment of Nodine et al. (2006) substantially under predicted the triggering forces of waves on 
landslides, whether the waves are produced by winter storms or major hurricanes.    

(4) Predicting diverse styles of submarine landslides and sediment flows and their impacts. Previous 
hazard studies of submarine landslides built most of their assessments using highly simplified landslide 
theory from the 1960s and earlier (such as Henkel, 1970)(Fig. 7) that did not address the complexities, 
e.g., gassy sediments interacting with storm waves and strain-softening behavior of soils, for example. 
More advanced theory for sediment transport and submarine landslides now exists that can incorporate 
more diverse types of failures, happening over different spatial and temporal scales (e.g., Houssais and 
Jerolmack 2017). A major highlight of our recent research (Obelcz et al. 2017; Chaytor et al. 2017) is that 
many different styles of submarine landslides occur on the MRDF, and each type of slide moves at 
different rates over different regions, at times under similar hydrodynamic forcing. Although the most 
dramatic events are large landslides produced by major hurricanes, slower creep that is not associated 
with major hurricanes also occurs (Obelcz et al. 2017; Ahmad 2017; Chaytor et al. 2017), which can 
stress seabed infrastructure such as pipelines. Newer theory is required that can more effectively 
incorporate diverse forcing to predict different types of sediment slides and flows, in order to effectively 
predict hazards.  

(5) Quantifying the importance of MRDF submarine landslide preconditioning and triggering 
factors. The preconditioning and triggering factors of MRDF submarine landslides are qualitatively well-
constrained, as detailed elsewhere in this report. However, the relative importance of these factors in 
precipitating slope failure is not quantitatively known, and almost certainly varies both spatially and 
temporally. Machine learning algorithms (MLAs) have been recently successfully implemented to solve 
earth science problems, including predicting seafloor porosity based on related predictors (Martin et al. 
2015) and developing probabilistic hazard maps for terrestrial landslides (Chen et al. 2017). Properly 
implemented MLAs can work around complications that typify earth science problems, such as spatially 
and/or temporally biased data, undersampled parameter spaces, and complex, multivariate systems. 
MLAs would serve as a complementary, data-driven predictive tool for submarine landslides to validate 
and augment the process-based modelling proposed in #(4), and would also quantify the importance of 
MRDF submarine landslide predictors. 

As a result, our present understanding of hazard due to submarine landslides is based on incomplete 
assessment of controlling factors and outdated measurements that were gathered with now-antiquated 
methods. The high level of uncertainty in our present understanding of hazard is not consistent with the 
high value of infrastructure and resources in place, and the high cost of possible environmental damage. 

We propose to develop a new comprehensive hazard assessment of submarine landslides on the MRDF, 
based on new seabed maps that we will create, sediment and engineering surveys that we will conduct, 
and cutting-edge computer models. The models will be newly developed for this project to incorporate 
modern measurements and understanding of the seabed dynamics, and oceanographic processes like 
hurricanes that can trigger submarine landslides. The models will allow us to evaluate complex scientific 
questions related to landslides, such as the interacting roles of soft sediments, creep, gas bubbles, and 
wave loading in driving landslide motion.  

The core proposal-development team led by SU has been working with BOEM’s New Orleans office for 
five years to identify the best approaches to this problem. We have collected and synthesized hundreds of 
historical studies, and conducted pilot studies in two known MRDF hotspots for landslides (survey areas 
in Figure 1)(Bentley et al., 2018 [this report]), using cutting-edge field and laboratory measurements, in 
preparation for this proposal. We have collaborated with the USGS to determine the best seabed mapping 
and sampling technologies for this complex setting. Our data synthesis has helped us identify knowledge 
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gaps. Our pilot studies have documented great variability of the seabed, although we have only mapped 
<10% of the >2,000 km2 region (see area of 2017 surveys in Figure 57).   

We propose a five-year study, funded by BOEM with cost share from the USGS. Project cost will 
represent a small sum compared to the risk exposure of many platforms and hundreds of kilometers of 
pipeline, compared to the incomplete-cleanup cost of $450M for Taylor Energy. The proposed project 
will be a collaboration among LSU, the USGS, SDSU, UNO, UT, Monterey Bay Aquarium Research 
Institute (MBARI), and NRL. The outcomes of this proposed effort will include a new regional geohazard 
assessment for submarine landslides based on the most advanced understanding of science and 
engineering; computer models and ocean monitoring networks that can be used to spur future 
advancements; and a team of young scientists and engineers (mentored as PhD students and postdocs by 
this project), trained in these new approaches, to lead this and similar work in the future. 

A.3 Objectives and Hypotheses 

A.3.1 Objectives 
1. We will develop a next-generation geohazard assessment and map that addresses significant 

limitations and weaknesses of previous hazard assessments for the region. Our analysis will 
utilized results from the following scientific inputs. 

2. We will quantify timing, extent and runout distance, and triggering of mudslide activity by 
monitoring the seafloor with repeat and rapid response geophysical surveys and in situ 
monitoring.  

3. We will collect new, regional, high-resolution oceanographic, geophysical, and sediment core 
data to characterize oceanographic processes and geomorphic and geologic heterogeneity across 
the delta front to update hazard assessments and provide a baseline from which to measure future 
seafloor change.  

4. We will develop and test predictive models using cutting-edge theory and approaches, and newly 
acquired geophysical and geologic data to quantify mudslide hazard susceptibility to support 
leasing, OCS infrastructure, resource evaluation, and environmental assessments.  

A.3.2 Hypotheses  
Hypothesis 1. Based on the declining sediment supply to the MRD and continued marine transport 
processes, we hypothesize that the delta front has entered a degradational phase, in which seabed erosion 
will dominate over deposition (and mudflow transport), particularly near areas with the greatest decline in 
sediment discharge, such as Pass a Loutre and South Pass. Further, based on new developments in our 
understanding of sediment transport under the combined effects of gravity, waves, and currents (such as 
coupled effects of storm waves and sediment-gravity flows), we suggest that important sedimentary 
processes and products identified by earlier studies may be better understood and thus better predicted 
and their effects mitigated, through our re-evaluation. This hypothesis has in part been validated by our 
project through publication of Maloney et al. (2018), but that research only addresses a small part of the 
overall study area. 

Hypothesis 2. Based on Henkel (1970) evaluation of wave mechanics and Guidroz (2009) evaluation of 
wave temporal and spatial variations, with respect to Coleman et al. (1980) morphological 
characterization of seabed failures on the MRDF, we hypothesize that the horizontal scale of the 
pressure gradient under waves, which is controlled by wave length, wave height, and nonlinear wave 
properties/theory, is a strong control on the horizontal scale of seabed failures. This is also supported 
by the occurrence of smaller failures (collapse depressions and bottleneck slides) near shore, where waves 
are smaller, and more extensive gullies and lobes in deeper water, where wave length and height are 
generally greater. The results could improve our ability to assess spatial and temporal scales and 
distributions of seabed hazards.   
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Hypothesis 3. The presence of natural gas bubbles within the seabed (produced by the ongoing decay of 
organic material within deltaic sediments) is an important agent of sediment weakening under cyclic 
loading from waves, which alters sediment properties and which lowers the threshold for wave-energy 
triggering of submarine landslides. This concept was first proposed decades ago and has been widely 
discussed, but has never been incorporated into hazard evaluation.  

Hypothesis 4. We hypothesize that, on the MRDF, a semi-continuous range of seabed flow and slide 
phenomena exist, driven by varying forcing of waves and gravity, and preconditioned by the presence of 
weak, gas-charged sediments. Styles of flows and slides range from thin and frequent ones created by 
interaction of fluidized deposits supported by wave turbulence in the near-bed water column, to seabed 
creep at meters per year spanning meters into the seabed and kilometers of breadth, to rapid, deep, and 
catastrophic failure under large hurricane waves, mostly driven by pressure gradients under waves.  This 
hypothesis is based on recently developed sediment-transport theory (Houssais and Jerolmack 2017) 
integrated with our own synthesis of MRDF research, and our recent research supported by BOEM: 
Keller et al. 2016; Denommee et al. 2017; Obelcz et al. 2017; Chaytor et al. 2017; and Maloney et al. 
2018. Although these thinner and slower flows are not likely to be catastrophic in nature, they can 
nonetheless, stress, bury, or expose seabed infrastructure. This theory has not been previously applied to 
study or modeling of MRDF sediment dynamics, but this application will be one specific objective of our 
field, modeling, and data synthesis activities.  

A.4 Methods and Analyses  

A.4.1 Phase I 
Initial data synthesis and testing of methods for this proposed effort began in 2013 with the establishment 
of Coastal Marine Institute Cooperative Agreement M13AC00013, and is ongoing at the time of this 
proposal preparation (2018). Results from this effort are described in the Draft Final Report for this 
project, which accompanies this proposal (Bentley et al. 2018), and are briefly summarized in the 
introduction to this proposal. 

Data synthesis and integration are identified as specific tasks in Phases I–III, and will be essential to 
project success. Approaches are outlined below in Phase III.  

A.4.2 Phase II (Y1–5) 
Phase II of this effort will include field, laboratory, modeling research, and data-model integration 
described below, and lead to Phase III, which will include collection of deep pressurized cores for 
compositional and geotechnical measurement, continued data-model integration, and development of the 
hazard map.  

A.4.3 Task II.A: seabed mapping 
The critical starting point for this proposed work is a new comprehensive geoacoustic survey of the 
MRDF seabed, imaging seabed conditions and subsurface sediments and strata, to be conducted by the 
USGS, led by Dr. Jason Chaytor of the USGS Woods Hole campus. The last comprehensive survey was 
completed in the 1970s and reported by Coleman et al. (1980) and many other subsequent reports and 
papers. That work was conducted using then-cutting-edge technology (now more than 40 years old), and 
survey results led to ground-breaking discoveries and new paradigms of understanding. We anticipate that 
this new survey will also yield ground-breaking insights, considering the technological improvements in 
the last near half-century. The initial comprehensive survey will be augmented by subsequent monitoring 
and rapid-response surveys during annual and rapid-response cruises, led by Dr. Kevin Xu (LSU) and Dr. 
Jillian Maloney (SDSU), using instrumentation similar to that operated by the USGS team (Table 7).  The 
anticipated output from initial mapping and geophysical surveying effort is a high-resolution map of the 
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modern seafloor and sub-surface geomorphology of the MRDF that provides a consistent framework for 
evaluating seafloor conditions and guiding subsequent research activities. 

Comprehensive Survey, Y1–2. The proposed Comprehensive Survey (Tables 6–7, Figs. 58–59) will use 
SONAR tools to map the bathymetry, texture, and acoustic properties of the seabed (known as multibeam 
SONAR), and also the layering of sedimentary strata below the seabed (CHIRP subbottom profiler 
[Edgetech 512i in Figs. 59A and D]), and low-energy multichannel seismic (MCS) profiler [Fig. 59C], to 
subbottom depths of  more than100m. Example images from data collected in the 2017 Pilot Study are 
shown in Chapter 4 of this report. The seafloor in Survey Areas A and B have not been systematically 
mapped in high-resolution and require 100% multibeam bathymetry coverage. CHIRP and MCS data will 
be co-acquired on each survey line during mapping of Survey Areas A and B.  The bulk of the seafloor in 
Survey Areas C, D, E, and F have been mapped recently with modern multibeam echosounders for 
NOAA charting purposes, and those data have been provided to our MRDF team (and are illustrated in 
reduced resolution in Figure 58).  The primary survey activity in Survey Areas C, D, E, and F will be 
high-density CHIRP and MCS data collection, with incidental multibeam bathymetry collection. Several 
sub-regions in Survey Area C have been the focus of repeat mapping efforts and as such those sub-
regions will be re-mapped with 100% coverage as part of the Comprehensive Survey. The total area for 
combined multibeam bathymetric mapping and subbottom profiling during the Comprehensive Survey is 
approximately 2,000 km2. This work will be conducted over two field seasons in Y1 and Y2, using an 
estimated 60 days of vessel operations, including transit to the field area, mobilization and 
demobilization, days at sea, and contingency time for weather problems. Likely vessels for this work 
include the R/V Pelican and R/V Point Sur, both located along the north-central Gulf Coast.  

Table 7. SONAR, seismic, and other systems to be used 
Instrument Name Application 
Reson T20P dual head multibeam echosounder (USGS) Mapping seabed bathymetry, acoustic properties, and 

texture 
SIG mini-sparker (USGS) Sound source for subbottom profiling 10s-100s of meters 

penetration 
AA S-Boom (Fig. X.2C) (USGS) Sound source for subbottom profiling 10s-100s of meters 

penetration 
32-48 channel GeoEel Hydrophone Streamer (USGS) Acoustic receiver for above sound sources 
Edgetech 512i CHIRP (Figs. X.2A and D)(LSU and 
USGS) 

Integrated high resolution subbottom profiling system to 
100 meters penetration, m-scale resolution 

Edgetech DS2000 Integrated CHIRP and sidescan Fig. 
X.2B)(LSU) 

Very high resolution subbottom profiling system (shallower 
penetration than 512i but higher resolution), with seabed 
acoustic reflectance sidescan mapping. 

Cavity Ring-down Spectroscopy Sensor (USGS) Under-way survey of methane water (Fig. 2) 
Additional instruments for positioning, motion compensation, and measurement of sound speed in water (LSU and 
USGS). 
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Figure 58. Comprehensive survey areas  
Map of survey areas proposed for the USGS comprehensive survey, encompassing the Mississippi River Delta Front. 

 
Figure 59. Geophysical instruments  

(A) Edgetech 512i subbottom profiler, being serviced by USGS in 2017; (B) Edgetech DS2000 
subbottom profiler and/or sidescan mapping SONAR, being deployed; (C) Applied Acoustics S-Boom 
sound source, prepared for deployment by USGS in 2017; USGS nighttime deployment of Edgetech 512i 
in 2017.  

Table 8. Survey needs for Mississippi River Delta Front survey areas identified in Figure 58 
Survey 
Area 

Area 
(km2) 

Primary Survey Needs Secondary Survey Needs 

A 690 - 100% Bathymetry Coverage (≥2 m 
grid resolution) 
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Survey 
Area 

Area 
(km2) 

Primary Survey Needs Secondary Survey Needs 

- CHIRP 
- Low-energy multi-channel seismic 

B 510 - 100% Bathymetry Coverage (≥ 2 m 
grid resolution) 

- CHIRP 
- Low-energy multi-channel seismic 

 

C 350 - CHIRP 
- Low-energy multi-channel seismic 

- Repeat 100% bathymetry 
coverage over certain sub-
areas 

D 54 - CHIRP 
- Low-energy multi-channel seismic 

- Bathymetry collection along 
seismic survey lines only 

E 200 - CHIRP 
- Low-energy multi-channel seismic 

- Bathymetry collection along 
seismic survey lines only 

F 230 - CHIRP 
- Low-energy multi-channel seismic 

- Bathymetry collection along 
seismic survey lines only 

 

Methane Survey. In addition to geoacoustic instrumentation, survey sensors to detect methane in marine 
waters will be deployed from the survey vessel by co-PI John Pohlman, of the USGS, in conjunction with 
Chaytor’s seabed mapping group. This technology, called “cavity ring-down spectroscopy,” (CRDS; 
Pohlman et al. 2012) has been used to produce continuous map coverage of methane concentrations in 
marine waters, linked to seabed emissions (Fig. 60). This approach, along with water-column imaging of 
gas plumes using acoustic techniques, will provide regional coverage that will likely help determine 
regional distributions of in-seabed natural gas. 

 
Figure 60. Alaska methane survey  
Seawater methane concentrations measured via CRDS offshore of Alaska by Pohlman et al. (2012). Note continuous coverage, as 
opposed to discrete measurements. Image from US Geological Survey.  

Rapid Response and Monitoring Surveys, Y1–5. Additional SONAR seabed mapping will be undertaken 
as part of annual (or more frequent) research cruises scheduled by the MRDF team, and in the event of 
major sediment-transport events such as hurricanes, major floods, and reports of potential submarine 
landslides. This mapping effort will be led by Drs. Xu and Maloney, using SONARs employed in the 
2014 Pilot Study (Chapter 3), which are owned by LSU (Edgetech 4600 swath bathymetry and CHIRP 
subbottom systems [Figs. 59A and B], or similar). The objectives for these surveys will be to document 
seabed changes resulting from specific events (rapid response) or ongoing seabed motion, such as the 
creep-like motion documented in the 2014 and 2017 Pilot Studies, and in Obelcz et al. (2017). Small-
scale surveys (i.e., 1–2 gullies) may also be collected more frequently during the 1–2 month deployments 
of optical and acoustic sensors on the seafloor. These frequent surveys would be used to measure seafloor 
changes associated with any observed signals in hydrodynamic or seafloor turbidity data recorded by the 
sensors. This information could help assess triggering of seafloor movement (e.g., Clare et al. 2016). On 
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selected cruises, methane surveys via CRDS will be conducted as well. Likely vessels for this work 
include the R/V Pelican and R/V Point Sur (both operated by LUMCON), as well as the R/V Coastal 
Profiler, operated by LSU.  

Multibeam data will be processed to provide depth, seabed slope, relative acoustic reflectance, and other 
derived attributes. These are some of the properties that are used to define different sedimentary 
environments of the MRDF as described in Chapter 1 (including gullies, lobes, prodelta), as well as the 
relative potential for submarine landslide hazards. These seabed properties can be used as direct inputs for 
hazard assessment, such as seabed slope (see Modeling discussion below), or for semi-quantitative 
measures of seabed stability (sediment accumulation rate as used by Hitchcock et al. 2006). Results from 
the USGS 2017 Pilot Study (Chaytor et al. 2017)(Figs. 46–48) also suggest that multibeam data can be 
used to identify locations of gas emissions from the seabed.  

Integrated multibeam, subbottom, and core data will be used to develop 3D geomorphic models of the 
MRDF study area, referenced both geospatially and temporally, such as the examples in Figure 61, which 
were developed by Xu, Bentley, and Obelcz for other BOEM-funded projects. These 3D models will 
allow more effective visualization and evaluation of seabed and sediment properties, and their 
distributions through space and time. 

 
Figure 61. 3D core-geoacoustic models  
Examples of data visualization using 3D surfaces and physical properties of cores and fence diagrams of interpreted seismic data 
collected on Alabama shelf. Both examples are from students of Bentley and Xu, supported by BOEM (Cooperative Agreement 
M15AC00016). (A) Using Petrel software, core data are superimposed on three surfaces derived from geophysical surveys (top: 
multibeam bathymetry; middle: a continuous reflector interpolated from CHIRP SONAR; bottom: regional reflector interpreted from 
multichannel seismic data), adapted from Gonzalez et al. 2017. (B) Fence diagram showing uninterpreted and interpreted CHIRP 
profiles from Obelcz et al. 2016. 

A.3.4 Task II.B: model development 
We will develop a comprehensive modeling system to predict seabed motions, from hydrodynamic 
transporttransport driven by river input, waves, and tides, to large SGFs driven by major hurricane waves, 
using robust physics in representation of all phenomena. From a geotechnical perspective, we are 
investigating sediment behavior from a continuum to viscous fluid, where the stress-strain properties 
control soil softening that eventually transitions to rheological properties for predicting runout lengths. 
This modeling system will allow us to test complex hypotheses relating diverse physical phenomena, and 
ultimately allow development of physics-based simulations and statistically sound representations of 
submarine landslide hazards. Model development will begin in Y1 of the project. Hazard-map 
development will be concentrated in later project years, and is discussed under Task III below. Two types 
of modeling will be conducted: regional modeling that encompasses the entire MRDF study area and 
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beyond, and local models to study wave-seabed interactions using more complex representations of wave 
motions and mechanics. The regional modeling system will consist of coupled models for atmosphere 
(especially wind forcing), ocean circulation, waves, and sediment transport, based in part on the Coupled 
Ocean–Atmosphere–Wave–Sediment Transport (COAWST) Modeling System (Warner et al. 2010). This 
system is integrated by the Model Coupling Toolkit to exchange data fields between the ocean model 
ROMS, the atmosphere model WRF, the wave model SWAN, and will provide inputs and boundary 
conditions to the local models. To model SGFs driven by ocean waves and other factors, a new sediment 
transport model will be developed and coupled to COAWST, based on newly developed unified theory 
for sediment transport, as described by Houssais et al. (2015). The local model will consist of coupled 
hydrodynamics from FLOW3D coupled with our new seabed model. This effort will be led by PIs David 
Mohrig (UT), Ioannis Georgiou (UNO), and Zuo Xue (LSU) who is affiliated with both Department of 
Oceanography and Coastal Sciences and the Center for Computation and Technology at LSU.  

At this time, regional models like COASWT allow simulation of many complex phenomena interacting 
over wide regions, but simplifications have been made in ocean wave representation to reduce 
computational effort. As a result, COAWST cannot for now represent nonlinear wave mechanics that we 
know to be critical to driving SGFs on the MRDF. In contrast, models such as FLOW3D can simulate 
nonlinear waves using various theories, but at a very high computational effort, and thus can only be 
applied  over smaller domains, such as a small portion of the MRDF. The smaller MRDF application 
footprint for FLOW3D also allows us to document transient interactions of wave-induced pressure 
gradients over distances that cannot be resolved by the regional COASWT model. Accordingly, we will 
use the regional system for regional simulations, and study local complexities in more detail using the 
FLOW3D system.  

New Sediment Transport Model. We will develop a sediment-transport model for the system building 
upon recent work with granular flows (Houssais and Jerolmack 2017); this new theory demonstrates how 
dense granular systems exhibit regime transitions allowing a relatively single-phase rheology (i.e., mud of 
varying age and water content) to accurately capture sediment transport ranging from dilute suspensions 
to fast or slow moving mass flows to creep (Houssais and Jerolmack 2017). These models are ideal for 
the Mississippi River delta front because they predict a material-flow effective friction (or viscosity) that 
changes with the degree of shear rate and confining pressure, and encompass all of the sediment-transport 
phenomena that we have described here for the MRDF (thin flows, deep SGFs, creep, and others). This is 
illustrated in Figure 62, which shows different domains of sediment motion that can be simulated by this 
theory, ranging from stationary or “jammed” sediment deposits, to creeping deposits (observed by Obelcz 
et al. 2017 in gullies [Figs. 41 and 42], or 2017 Pilot Study measurements of mudflow lobe creep beneath 
the wreck of the SS Virginia; Figure 47), to rapidly moving mudflows, like those that toppled the MC 20 
platform (Fig. 48).  

 

 
Figure 62. Rheological zones of sediment transport  
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Domains of sediment transport represented by depth in seabed (vertical axis) and applied shear stress (horizontal axis) from 
Houssais et al. 2015. The rate of sediment transport is represented as a function of the dimensionless sediment Viscous Number I, 
which is a ratio of sediment viscosity x shear rate divided by confining pressure. At low shear, motion ceases, or becomes “jammed” 
(point J), and at progressively higher shear stresses, sediment transport rate increases, and the style of motion changes from creep 
with little sediment mixing, to more fluidized suspensions (sediment concentration C).  

This means that the rheological model will make predictions of properties that we aim to directly measure 
as part of the field project, providing us with the very real opportunity of using the developing model to 
help guide design of the field measurement plans and then feed the collected data back into the 
rheological model for testing and benchmarking. The proposed approach to modeling sediment transport 
on the delta front has a second distinct advantage in that it operates within the same framework used by 
physicists to study colloidal suspensions (Houssais et al. 2015). This provides an opportunity to explore 
floc growth and transport on the delta front by applying methods now being used in soft-matter physics to 
understand aggregation of colloids in water (Wu et al. 2016), and then efficiently transport this 
information on floc states into a constitutive relationship for the solid-fluid mixture.   

Wave, tide and current measurements will still drive the flow of solids, but by developing rheological 
descriptions or constitutive relations for the delta front that emphasize motions of grains and grain 
interactions, we will produce the fullest possible descriptions of the bed state that can then be used to 
generate the best possible maps of submarine landslide susceptibility on the MRDF. 

Prediction of MRDF submarine landslides using data-driven machine learning algorithms (MLAs). We 
will use various data-driven MLAs (i.e., ones that make relatively few a priori assumptions regarding 
prediction outcome) to predict the occurrence of existing submarine landslide hotspots, as well as zones 
of future submarine landslide occurrence. This work will be led by Dr. Jeff Obelcz, our collaborator at 
NRL. These predictions will be informed by the correlation between submarine landslide occurrence 
(quantified as depth change between bathymetric surveys) and various preconditioning and triggering 
factors, such as seafloor slope, presence of biogenic gas, and sedimentation rate. This approach has 
yielded positive preliminary results as part of the larger NRL seafloor prediction program (Martin et al. 
2015). Preconditioning and triggering data will be acquired through a combination of data mining (public 
repositories, industry collaboration) and new data acquisition included in this proposal. The advantage of 
using this approach are numerous:  

1) it is relatively computationally inexpensive,  

2) it “sidesteps” the complexity of physical interactions that govern submarine slope stability,  

3) it leverages existing data and benefits from future data acquisition, and  

4) it test the predictive skill of (and is tested by) parallel physics-based modelling efforts described above. 

A.3.5 Task II.C: seabed sampling and measurement 
SONAR and seismic imaging of MRDF sediments allows mapping of sediment volumes and morphology, 
but not physical properties that control seabed dynamics. Geoacoustic data must be augmented with 
physical samples and measurements of seabed geological and geotechnical properties, and their changes 
in time.  To this end, multiple types of spatial and temporal field measurements will be performed to 
study the mechanisms triggering mudflows as well as the magnitude of mudflow movement in both 
gullies and lobes of MRDF, including geotechnical, hydrodynamics, sediment dynamics and mudflow 
movements. This effort will be led by Dr. Jafari (LSU, geotechnical measurement), Dr. Xu (LSU, 
hydrodynamics), Dr. Paull (MBARI, seabed motion studies), and Dr. Bentley (LSU, piston core and 
multicore collection and analysis). These field operations will be conducted in conjunction with annual 
and rapid-response mapping efforts, using vessels such as the R/V Pelican and R/V Point Sur (both 
operated by LUMCON), as well as the R/V Coastal Profiler, operated by LSU. 

Geotechnical Measurements and Field Monitoring The laboratory and field geotechnical measurements 
will be led by CoPI Jafari and will be focused on evaluating the stress-strain-strength-permeability 
relationships for monotonic and cyclic loadings and for saturated and partially saturated (gassy) soils. 
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These tests will be performed on non-pressurized core samples so the behavior of gassy soils will have to 
be evaluated through laboratory inoculation to generate methane gas bubbles in the soil matrix 
(Nageswaran 1983). The drained shear strength of saturated MRDF soils will be evaluated using the 
torsional ring shear apparatus (Stark and Eid 1997). This test will provide the peak and residual drained 
friction angle for normally consolidated soils. The compressibility and permeability of saturated soils at 
very low effective stresses will be obtained using settling column tests as described in the USACE 
engineering manual for confined dredged disposal (USACE EM 1110-2-5027). The settling column tests 
will be instrumented with pore pressure transducers in addition to acoustic sensors and bender elements 
and X-ray imaging to determine bulk density. The acoustic sensors and bender elements provide a means 
to determine the sediment concentration (i.e., void ratio) at zero effective stress, which defines the 
transition of sedimentation to soil consolidation. The time-dependent monitoring of pore pressure coupled 
with bulk density measurements will be used with the program Primary Consolidation, Secondary 
Compression, and Desiccation of Dredged Fill (PSDDF; Jafari et al. 2018a, 2018b) to back-calculate the 
compressibility and permeability relationships. The stress-strain properties of saturated soil will be 
determined using standard triaxial compression experiments consolidated at Ko and sheared under 
drained conditions. By determining the saturated effective stress properties, first order limit equilibrium 
and finite element analyses can be performed to determine the factor of safety at baseline conditions, e.g., 
only hydrostatic pore-water pressures. Factor of safety (F)  in this case is defined as F = c/τ, where c = 
undrained shear strength, and τ = shear stress. From this starting point, the stability model will become 
more complex by adding excess pore-water pressures due to self-weight consolidation, time-dependent 
pore pressure generation and dissipation due to wave loading, sediment softening due to creep, and gas 
generation and migration.     

Dynamic properties of MRDF sediment are relevant to better understand the potential for pore-pressure 
generation with depth due to non-linear wave loadings. To achieve this objective, resonant column and 
cyclic triaxial tests will be performed to define the shear modulus relationship from low to large strains. 
These experiments will define the degradation of shear modulus as plastic strains accumulate due to 
cyclic forcings, which will be subsequently used in finite element models to simulate the progressive 
failure of the seabed. The effect of gas concentrations will be incorporated for monotonic and cyclic 
testing by using methods such as Nageswaran (1983). This will allow a better understanding on to what 
extent gas bubbles affect the stress-strain-strength properties of MRDF samples and hence impact the 
seabed stability. These experiments will be complimentary to the pressurized core testing to be performed 
by CoPI Peter Fleming at the University of Texas at Austin. 

Multiple contributing factors are reported to induce submarine landslides, but waves created by energetic 
events are considered the root mechanism leading to MRDF submarine landslides (Coleman et al. 1998). 
A passing wave can cause compression and dilation of gas bubbles which generates excess pore-pressures 
and weakens the seabed strength, and can induce vertical and horizontal motions of the seabed which 
further remolds the sediments. Thus in situ fluid and/or gas pore pressure is one of the fundamental 
parameters required for assessing the strength and stability of sediment. Though analytical and numerical 
methods are available to predict pore pressures, a direct measurement is the best approach to obtain 
reliable pore pressures, and thus establish the effective stress state in the soil in addition to the total stress 
state.  

Two basic approaches are available that provides sufficient accuracy of pore pressure measurements for 
geotechnical analysis: (1) short term dissipation tests using a cone penetrometer or piezoprobe; and (2) 
long term monitoring through piezometers. Piezometers installed in shallow to deep waters (e.g., 10–80 m 
deep) will be the focus of this project because they can reveal the temporal trends and magnitude of 
excess pore pressures at depths relevant to seabed mobility in the MRDF. Questions that will be answered 
regarding pore pressures include  

(1) what is the pore pressure at specific depths, or what is the pore pressure profile;  

(2) is free gas present in target layers, or are there indications of significant gas migration;  
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(3) are pore pressures changing over time, indicating a process like slope instability or gas migration?  

For the MRDF, though not an exhaustive list, factors influencing pore pressures that will be evaluated 
include stable v. unstable areas, wave loading in shallow waters, presence of gas v. no gas, self-weight 
consolidation to define underconsolidated soils, and response in gullies v. lobes. 

The piezometers developed at IFREMER Brest in cooperation with the French company nke 
Instrumentation are described herein as a starting point for pore pressure measurements in the MRDF. 
The IFREMER piezometer is a modular free-fall device composed of a 60 mm diameter rod and an upper, 
recoverable system of weights, power supply, and data acquisition (Sultan et al. 2007). The 60 mm 
diameter rod consists of sensor packages located between single rod segments (0.75 m or 1.5 m in length). 
As a result, individual layers of interest could be accommodated for by using this modular design. 
Stegmann et al. (2011) indicate the absolute length of the rod is limited to about 12 m. The sensor 
package includes a pore water pressure sensor (resolution of ±0.2 kPa) and temperature transducer. Pore 
water pressure is measured differentially, which couples the pore water pressure in the sediment of each 
level with the open seawater, i.e., hydrostatic reference. Stegmann et al. (2011) used two piezometer 
configurations during their field study. In the first configuration (PZ1), the pressure transducers for each 
port are installed at the top of the instrument and are connected via tubing to the corresponding pore water 
pressure port along the rod depth. The second configuration (PZ2) improved upon PZ1 by installing the 
pressure transducer with each port, i.e., the transducer was incorporated into the piezo-module. In both 
cases, the hydrostatic pressure (sea level and waves) line carries open flow of seawater through the inside 
cylinder of the rod. Saturation was accomplished with sea water and prior to each deployment by dipping 
the entire instrument for 20 minutes until the air was displaced. For the final stage of deployment, the 
instrument is lowered with a winch to the seafloor, where it penetrates the sediment under self-weight.  

The piezometer array was used for short- (hours, days) and long-term (months) installations. For short-
term measurements, the instrument was deployed in different locations without recovery on the deck of 
the vessel between penetrations. For long-term monitoring, the piezometer was connected to an 
underwater station to provide continuous power supply and additional data storage capacity. An acoustic 
communication module in the underwater station allowed the transfer of data without recovering the 
piezometer. Sampling rate was set up individually before each measurement, with the maximum of 1 Hz. 
The short-term deployment collected data for 38 hours, while the long-term study continued for 
approximately one year. The mid-interval duration was sited in water depth of 19 m. The piezometer was 
a length of 4.25 m, with sensors located at depths of 0.5, 1.25, 2.75, 3.5, and 4.25 m. Data were sampled 
with a frequency of 0.2 Hz. For the long-term study, the piezometer measured pore pressures at depths of 
0.5, 1.5, 2.25, and 3 m. Data were sampled with a frequency of 1 Hz. In summary, the IFREMER 
piezometers provide a framework to obtain ample high quality data, in combination with ease of handling 
and maintenance, which is necessary for application in the MRDF.   

Hydrodynamics and Sediment Dynamics Observation It is well known that the Mississippi River, winds, 
and delta and/or shelf morphology together impact the tides, waves and currents on the Mississippi shelf. 
In the MRDF, waves and currents play a key role in transporting water and sediment. For instance, waves 
play a dominant role in resuspending seabed sediment and generating large pressure differences in water 
depths of 10–30 m (Obelcz et al. 2017), and westward longshore currents drive the long-term net 
sediment transport in the Mississippi shelf. The purpose of observation of hydrodynamics and sediment 
dynamics is to study the hydrodynamic processes triggering submarine landslides. 

Multiple optical and acoustic sensors will be mounted to the tripods to measure time series data (hourly or 
higher frequency, for a duration of 1–2 months) of temperature, salinity, waves, tides, currents, sediment 
concentration and gas concentrations (e.g., methane). Sensors may include wave gauge, acoustic Doppler 
current profiler (ADCP), acoustic backscatter sensor (ABS), optical backscatter sensor (OBS), acoustic 
Doppler velocimeter (ADV), pulse-coherent acoustic Doppler profiler (PC-ADP) and gas sensor. At least 
two tripods will be deployed on the undisturbed delta front in varying depths (e.g., 20 and 50 m) in Year 
1–2, mostly likely between the axis of two adjacent gullies. A downward-looking Sontek 5-MHz ADV 
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Ocean will be deployed to capture time-series sea bed elevation change as well as pressure, wave and 
current conditions at 10s cm above bed. A downward-looking 1200 kHz RDI PC-ADP will measure high-
resolution current velocities in the lower 1 m of the water column. An upward-looking ADCP will 
measure current velocities in the middle and upper water column. An Aquatec ABS will measure the 
profile of suspended sediment concentration throughout the bottom boundary layer using four frequencies 
at 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 MHz.  An OBS-3A will be used to measure turbidity, temperature, pressure and 
conductivity at 10s cm above bed. An OBS5+ sensor will be mounted about 0.2 m above sea bed to 
capture high turbidity event close to sea bed. Acoustic releases will be used to retrieve the tripods and, 
when available, the tripods can be tethered to the legs of nearby oil platforms. After testing of equipment 
in shallow waters on undisturbed delta front, we plan to deploy tripods to observe hydrodynamics and 
sediment dynamics in deeper waters (50–150 m) in Year 3–5. 

Submarine Landslide Movement Measurements Because of MBARI’s experiences with developing and 
using seafloor motion sensors, Dr. Charles Paull (MBARI) is joining this phase of the MRDF research 
consortium. The goal will be to determine whether sections of the delta front are continuously creeping or 
move in discreet failure events. To do this an array of motion sensors consisting of Benthic Event 
Detectors (BEDs) will be deployed for 1–3 years (Fig. 63).   

 
Figure 63. BED deployment   
MBARI engineers lower a benthic event detector into Monterey Bay. Image: Denis Klimov © 2015 MBARI. 

Arrays of BEDs, or “smart boulders,” will be deployed which are capable of detecting the changes 
associated with creep, recording the actual movements in discreet energetic failure events, and 
transmitting data back to surface receivers (Fig. 63). These instruments were developed by MBARI to 
record seabed motion during turbidity currents. BEDs contain three-axis accelerometers, a clock, pressure 
sensor, and acoustic beacons and/or modems, all housed in a pressure case. Acceleration of ≥0.1 G trigger 
a 50 Hz recording rate until the BED stops moving (Gwiazda et al. 2017). Previously BEDs have been 
housed in beach-ball-like housing designed to be carried down-slope within sediment flows, and left 
buried in the resulting deposits. BEDs are intentionally placed in channels or gullies where they are most 
like to move. BEDs can also be attached to other seafloor instrument packages that might move. Acoustic 
beacons and/or modems built into the BEDs allow them to located, tracked, and allow autonomous data 
transmission to surface receivers. Previous experience show that BEDs commonly survive being swept 
several km down slope; data are recorded, preserved and transmitted that document discrete energetic 
movements of the seabed, even when BEDs are buried to depths of >1 m of sediment (Gwiazda et al. 
2017).  

WaveGliders (self-propelled robotic surface vehicles) are used as mobile-hotspots to communicate with 
BEDs on and/or /or within the seafloor. WaveGliders can be programed to search for BEDs, determine if 
they have moved, establish how far they moved once relocated, extract the motion data associated with 
their trip downslope and send it back to shore. Data transmitted back to shore provides early detection that 
failure events have happened and allow appropriate rapid response survey to be designed.  

The motion data from individual BEDs provide novel insights critical to understanding the dynamics of 
seafloor failures (i.e., when they moved, how fast, how long they were moving, how far they went, and 
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whether the sense of motion was sliding or rolling). Data from multiple BEDs also provides an 
opportunity to constrain the geometry and propagation of the entire event.  

The acoustic beacon and/or modem on each BED also provides a seafloor bench mark. Recent 
developments using survey grade navigation systems on WaveGliders now allow the absolute positions of 
the acoustic beacons and/or modems on individual BED to be determined to better than 10 cm accuracy 
after a 24-hour long survey (Chadwell, 2017). By resurveying the position of each instrument frequently 
(monthly), small movements associated with creep can be detected. Relative movements between 
multiple instruments in arrays covering particular features will allow the dimensions of the creeping area 
to be determined. These methods were developed for the study of submarine sediment flows on the 
California coast, neither these nor similar methods have ever been attempted to study MRDF seabed 
motions.  

SAA Tiltmeter. The ShapeAccelArray (SAA) developed by Measurand, Inc. was used to measure time-
lapse displacement of the Nice Slope (Stegmann et al. 2012). The SAA is a flexible rod consisting of 0.3 
m rigid segments, with MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical systems) gravity sensors located in each 
segment to quantify the tilt along three axes. A special driving rod was developed by IFREMER to deploy 
the SAA in soft marine sediments. In particular, an 8 m segment of SAA was inserted into a rod, which 
was connected to an anchor at the base. The driving rod was used to ensure the penetration of the SAA is 
by free fall weight. Before deployment, the space between the inner of the rod and SAA was filled with 
sand to ensure a perfect contact between the SAA and marine sediments. After penetrating via free fall, 
the removal of the driving rod breaks the connection to the anchor, leaving behind a vertical SAA in the 
sediment. As a result, the driving rod and deployment unit, including weight ballast which is the same for 
the piezometer deployment, can be recovered. A marine cable connects the SAA to a buoy, which 
contained solar panels to permanently provide power to the transducers and the data storage unit. A 
cellular modem data uplink system allows quais-real time data transfer from the buoy to a mobile phone. 
Stegmann et al. (2012) report the SAA tiltmeter was deployed in spring 2012 to monitor in situ 
displacements at a sampling rate of 5 minutes. To date, data obtained by the SAA tiltmeter have not been 
published. To the author’s knowledge, no other measurements of sediment displacements with depth 
currently exists. However, Wang et al. (2017) performed in-situ observation of storm-wave-induced 
seabed deformation in the subaqueous delta of Yellow River with the SAA tiltmeter. They showed that 
SAA can be implemented in offshore environment and they linked subsurface deformations with storm 
events through wave measurements. 

Seabed Coring Direct seabed sampling using sediment cores provides information on seabed conditions 
and motions that is complementary to hydrodynamic and geotechnical studies and direct measurement of 
seabed motions described above. Two types of coring activities are proposed herein: shallow seabed 
coring spanning below-seabed depths of 0.5–10 m ( during Phase II, years 1–5, using piston corers and 
multicorers with no pressure containment, deployed from research vessels), and deep coring from 
stationary jackup rigs, using pressure vessels to keep cores at seabed pressure (described in Project Phase 
II, below).  

The primary objectives of sediment core collection in Phase II will be to document distribution, 
geological and geotechnical properties, and age of deposition for sediment deposits recently created or 
remobilized by hydrodynamic and seabed phenomena. This work will use coring tools and analytical 
methods applied during Phase I pilot studies (Keller et al. 2016; Obelcz et al. 2017; Courtois et al. 2017; 
Smith et al. 2017) that have allowed us to identify and date deposits created over seasonal to decadal 
timescales. Because patterns of rapid sediment deposition and accumulation are known to be strong 
preconditions for submarine landslide development (Hitchcock et al. 2006), documenting these 
phenomena remain important (Fig. 64).  
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Figure 64. Example map of 7Be data  
Sediment deposits near Southwest Pass, including a map of (a) core locations and seabed morphology and (b) seasonal flood 
deposit distribution revealed by mapping 7Be distribution in sediments. From Keller et al. 2016. Warm colors in (b) indicate thickest 
seasonal flood deposits. 

Piston and multicores will be collected during annual and rapid-response cruises, and analyzed for 
physical and geotechnical properties, and sediment age and/or accumulation rate, using the radiochemical 
methods of Keller et al. (2016). These results will provide seabed confirmation of hydrodynamical 
sediment transport and seabed motion phenomena described above.  

A.3.5 Task II.D: deep coring and pressurized core collection (Y3) 
Through our data synthesis and pilot studies (both geological and geophysical), we have determined that 
biogenic gas in MRDF sediments is likely a major factor in preconditioning sediments for failure at a 
range of scales, and that free bubble-phase gas appears to be widely distributed in sediments (evident in 
historical studies, from partings in cores and sediment expulsion from cores in 2017 [Figs. 56 and 65], 
and bubble plumes in 2017 geophysical data: Fig. 46). We have also determined that no reliable data for 
in situ gas concentrations exist for any portion of the MRDF seabed, which presents a huge knowledge 
gap in our ability to assess submarine landslide hazard. Gas expands at least ten-fold in volume from 
seabed depths to the surface, causing uncontrolled sediment expulsion and gas release as cores are 
collected, brought to the surface, and processed on board (Figs. 56 and 65). Piezometers described above 
provide important in situ information on pressure states within the seabed, but only indirect estimates of 
gas distribution. The only way to collect data that can reliably fill this gap is to collect cores in 
pressurized housings that retain seabed pressures. Geotechnical coring technology has improved greatly 
since the last major studies to characterize MRDF gas and geotechnical properties (Whelan et al. 1976), 
and limited early efforts to collect pressurized cores for gas study (Denk et al. 1981). 

We propose to partner with DOSECC Exploration Services, LLC (for drilling operations) and Geotek 
Ltd, (for core analysis) to collect and analyze pressurized cores from the MRDF study area. Geotek Ltd. 
scientists and engineers are world leaders in pressurized core collection and analysis. DOSECC LLC is a 
team that evolved to provide specialized coring services for the International Ocean Discovery Program 
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(formerly the International Ocean Drilling Program). DOSECC will be responsible for vessel and drilling 
derrick operations. Geotek will be responsible for pressurized core recovery using the Geotek PCATS - 
Pressure Core Analysis and Transfer System. Cores will be imaged on the drillship using 3D X-ray 
tomography; Fig. 66), and transferred to the laboratory of CoPI Peter Flemings at the University of Texas 
(UT) at Austin, where measurements of gas concentration, and geological and geotechnical properties 
will be conducted using instruments built and installed by Geotek. The PCATS sampling preserves in situ 
pressures during core recovery for analysis of undisturbed physical and chemical properties in the 
laboratory. The system includes a 3D x-ray tomographic core scanner (Fig. 66), a multi-sensor logger for 
physical properties (data for unpressurized core shown in Fig. 56), and methods for sectioning the core 
under pressure. 

  
Figure 65. Gas expansion in core.  
Photograph of piston core collected in 2017, showing separation and remolding of sediment in core, produced by expansion of gas 
after core collection. Such partings occur throughout most piston cores collected, along with expulsion of sediment from ends of 
sampling tubes, due to gas expansion.  

 
Figure 66. 3D x-ray in pressurized core  
Example of 3-D x-ray tomographic image from core collected with GEOTEK PCATS (Schultheiss et al. 2014). These pressurized 
cores preserve original sediment structures, which are important for interpreting slide history and geotechnical properties. 

Because of the technical challenges and costs associated with this coring program, and, because it is a 
discrete component of our proposed research, this activity is proposed to occur during Y3 of this project. 
Timing will allow use of the first three years of Phase II data collection and analysis, model development, 
and model-data integration, to inform the exact site selections and technical approaches to be used. 

During Y3 of this project, DOSECC will charter a jackup vessel from Falcon Global LLC of Houma, 
Louisiana, to be used as a drilling platform. Falcon Global has previously partnered with DOSECC for 
drilling programs on the New Jersey Margin, and the Chicxulub Impact Crater on the Yucatan Peninsula, 
Mexico. DOSECC will mobilize drilling equipment using tools compatible with Geotek pressure-core 
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assemblies. The initial plan is to core three locations in water 20–75 m deep, targeting gully, lobe, and 
undisturbed seabed (Cite block diagram).  

At each of the three locations, three major sampling operations will occur. First, a cone penetrometer 
(CPT) developed by CoPI Peter Flemings at UT will be mounted on the drill string and pushed to a 
nominal depth of 100 m below seabed. CoPI Flemings has used this approach previously to delineate 
anomalous pressure readings in the vicinity of known submarine landslide deposits (Flemings et al., 
2008). Second, an initial continuous core will be collected to 100 m subbottom depth using conventional 
hydraulic piston coring tools with no pressure cores (Fig. 67A). Third, once gassy horizons have been 
identified, a second borehole will be completed using direct push tools and pressure-core housings for 
some to all core sections. Onboard analyses will include 3D computed tomographic imaging, gamma 
density, compressional wave speed, and other physical properties (Fig. 67B). Core sections will then be 
transferred to UT (Fig. 67C) using special DOT-approved containers (built by Geotek) that are required 
for transport of gas-containing cores at seabed pressure. PCATS analyses under pressure at UT Austin 
will include gas content, fluid permeability, compressibility, elastic moduli, and large strain triaxial 
measurements. These ensemble measurements have never been conducted before on MRDF core 
sediments (or any sediment cores outside of deep-sea hydrate zones), and are all important for 
determining the susceptibility of MRDF sediments to failure.  

 

A.3.6 Task II.E: data and model integration 
This project began as a data synthesis and integration study in 2013, and that approach remains essential 
to project success. Through regular meetings and workshops that we have undertaken for this and other 
BOEM-funded projects, we will continue to use 3D visualization to bring together disparate data sets such 
as geoacoustic surveys, core data, geotechnical data, and modeling results, to better understand process 
interactions and geological products. Examples of this integrative approach include the MRDF 
publications of Obelcz et al. (2017) and Maloney et al. (2018) which incorporate both old and new data 
and approaches to develop new insights. 

Beginning in Y1, early model versions (and later more advanced ones) will be used test hypotheses, 
evaluate data and compare to models, and also refine the models themselves. Because model development 
will occur at the same time as field measurements, and after the initial five years of data synthesis in 
Phase I, both our understanding of observations and model results, and also model robustness, will co-
evolve. This task will continue through all years of the project.  

A.5 Phase III (Y4-5) Hazard Assessment 

A.5.1 Task III.A: production runs using regional model 
We anticipate having a relatively refined and fully operational regional landslide model by the start of Y4. 
At this time, we will begin define a suite of regional simulations we wish to complete, to evaluate 
regional seabed response to storm forcings of a range of intensities and trajectories. End-member 
examples will include: annual-return-period simulations of winter-storm waves (such as those simulated 
by CoPI Georgiou, for publication of Obelcz et al. 2017); and major hurricanes that cross the MRDF 
region slowly, such as Hurricanes Camille, Ivan, and Katrina that exceeded the strength and trajectory 
criteria defined by Guidroz (2009) required to generate major submarine landslides.  

To complete the spectrum of seabed responses between these two end members for storm intensity, we 
will emulate the Joint Probability Method (JPM) that is used by FEMA for tropical cyclone storm-surge 
frequency analysis (FEMA, 2012) and maps of predicted coastal flood depth. When used for surge 
analysis, the JPM considers surge impacts from “all possible storms consistent with the local climatology, 
each weighted by its appropriate rate of occurrence” (FEMA 2012, p.1). This approach is undertaken in 
conjunction with the Optimal Sampling Method, to reduce the total number of simulations required to an 
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achievable number, and still capture the entire storm parameter space (size, intensity, track, speed, etc.) 
(FEMA 2012). In our case, rather than evaluating coastal flood risk, we will be evaluating the seabed 
impacts (for producing seabed motion) of waves produced by storms of different track, speed, and 
intensity, ranging from annual winter storms, to Category 5 hurricanes.  

A.5.2 Task III.B: hazard map development  
Simply put, our regional model for submarine landslide development will be able to predict sediment-
transport rates (in the form of submarine landslides and other phenomena) for particular points in space 
and time, given seabed conditions and the seabed forces produced by waves of a particular storm. To 
create a hazard map, the regional impacts of many storms must be brought together. The approach used 
for coastal storm surge mapping is to combine the maximum flood depths from all JPM simulations, to 
produce map layers showing maximum inundation depth expected for all storms of a particular return 
period, or probability of occurrence. A simple way to imagine this is to produce repeated simulations of 
one storm with a particular return period (usually 100 or 500 years) with the trajectory shifted for each 
simulation, so that the entire coastal region is impacted by maximum flooding conditions for this rank of 
storm. Similar to the flood mapping approach, our approach to producing regional hazard maps for 
submarine landslides will be to combine all regional JPM simulation results for a particular storm 
intensity, so as to create a map of maximum sediment transport rate for each map grid point predicted 
from any simulation of that intensity, regardless of track. Multiple map layers will be produced, 
representing difference types and intensities of storms. In this way, we will be able to represent the 
probability of submarine landslide occurrence based on accurate representations of ocean and seabed 
physics and storm climatologies, rather than proxy measurements that have been the focus of previous 
hazard assessments.  

A.6 Project Deliverables and Planned Products 
The following documents and materials will be deliverables for this proposed effort: 

1. Hazard map 
2. Models 
3. Data sets from project 
4. Reports: quarterly, annual, draft and final reports will be prepared in accordance with BOEM 

requirements.  
5. We will conduct regularly scheduled monthly meetings and/or conference calls for the MRDF 

research team throughout the performance period. 
6. LSU will host a shared network drive that provides BOEM remote access for upload and/or 

download so that literature, data, reports, and other materials. Data on the drive will be backed up 
so it will be secure from loss or damage.   

7. We will prepare and archive an organized catalog of all relevant existing studies, reports, data 
products with spatial data (e.g., a spatial database where applicable) in a format agreed upon 
between BOEM and LSU. 

8. We will present our findings at one annual science conference, and one BOEM Information 
Transfer Meeting per year. 
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The Department of the Interior Mission 
 

As the Nation's principal conservation agency, the Department of the Interior has 
responsibility for most of our nationally owned public lands and natural 
resources. This includes fostering sound use of our land and water resources; 
protecting our fish, wildlife, and biological diversity; preserving the 
environmental and cultural values of our national parks and historical places; and 
providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation. The Department 
assesses our energy and mineral resources and works to ensure that their 
development is in the best interests of all our people by encouraging stewardship 
and citizen participation in their care. The Department also has a major 
responsibility for American Indian reservation communities and for people who 
live in island territories under US administration. 

 

 

 

The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management Mission 
 

The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) promotes energy 
independence, environmental protection and economic development through 
responsible, science-based management of offshore conventional and renewable 
energy resources. 

 The BOEM Environmental Studies Program Mission 
The mission of the Environmental Studies Program (ESP) is to provide the 
information needed to predict, assess, and manage impacts from offshore energy 
and marine mineral exploration, development, and production activities on 
human, marine, and coastal environments. 
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